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Interest in the field of sustainability has 
recently flourished. According to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, in 2011 there were over 850,000 
jobs in the United States that could be classified 
as “green technologies and practices” (GTP) jobs,1 
and three quarters of all businesses in the country 
reported the use of at least one GTP in the course 
of business.2  Educational services placed second in 
terms of highest industry use of GTP, with 81% of 
educational services institutions using at least one 
GTP.3 Thus, the growing interest in sustainability is 
linked between educational institutions and corpo-
rate trends. Kate Galbraith of The New York Times 





ABSTRACT: This paper seeks to assess the three major university sustainability rating systems in 
the United States on their ability to drive positive sustainability outcomes. Since the mid-2000s the 
Association for Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education, the Princeton Review, and the 
Sierra Club have attempted to rate universities on their sustainability policies and practices. A wide 
range of actions are rated by these organizations, from energy usage to transportation to procure-
ment to academic offerings in the field of sustainability. This analysis shows that each organization 
values sustainability in different ways – for example, academics/co-curricular activities accounted 
for anywhere from 16%-49% of the total points available across the three rating systems. This pa-
per also measured criteria in terms of inputs versus outputs, where inputs measure actions taken, 
outputs measure results or outcomes – a question of vision versus execution. There is a greater 
emphasis on input criteria than output criteria in overall scoring across each rating system, despite 
the fact that outputs are more suitable for measuring actual progress on sustainability. I offer sug-




1The Bureau of Labor Statistics defines GTP as practices which lessen the environmental impact of an 
establishment’s operations. Jobs classified as GTP are those in which employees spend more than half their time 
involved in GTP.
2 Bureau of Labor Statistics. (2012). Green Technologies and Practices Summary [Press release]. Retrieved 
from http://www.bls.gov/news.release/gtp.nr0.htm.
3 Ibid.
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noted the rise in popularity of sustainability courses 
on campus in 2009, and that universities began 
implementing sustainable policies in concert. 4
This report will focus on an examination of 
efforts to quantify university sustainability through 
rating systems. Through this analysis I will take stock 
of the types of sustainability initiatives have been ini-
tiated by universities; examine which have worked 
and which have not; and identify barriers and oppor-
tunities for sustainability practices at universities.
The link between education and sustainabil-
ity practices is not a new concept. In fact, the first 
instance of such a connection was laid out in the 
Stockholm Declaration from the 1972 United Nations 
Conference on the Human Environment.  Principle 19 
of the Stockholm Declaration reads:
“Education in environmental matters, for the 
younger generation as well as adults, giving due con-
sideration to the underprivileged, is essential in order 
to broaden the basis for an enlightened opinion and 
responsible conduct by individuals, enterprises and 
communities in protecting and improving the envi-
ronment in its full human dimension.” 
Indeed, since the Stockholm Declaration, there 
have been several international agreements that have 
expanded upon and tightened this notion to be more 
focused on environmental sustainability at universi-
ties. Table 1 explains the aspirations set forth by these 
international agreements.
Despite the worthy, if not lofty, aspirations of 
these declarations, implementation often proved dif-
ficult. In fact, participants at the UNESCO Confer-
ence on Environment and Society that developed the 
Declaration of Thessaloniki believed that there must 
be radical social change before environmental change 
would occur. Just because a university signed on to 
one of the above declarations did not necessarily 
mean they were following through and engaging in 
sustainable actions.8
1.2 Overview of organizations rating 
university sustainability
In the mid-2000s, academics and environmen-
talists sought to rate universities on their sustain-
ability practices and policies, perhaps as a response 
to develop a system geared toward generating sus-
tainability results and also as a recognition that more 
and more universities were beginning to offer sus-
tainability programs. Since then, three organizations 
have established themselves in this field: STARS, the 
Princeton Review, and the Sierra Club.
All three of these organizations rely on self-
reported data. In order to make the daunting task of 
data submittal easier for institutions, the organiza-
tions worked together in 2012 to develop the Campus 
Sustainability Data Collector (CSDC), where partic-
ipating institutions could fill out one report to send 
to each organization. In 2015, STARS 2.0 replaced 
CSDC as the data collection mechanism for all three 
organizations.9 
4 Galbraith, Kate. (Aug. 19, 2009). “Sustainability Field Booms on Campus.” The NY Times; Galbraith, 
Kate. (Aug. 20, 2009). “Ranking Universities by ‘Greenness.’” The NY Times.
5Wright, Tarah S.A. (2002). Definitions and frameworks for environmental sustainability in higher educa-
tion. International Journal of Sustainability in Higher Education 3:3, 203-220.
6Stockholm Declaration. (1972). Nairobi, Kenya: UNEP. Retrieved from  
http://www.unep.org/documents.multilingual/default.asp?documentid=97&articleid=1503  
8Wright (2002).
9Green Colleges Methodology. (2016). Retrieved from  
http://www.princetonreview.com/college-rankings/green-guide/methodology.




The Stockholm Declaration on 
the Human Environment
Principle 19 (out of 24) stated the need for
environmental education from grade school to 
adulthood.
1977 Tbilisi Declaration
Encouraged higher education to consider 
sustainablitiy concerns within the framework of the
university. Also oered guidelines for general
international strategies of action on sustainability
education.
1990 The Tailloires Declaration
First statement made by university administrators to 
commit to sustainability in higher education. Had 20 
university signatories in 1990 and over 275 by 2000.
1991 The Halifax Declaration Outlined an Action Plan for universities to engage in short- and long-term goals.
1992
Report of the United Nations 
Conference on Environment 
and Development – Chapter 
36: Promoting Education, 
Public Awareness, and Training
Stated that the Tbilisi Declaration provided the f
oundation for the principles laid out in this chapter. 
Three main thrusts: (1) reorienting education towards 
sustainable development; (2) increasing public 
awareness of environmental issues; and (3) promoting 
environmental training among educators.
1993
Ninth International Association 
of Universities Round Table: The 
Kyoto Declaration
Called for universities to develop sustainability plans 
of action. Stressed the ethical obligation of 
universities to protect the environment and uphold 
sustainable development principles.
1993
Association of Commonwealth 
Universities’ 15th Quinquennial 
Conference: Swansea Declaration
Asserted that universities had a major responsibility to 
help societies develop in an “environmentally secure 
and civilized world.” Stressed equality among countries 
as an important factor in achieving sustainability.
1994 CRE Copernicus Charter
Again stressed the need for higher education to be 
leaders in sustainability. Focused on public outreach, 
environmental literacy, and encouraging partnerships.
1999 Global Higher Education for Sustainability Partnership
Four organizations (COPERNICUS, the International 
Association of Universities, the Association of University 
Leaders for a Sustainable Future, and UNESCO) agreed to 
a signicant commitment to making sustainability a major 
focus of higher education, with each organization taking on 
specic and separate responsibilities.
2001
Lüneburg Declaration on 
Higher Education for 
Sustainable Development
Called for implementation of past agreements and 
prior commitments.
2002
United Nations Decade of 
Education for Sustainable 
Development: International 
Implementation Scheme
Concentrated eorts on using education as an essential 
tool for achieving sustainable development and to ensure 
that adequate resources are mobilized for this purpose.
2004 Declaration of Barcelona
Recognized the role of engineers in sustainability and 
encouraged an increased focus on sustainable 
engineering education.
2005
Graz Declaration on 
Committing Universities 
to Sustainable Development
Conrmed the commitment of the parties to the United 
Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development.
2009
Abuja Declaration on Sustainable
Development in Africa: The Role 
of Higher Education
Called upon African institutions of higher education to 
employ proven modern approaches to teaching 
sustainable development.
2009
Torino Declaration on Education 
and Research for Sustainable and 
Responsible Development
Addressed educational and research strategies for 
sustainable and responsible development.
1997
International Conference on 
Environment and Society – 
Education and Public Awareness 
for Sustainability: Declaration of 
Thessaloniki
Argued that environmental sustainability must be linked 
with poverty, population, food security, democracy, 
human rights, peace and health and a respect for 
traditional cultural and ecological knowledge.
Table 1. Description of international agreements that linked education and environmental sustainability. 
Adapted from Wright (2002) and Lozano et al. (2013). 
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A. STARS
Origins/History
The Sustainability Tracking, Assessment & 
Rating System (STARS) is a program of the Asso-
ciation for Advancement of Sustainability in Higher 
Education (AASHE).10  STARS was first proposed in 
2006 through a request from the Higher Education 
Associations Sustainability Consortium (HEASC) 
in order to standardize sustainability assessment 
methodology across campuses and allow campuses 
to learn from one another.11  This proposal lead to 
more than a year of deliberations before develop-
ing and piloting the rating system. As of the writing 
of this report, there were 763 STARS participants 
from 24 different countries, though most are based 




The Stockholm Declaration on 
the Human Environment
Principle 19 (out of 24) stated the need for
environmental education from grade school to 
adulthood.
1977 Tbilisi Declaration
Encouraged higher education to consider 
sustainablitiy concerns within the framework of the
university. Also oered guidelines for general
international strategies of action on sustainability
education.
1990 The Tailloires Declaration
First statement made by university administrators to 
commit to sustainability in higher education. Had 20 
university signatories in 1990 and over 275 by 2000.
1991 The Halifax Declaration Outlined an Action Plan for universities to engage in short- and long-term goals.
1992
Report of the United Nations 
Conference on Environment 
and Development – Chapter 
36: Promoting Education, 
Public Awareness, and Training
Stated that the Tbilisi Declaration provided the f
oundation for the principles laid out in this chapter. 
Three main thrusts: (1) reorienting education towards 
sustainable development; (2) increasing public 
awareness of environmental issues; and (3) promoting 
environmental training among educators.
1993
Ninth International Association 
of Universities Round Table: The 
Kyoto Declaration
Called for universities to develop sustainability plans 
of action. Stressed the ethical obligation of 
universities to protect the environment and uphold 
sustainable development principles.
1993
Association of Commonwealth 
Universities’ 15th Quinquennial 
Conference: Swansea Declaration
Asserted that universities had a major responsibility to 
help societies develop in an “environmentally secure 
and civilized world.” Stressed equality among countries 
as an important factor in achieving sustainability.
1994 CRE Copernicus Charter
Again stressed the need for higher education to be 
leaders in sustainability. Focused on public outreach, 
environmental literacy, and encouraging partnerships.
1999 Global Higher Education for Sustainability Partnership
Four organizations (COPERNICUS, the International 
Association of Universities, the Association of University 
Leaders for a Sustainable Future, and UNESCO) agreed to 
a signicant commitment to making sustainability a major 
focus of higher education, with each organization taking on 
specic and separate responsibilities.
2001
Lüneburg Declaration on 
Higher Education for 
Sustainable Development
Called for implementation of past agreements and 
prior commitments.
2002
United Nations Decade of 
Education for Sustainable 
Development: International 
Implementation Scheme
Concentrated eorts on using education as an essential 
tool for achieving sustainable development and to ensure 
that adequate resources are mobilized for this purpose.
2004 Declaration of Barcelona
Recognized the role of engineers in sustainability and 
encouraged an increased focus on sustainable 
engineering education.
2005
Graz Declaration on 
Committing Universities 
to Sustainable Development
Conrmed the commitment of the parties to the United 
Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development.
2009
Abuja Declaration on Sustainable
Development in Africa: The Role 
of Higher Education
Called upon African institutions of higher education to 
employ proven modern approaches to teaching 
sustainable development.
2009
Torino Declaration on Education 
and Research for Sustainable and 
Responsible Development
Addressed educational and research strategies for 
sustainable and responsible development.
1997
International Conference on 
Environment and Society – 
Education and Public Awareness 
for Sustainability: Declaration of 
Thessaloniki
Argued that environmental sustainability must be linked 
with poverty, population, food security, democracy, 
human rights, peace and health and a respect for 
traditional cultural and ecological knowledge.
10According to www.aashe.org, AASHE was established in 2005 to advance campus sustainability efforts. 
Its mission is “to inspire and catalyze higher education to lead the global sustainability transformation.”
11Proposal for a Campus Sustainability Rating System. (2006). Retrieved from http://www.aashe.org/files/
documents/STARS/CSRSproposal.pdf.
12STARS Dashboard. (2015). Retrieved from https://stars.aashe.org/institutions/data-displays/dashboard/.
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13Recognition and Scoring. (2015). Retrieved from https://stars.aashe.org/pages/participate/recognition-
scoring.html.
14The Princeton Review. (2015). The Princeton Review’s Guide to 353 Green Colleges. Retrieved from 
http://az589735.vo.msecnd.net/pdf/greenguide2015.pdf.
15The Princeton Review. (2015). The Princeton Review Releases Its Free Downloadable Guide to 353 Green 
Colleges: 2015 Edition [Press release]. Retrieved from 
http://www.princetonreview.com/press/green-guide/press-release.
16Princeton Review Green Colleges Methodology.
17Cool Schools Methodology 2015. (2016). Retrieved from http://www.sierraclub.org/sierra/coolschools/
methodology.
Scope





4. Planning & Administration
Each category includes two or more subcatego-
ries, which will be discussed at length in Chapter 2 
of this report. Participants may achieve a recognition 
of Bronze, Silver, Gold, or Platinum depending on 
their overall score. Schools may also opt not to make 
their ratings public, in which case they are credited 
as a STARS Reporter.13 
B. Princeton Review
Origins/History
The Princeton Review is a well-known and 
well-utilized organization offering test preparation 
services and developing various college rankings 
for prospective students. During the 2007-2008 
school year, Princeton Review began asking college 
applicants “how information about a college’s 
demonstrated commitment to the environment 
would impact their decision to apply to or attend 
the school.”14  Based on their results, they devel-
oped a Green Rating system, and have released an 
annual report of rankings called a “Green Guide” 
every year on Earth Day since 2010. The Princeton 
Review invites 2,000 schools to take their survey in 
order to be included in their rankings. In 2015, 861 
colleges responded to the survey and the Princeton 
Review chose the highest 353 – those that scored a 
60 Green Rating or above – to include in the 2015 
Green Guide.15 
Scope
The Princeton Review evaluates schools based 
on three main elements:16 
1. Whether students have a quality of life on  
 campus that is both healthy and sustainable;
2. How well a school is preparing students   
 for employment in the clean energy economy of  
 the 21st century as well as for citizenship in a   
 world now defined by environmental concerns  
 and opportunities; and
3. How environmentally responsible a   
 school’s policies are.
These elements are embodied in ten survey 
questions that will be discussed in Chapter 2.
C. SIERRA CLUB
Origins/History
The Sierra Club is an environmental preserva-
tion organization that was founded by John Muir in 
1892. Since 2007, the Sierra Club has published a 
list of “Cool Schools” that engage in sustainability 
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18Both the STARS 2.0 and 2.1 Technical Manuals can be accessed from https://stars.aashe.org/pages/about/
technical-manual.html.
practices. In 2015, the Sierra Club received 153 
completed responses from colleges.17 
Scope
Schools are judged on a multitude of criteria 
weighted from 7 points to 45 points for a possible 
high score of 1,000 points. The criteria are delin-












The criteria will be discussed at length in 
Chapter 2 of this report.
2. ANALYSIS OF SUSTAINABLE 
SCHOOL RATINGS
2.1 Measurements
Each of the three organizations measures sus-
tainability with different metrics and frameworks. 
This section will provide a detailed accounting of 
each organization’s system of measurement.
A. STARS
For the 2015 rating cycle, STARS used the 
STARS 2.0 Technical Manual for rating guidance. 




AC1 Academic Courses 14
Courses that have been identied as sustainability
 course oerings (i.e., sustainability courses or 
courses that include sustainability).
AC2 Learning Outcomes* 8
Students graduate from degree programs that 
include sustainability as a learning outcome or 
include multiple sustainability learning outcomes.
AC3 Undergraduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused major/degree 
program or minor or concentration for 
undergraduates.
AC4 Graduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused degree 
program or concentration for graduate students.
AC5 ImmersiveExperience* 2
Oers at least one immersive, sustainability-
focused educational study program that must 






Conducts an assessment of the sustainability 







Incentives for faculty in multiple 
disciplines/departments to develop new 
sustainability courses or incorporate sustainability 
into existing courses/departments.
AC8 Campus as a Living Laboratory* 4
Institution’s infrastructure and operations are used 
for multidisciplinary learning or applied research in 
understanding campus sustainability challenges or 
advancing sustainability on campus.
AC9 Research and Scholarship* 12
Faculty and/or sta conduct sustainability research 
and make such research publicly available.
EN1 Student EducatorsProgram 4
Ongoing peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and 
education programs for students enrolled for credit.
EN2 Student Orientation* 2 Includes sustainability prominently in its student orientation activities and programming.
EN3 Student Life 2 Institution has co-curricular sustainability programs and initiatives.
EN4 Outreach Materialsand Publications 2
Produces outreach materials and/or publications 
that foster sustainability learning and knowledge 
(e.g., a sustainability website or newsletter).
EN5 Outreach Campaign 4
Holds outreach campaigns directed at students and 







Conducts an assessment of sustainability culture 
focusing on sustainability values, behaviors, and 






3 Oversees an ongoing sta/faculty peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and education program.
EN8 Employee Orientation 1
Covers sustainability topics in new employee 
orientation and/or in outreach and guidance 
materials distributed to new employees, faculty, 
and sta.
OP1 Greenhouse GasEmissions 10
Conducted a publicly available greenhouse gas 
emissions inventory that includes Scope 1 and 
Scope 2 emissions, and may include Scope 3 
emissions.21  Reduced Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions 
compared to a baseline and kept Scope 1 and 2 
emissions under the minimum performance threshold.
OP2 Outdoor Air Quality* 1
Completed an inventory of signicant air emissions 
from stationary sources. Adopted policies or guidelines 
to improve outdoor air quality and minimize air 
pollutant emissions from mobile sources.
EN10 CommunityPartnerships 3
Has one or more formal community partnerships 
with school districts, government agencies, 
non-prot organizations, NGOs, or other external 
entities to work together to advance sustainability.
EN11 Inter-CampusCollaboration 3
Collaborates with other colleges and universities 
to help build the campus sustainability community.
EN12 Continuing Education* 5
Oers continuing education courses that address 
sustainability and has at least one 
sustainability-themed continuing education 
certicate program.
EN13 Community Service* 5 Engages its student body in community service.
EN14 Participation in Public Policy 2
Advocates for public policies that support campus 
sustainability or otherwise advance sustainability.
EN15 TrademarkLicensing* 2
Institution is a member of the Fair Labor Association 
(FLA)19 and/or the Workers Rights Consortium (WRC).20 
EN9 Sta ProfessionalDevelopment 2
Makes training or other professional development 
opportunities in sustainability available to all sta 
at least once a year.
AC10 Support forResearch* 4
Encourage/support sustainability research through
incentives for faculty/sta and students, library 
support for sustainability research, and policies 
that give positive recognition to interdisciplinary 
sustainability research in faculty promotion/tenure 
decisions.
AC11 Open Access to Research 2
Formally adopted open access policy that ensures 
























Owns and operates buildings that are certied under 
a green building rating system (e.g., LEED22 ) and/or 
operated and maintained under formally adopted 
sustainable operations and maintenance guidelines.
OP4 Building Designand Construction* 3
Owns buildings that were constructed or underwent 
major renovations in the past ve years that are 
certied under a green building rating system, 
certied under the Living Building Challenge,23  
and/or designed and built in accordance with formally 




OP5 Building EnergyConsumption 6
Reduced energy consumption relative to a baseline










OP7 Food and BeveragePurchasing* 6
The dining services contractor conducts an inventory 
to determine food and beverage purchases that have 
sustainability attributes.




OP9 Landscape Management* 2
Manage grounds in accordance with an 
Integrated Pest Management plan or an organic 
lawn care standard.
OP10 Biodiversity* 1-2
Conduct an assessment to identify endangered and 
vulnerable species and environmentally sensitive areas 




OP11 Sustainable Procurement 3
Has policies or guidelines that support sustainable 
purchasing across commodity categories 
institution-wide. Employs Life Cycle Assessments 
when evaluating energy- and water-using products, 
systems, and building components.
OP15 Campus Fleet* 1 Supports alternative fuel and power technology in its eet.
OP16 Student Commute Modal Split* 2
Students commute to and from campus using 
sustainable commuting options.
OP17 Employee Commute Modal Split* 2







Implements strategies to encourage more sustainable 
commuting and reduces the impact of student and 
employee commuting.
OP12 Electronics Purchasing 1 Purchases EPEAT







Purchases cleaning products and janitorial paper 
products that meet sustainability standards such 
as Forest Stewardship Council25  certied.
OP14 Oce PaperPurchasing 1
Purchases oce paper with post-consumer recycled, 








OP19 Waste Minimization and Diversion* 8
Implements source reduction strategies compared 
to a baseline, keep total waste generation below a 
minimum performance threshold, diverts materials 





1 Diverts non-hazardous construction and demolition waste from the landll or incinerator.
OP21 Hazardous Waste Management 1
Has strategies in place to safely dispose of hazardous 
waste. Has a program to recycle electronic waste.
OP22 Water Use 4-6 Reduced potable water use compared to a baseline.
OP23 Rainwater Management 2
Uses green infrastructure and low impact development 
practices to help mitigate stormwater run-o impacts 








PA1 Sustainability Coordination 1
Has at least one sustainability committee, oce, 
and/or ocer to advise on and implement policies 
and programs related to sustainability on campus.
PA2 Sustainability Planning 4
Formally adopted plans that include measurable 
sustainability objectives.
PA3 Participatory Governance 3






PA4 Diversity and Equity Coordination 2
Has a diversity and equity committee, oce, and/or 
ocer to advice on and implement policies, programs, 
and trainings related to diversity, inclusion, and human 
rights on campus. Makes cultural competence and 
diversity trainings and activities available to students 
and sta.
PA5 Assessing Diversity and Equity 1
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 







Has implemented one or more policies, programs, 
or initiatives to support underrepresented groups 
and foster a more diverse and inclusive campus 
community.
PA7 Aordability and Access 4
Has policies and programs in place to make the 
institution accessible and aordable to low-income 





PA11 Employee Compensation 3
More than 75% of employees of the institution and 
employees of contractors who perform regular work 
at the institution receive a basic living wage. Total 
compensation for the lowest paid regular employee 
meets or exceeds the local living wage for one adult.
PA12 Assessing Employee Satisfaction 1
1
Conducts a survey or other evaluation that allows for 
anonymous feedback to measure employee satisfaction 
and engagement.
PA13 Wellness Program
Hass a wellness or employee assistance program that 
makes available counseling, referral, and wellbeing 
services to all students and sta.
PA14 Workplace Health and Safety 2
Has reduced its total number of reportable workplace 
injuries and occupational disease cases compared to a 
baseline. Has fewer than 6 reportable workplace injuries 
and occupational disease cases annually 






Catalog of credits available
PA8 Committee on Investor Responsibility* 2
Has a formally established and active committee on 
investor responsibility that makes recommendations 
to fund decision-makers on socially and 
environmentally responsible investment 
opportunities across asset classes.
PA9 Sustainable Investment* 4
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 
the past three years to improve diversity, equity, 
and inclusion on campus.
PA10 Investment Disclosure* 1
Makes a snapshot of its investment holdings 









*credit does not apply to all institutions
PLANNING & ADMINISTRATION (PA)
Table 2. STARS metrics for rating. Adapted from the STARS 2.1 Technical Manual.




AC1 Academic Courses 14
Courses that have been identied as sustainability
 course oerings (i.e., sustainability courses or 
courses that include sustainability).
AC2 Learning Outcomes* 8
Students graduate from degree programs that 
include sustainability as a learning outcome or 
include multiple sustainability learning outcomes.
AC3 Undergraduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused major/degree 
program or minor or concentration for 
undergraduates.
AC4 Graduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused degree 
program or concentration for graduate students.
AC5 ImmersiveExperience* 2
Oers at least one immersive, sustainability-
focused educational study program that must 






Conducts an assessment of the sustainability 







Incentives for faculty in multiple 
disciplines/departments to develop new 
sustainability courses or incorporate sustainability 
into existing courses/departments.
AC8 Campus as a Living Laboratory* 4
Institution’s infrastructure and operations are used 
for multidisciplinary learning or applied research in 
understanding campus sustainability challenges or 
advancing sustainability on campus.
AC9 Research and Scholarship* 12
Faculty and/or sta conduct sustainability research 
and make such research publicly available.
EN1 Student EducatorsProgram 4
Ongoing peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and 
education programs for students enrolled for credit.
EN2 Student Orientation* 2 Includes sustainability prominently in its student orientation activities and programming.
EN3 Student Life 2 Institution has co-curricular sustainability programs and initiatives.
EN4 Outreach Materialsand Publications 2
Produces outreach materials and/or publications 
that foster sustainability learning and knowledge 
(e.g., a sustainability website or newsletter).
EN5 Outreach Campaign 4
Holds outreach campaigns directed at students and 







Conducts an assessment of sustainability culture 
focusing on sustainability values, behaviors, and 






3 Oversees an ongoing sta/faculty peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and education program.
EN8 Employee Orientation 1
Covers sustainability topics in new employee 
orientation and/or in outreach and guidance 
materials distributed to new employees, faculty, 
and sta.
OP1 Greenhouse GasEmissions 10
Conducted a publicly available greenhouse gas 
emissions inventory that includes Scope 1 and 
Scope 2 emissions, and may include Scope 3 
emissions.21  Reduced Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions 
compared to a baseline and kept Scope 1 and 2 
emissions under the minimum performance threshold.
OP2 Outdoor Air Quality* 1
Completed an inventory of signicant air emissions 
from stationary sources. Adopted policies or guidelines 
to improve outdoor air quality and minimize air 
pollutant emissions from mobile sources.
EN10 CommunityPartnerships 3
Has one or more formal community partnerships 
with school districts, government agencies, 
non-prot organizations, NGOs, or other external 
entities to work together to advance sustainability.
EN11 Inter-CampusCollaboration 3
Collaborates with other colleges and universities 
to help build the campus sustainability community.
EN12 Continuing Education* 5
Oers continuing education courses that address 
sustainability and has at least one 
sustainability-themed continuing education 
certicate program.
EN13 Community Service* 5 Engages its student body in community service.
EN14 Participation in Public Policy 2
Advocates for public policies that support campus 
sustainability or otherwise advance sustainability.
EN15 TrademarkLicensing* 2
Institution is a member of the Fair Labor Association 
(FLA)19 and/or the Workers Rights Consortium (WRC).20 
EN9 Sta ProfessionalDevelopment 2
Makes training or other professional development 
opportunities in sustainability available to all sta 
at least once a year.
AC10 Support forResearch* 4
Encourage/support sustainability research through
incentives for faculty/sta and students, library 
support for sustainability research, and policies 
that give positive recognition to interdisciplinary 
sustainability research in faculty promotion/tenure 
decisions.
AC11 Open Access to Research 2
Formally adopted open access policy that ensures 
























Owns and operates buildings that are certied under 
a green building rating system (e.g., LEED22 ) and/or 
operated and maintained under formally adopted 
sustainable operations and maintenance guidelines.
OP4 Building Designand Construction* 3
Owns buildings that were constructed or underwent 
major renovations in the past ve years that are 
certied under a green building rating system, 
certied under the Living Building Challenge,23  
and/or designed and built in accordance with formally 




OP5 Building EnergyConsumption 6
Reduced energy consumption relative to a baseline










OP7 Food and BeveragePurchasing* 6
The dining services contractor conducts an inventory 
to determine food and beverage purchases that have 
sustainability attributes.




OP9 Landscape Management* 2
Manage grounds in accordance with an 
Integrated Pest Management plan or an organic 
lawn care standard.
OP10 Biodiversity* 1-2
Conduct an assessment to identify endangered and 
vulnerable species and environmentally sensitive areas 




OP11 Sustainable Procurement 3
Has policies or guidelines that support sustainable 
purchasing across commodity categories 
institution-wide. Employs Life Cycle Assessments 
when evaluating energy- and water-using products, 
systems, and building components.
OP15 Campus Fleet* 1 Supports alternative fuel and power technology in its eet.
OP16 Student Commute Modal Split* 2
Students commute to and from campus using 
sustainable commuting options.
OP17 Employee Commute Modal Split* 2







Implements strategies to encourage more sustainable 
commuting and reduces the impact of student and 
employee commuting.
OP12 Electronics Purchasing 1 Purchases EPEAT







Purchases cleaning products and janitorial paper 
products that meet sustainability standards such 
as Forest Stewardship Council25  certied.
OP14 Oce PaperPurchasing 1
Purchases oce paper with post-consumer recycled, 








OP19 Waste Minimization and Diversion* 8
Implements source reduction strategies compared 
to a baseline, keep total waste generation below a 
minimum performance threshold, diverts materials 





1 Diverts non-hazardous construction and demolition waste from the landll or incinerator.
OP21 Hazardous Waste Management 1
Has strategies in place to safely dispose of hazardous 
waste. Has a program to recycle electronic waste.
OP22 Water Use 4-6 Reduced potable water use compared to a baseline.
OP23 Rainwater Management 2
Uses green infrastructure and low impact development 
practices to help mitigate stormwater run-o impacts 








PA1 Sustainability Coordination 1
Has at least one sustainability committee, oce, 
and/or ocer to advise on and implement policies 
and programs related to sustainability on campus.
PA2 Sustainability Planning 4
Formally adopted plans that include measurable 
sustainability objectives.
PA3 Participatory Governance 3






PA4 Diversity and Equity Coordination 2
Has a diversity and equity committee, oce, and/or 
ocer to advice on and implement policies, programs, 
and trainings related to diversity, inclusion, and human 
rights on campus. Makes cultural competence and 
diversity trainings and activities available to students 
and sta.
PA5 Assessing Diversity and Equity 1
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 







Has implemented one or more policies, programs, 
or initiatives to support underrepresented groups 
and foster a more diverse and inclusive campus 
community.
PA7 Aordability and Access 4
Has policies and programs in place to make the 
institution accessible and aordable to low-income 





PA11 Employee Compensation 3
More than 75% of employees of the institution and 
employees of contractors who perform regular work 
at the institution receive a basic living wage. Total 
compensation for the lowest paid regular employee 
meets or exceeds the local living wage for one adult.
PA12 Assessing Employee Satisfaction 1
1
Conducts a survey or other evaluation that allows for 
anonymous feedback to measure employee satisfaction 
and engagement.
PA13 Wellness Program
Hass a wellness or employee assistance program that 
makes available counseling, referral, and wellbeing 
services to all students and sta.
PA14 Workplace Health and Safety 2
Has reduced its total number of reportable workplace 
injuries and occupational disease cases compared to a 
baseline. Has fewer than 6 reportable workplace injuries 
and occupational disease cases annually 






Catalog of credits available
PA8 Committee on Investor Responsibility* 2
Has a formally established and active committee on 
investor responsibility that makes recommendations 
to fund decision-makers on socially and 
environmentally responsible investment 
opportunities across asset classes.
PA9 Sustainable Investment* 4
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 
the past three years to improve diversity, equity, 
and inclusion on campus.
PA10 Investment Disclosure* 1
Makes a snapshot of its investment holdings 









*credit does not apply to all institutions
PLANNING & ADMINISTRATION (PA)




AC1 Academic Courses 14
Courses that have been identied as sustainability
 course oerings (i.e., sustainability courses or 
courses that include sustainability).
AC2 Learning Outcomes* 8
Students graduate from degree programs that 
include sustainability as a learning outcome or 
include multiple sustainability learning outcomes.
AC3 Undergraduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused major/degree 
program or minor or concentration for 
undergraduates.
AC4 Graduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused degree 
program or concentration for graduate students.
AC5 ImmersiveExperience* 2
Oers at least one immersive, sustainability-
focused educational study program that must 






Conducts an assessment of the sustainability 







Incentives for faculty in multiple 
disciplines/departments to develop new 
sustainability courses or incorporate sustainability 
into existing courses/departments.
AC8 Campus as a Living Laboratory* 4
Institution’s infrastructure and operations are used 
for multidisciplinary learning or applied research in 
understanding campus sustainability challenges or 
advancing sustainability on campus.
AC9 Research and Scholarship* 12
Faculty and/or sta conduct sustainability research 
and make such research publicly available.
EN1 Student EducatorsProgram 4
Ongoing peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and 
education programs for students enrolled for credit.
EN2 Student Orientation* 2 Includes sustainability prominently in its student orientation activities and programming.
EN3 Student Life 2 Institution has co-curricular sustainability programs and initiatives.
EN4 Outreach Materialsand Publications 2
Produces outreach materials and/or publications 
that foster sustainability learning and knowledge 
(e.g., a sustainability website or newsletter).
EN5 Outreach Campaign 4
Holds outreach campaigns directed at students and 







Conducts an assessment of sustainability culture 
focusing on sustainability values, behaviors, and 






3 Oversees an ongoing sta/faculty peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and education program.
EN8 Employee Orientation 1
Covers sustainability topics in new employee 
orientation and/or in outreach and guidance 
materials distributed to new employees, faculty, 
and sta.
OP1 Greenhouse GasEmissions 10
Conducted a publicly available greenhouse gas 
emissions inventory that includes Scope 1 and 
Scope 2 emissions, and may include Scope 3 
emissions.21  Reduced Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions 
compared to a baseline and kept Scope 1 and 2 
emissions under the minimum performance threshold.
OP2 Outdoor Air Quality* 1
Completed an inventory of signicant air emissions 
from stationary sources. Adopted policies or guidelines 
to improve outdoor air quality and minimize air 
pollutant emissions from mobile sources.
EN10 CommunityPartnerships 3
Has one or more formal community partnerships 
with school districts, government agencies, 
non-prot organizations, NGOs, or other external 
entities to work together to advance sustainability.
EN11 Inter-CampusCollaboration 3
Collaborates with other colleges and universities 
to help build the campus sustainability community.
EN12 Continuing Education* 5
Oers continuing education courses that address 
sustainability and has at least one 
sustainability-themed continuing education 
certicate program.
EN13 Community Service* 5 Engages its student body in community service.
EN14 Participation in Public Policy 2
Advocates for public policies that support campus 
sustainability or otherwise advance sustainability.
EN15 TrademarkLicensing* 2
Institution is a member of the Fair Labor Association 
(FLA)19 and/or the Workers Rights Consortium (WRC).20 
EN9 Sta ProfessionalDevelopment 2
Makes training or other professional development 
opportunities in sustainability available to all sta 
at least once a year.
AC10 Support forResearch* 4
Encourage/support sustainability research through
incentives for faculty/sta and students, library 
support for sustainability research, and policies 
that give positive recognition to interdisciplinary 
sustainability research in faculty promotion/tenure 
decisions.
AC11 Open Access to Research 2
Formally adopted open access policy that ensures 
























Owns and operates buildings that are certied under 
a green building rating system (e.g., LEED22 ) and/or 
operated and maintained under formally adopted 
sustainable operations and maintenance guidelines.
OP4 Building Designand Construction* 3
Owns buildings that were constructed or underwent 
major renovations in the past ve years that are 
certied under a green building rating system, 
certied under the Living Building Challenge,23  
and/or designed and built in accordance with formally 




OP5 Building EnergyConsumption 6
Reduced energy consumption relative to a baseline










OP7 Food and BeveragePurchasing* 6
The dining services contractor conducts an inventory 
to determine food and beverage purchases that have 
sustainability attributes.




OP9 Landscape Management* 2
Manage grounds in accordance with an 
Integrated Pest Management plan or an organic 
lawn care standard.
OP10 Biodiversity* 1-2
Conduct an assessment to identify endangered and 
vulnerable species and environmentally sensitive areas 




OP11 Sustainable Procurement 3
Has policies or guidelines that support sustainable 
purchasing across commodity categories 
institution-wide. Employs Life Cycle Assessments 
when evaluating energy- and water-using products, 
systems, and building components.
OP15 Campus Fleet* 1 Supports alternative fuel and power technology in its eet.
OP16 Student Commute Modal Split* 2
Students commute to and from campus using 
sustainable commuting options.
OP17 Employee Commute Modal Split* 2







Implements strategies to encourage more sustainable 
commuting and reduces the impact of student and 
employee commuting.
OP12 Electronics Purchasing 1 Purchases EPEAT







Purchases cleaning products and janitorial paper 
products that meet sustainability standards such 
as Forest Stewardship Council25  certied.
OP14 Oce PaperPurchasing 1
Purchases oce paper with post-consumer recycled, 








OP19 Waste Minimization and Diversion* 8
Implements source reduction strategies compared 
to a baseline, keep total waste generation below a 
minimum performance threshold, diverts materials 





1 Diverts non-hazardous construction and demolition waste from the landll or incinerator.
OP21 Hazardous Waste Management 1
Has strategies in place to safely dispose of hazardous 
waste. Has a program to recycle electronic waste.
OP22 Water Use 4-6 Reduced potable water use compared to a baseline.
OP23 Rainwater Management 2
Uses green infrastructure and low impact development 
practices to help mitigate stormwater run-o impacts 








PA1 Sustainability Coordination 1
Has at least one sustainability committee, oce, 
and/or ocer to advise on and implement policies 
and programs related to sustainability on campus.
PA2 Sustainability Planning 4
Formally adopted plans that include measurable 
sustainability objectives.
PA3 Participatory Governance 3






PA4 Diversity and Equity Coordination 2
Has a diversity and equity committee, oce, and/or 
ocer to advice on and implement policies, programs, 
and trainings related to diversity, inclusion, and human 
rights on campus. Makes cultural competence and 
diversity trainings and activities available to students 
and sta.
PA5 Assessing Diversity and Equity 1
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 







Has implemented one or more policies, programs, 
or initiatives to support underrepresented groups 
and foster a more diverse and inclusive campus 
community.
PA7 Aordability and Access 4
Has policies and programs in place to make the 
institution accessible and aordable to low-income 





PA11 Employee Compensation 3
More than 75% of employees of the institution and 
employees of contractors who perform regular work 
at the institution receive a basic living wage. Total 
compensation for the lowest paid regular employee 
meets or exceeds the local living wage for one adult.
PA12 Assessing Employee Satisfaction 1
1
Conducts a survey or other evaluation that allows for 
anonymous feedback to measure employee satisfaction 
and engagement.
PA13 Wellness Program
Hass a wellness or employee assistance program that 
makes available counseling, referral, and wellbeing 
services to all students and sta.
PA14 Workplace Health and Safety 2
Has reduced its total number of reportable workplace 
injuries and occupational disease cases compared to a 
baseline. Has fewer than 6 reportable workplace injuries 
and occupational disease cases annually 






Catalog of credits available
PA8 Committee on Investor Responsibility* 2
Has a formally established and active committee on 
investor responsibility that makes recommendations 
to fund decision-makers on socially and 
environmentally responsible investment 
opportunities across asset classes.
PA9 Sustainable Investment* 4
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 
the past three years to improve diversity, equity, 
and inclusion on campus.
PA10 Investment Disclosure* 1
Makes a snapshot of its investment holdings 









*credit does not apply to all institutions
PLANNING & ADMINISTRATION (PA)
19According to their website, the mission of the Fair Labor Associatio  is to combine the efforts of business, 
civil society organizations, and colleges and universities to promote nd protect workers’ rights d to improve 
working conditions globally through adherence to international standards. For more information, see their website: 
http://www.fairlabor.org/.
20According to their website, the Worker Rights Consortium is an independent labor rights monitoring orga-
nization, conducting investigations of working conditions in factories around the globe. Their purpose is to combat 
sweatshops and protect the rights of workers who make apparel and other products. For more information, see their 
website: http://www.workersrights.org/.
21For a robust catalog of information on Scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions, visit the website of the Greenhouse 
Gas Protocol at http://www.ghgprotocol.org/.




AC1 Academic Courses 14
Courses that have been identied as sustainability
 course oerings (i.e., sustainability courses or 
courses that include sustainability).
AC2 Learning Outcomes* 8
Students graduate from degree programs that 
include sustainability as a learning outcome or 
include multiple sustainability learning outcomes.
AC3 Undergraduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused major/degree 
program or minor or concentration for 
undergraduates.
AC4 Graduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused degree 
program or concentration for graduate students.
AC5 ImmersiveExperience* 2
Oers at least one immersive, sustainability-
focused educational study program that must 






Conducts an assessment of the sustainability 







Incentives for faculty in multiple 
disciplines/departments to develop new 
sustainability courses or incorporate sustainability 
into existing courses/departments.
AC8 Campus as a Living Laboratory* 4
Institution’s infrastructure and operations are used 
for multidisciplinary learning or applied research in 
understanding campus sustainability challenges or 
advancing sustainability on campus.
AC9 Research and Scholarship* 12
Faculty and/or sta conduct sustainability research 
and make such research publicly available.
EN1 Student EducatorsProgram 4
Ongoing peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and 
education programs for students enrolled for credit.
EN2 Student Orientation* 2 Includes sustainability prominently in its student orientation activities and programming.
EN3 Student Life 2 Institution has co-curricular sustainability programs and initiatives.
EN4 Outreach Materialsand Publications 2
Produces outreach materials and/or publications 
that foster sustainability learning and knowledge 
(e.g., a sustainability website or newsletter).
EN5 Outreach Campaign 4
Holds outreach campaigns directed at students and 







Conducts an assessment of sustainability culture 
focusing on sustainability values, behaviors, and 






3 Oversees an ongoing sta/faculty peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and education program.
EN8 Employee Orientation 1
Covers sustainability topics in new employee 
orientation and/or in outreach and guidance 
materials distributed to new employees, faculty, 
and sta.
OP1 Greenhouse GasEmissions 10
Conducted a publicly available greenhouse gas 
emissions inventory that includes Scope 1 and 
Scope 2 emissions, and may include Scope 3 
emissions.21  Reduced Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions 
compared to a baseline and kept Scope 1 and 2 
emissions under the minimum performance threshold.
OP2 Outdoor Air Quality* 1
Completed an inventory of signicant air emissions 
from stationary sources. Adopted policies or guidelines 
to improve outdoor air quality and minimize air 
pollutant emissions from mobile sources.
EN10 CommunityPartnerships 3
Has one or more formal community partnerships 
with school districts, government agencies, 
non-prot organizations, NGOs, or other external 
entities to work together to advance sustainability.
EN11 Inter-CampusCollaboration 3
Collaborates with other colleges and universities 
to help build the campus sustainability community.
EN12 Continuing Education* 5
Oers continuing education courses that address 
sustainability and has at least one 
sustainability-themed continuing education 
certicate program.
EN13 Community Service* 5 Engages its student body in community service.
EN14 Participation in Public Policy 2
Advocates for public policies that support campus 
sustainability or otherwise advance sustainability.
EN15 TrademarkLicensing* 2
Institution is a member of the Fair Labor Association 
(FLA)19 and/or the Workers Rights Consortium (WRC).20 
EN9 Sta ProfessionalDevelopment 2
Makes training or other professional development 
opportunities in sustainability available to all sta 
at least once a year.
AC10 Support forResearch* 4
Encourage/support sustainability research through
incentives for faculty/sta and students, library 
support for sustainability research, and policies 
that give positive recognition to interdisciplinary 
sustainability research in faculty promotion/tenure 
decisions.
AC11 Open Access to Research 2
Formally adopted open access policy that ensures 
























Owns and operates buildings that are certied under 
a green building rating system (e.g., LEED22 ) and/or 
operated and maintained under formally adopted 
sustainable operations and maintenance guidelines.
OP4 Building Designand Construction* 3
Owns buildings that were constructed or underwent 
major renovations in the past ve years that are 
certied under a green building rating system, 
certied under the Living Building Challenge,23  
and/or designed and built in accordance with formally 




OP5 Building EnergyConsumption 6
Reduced energy consumption relative to a baseline










OP7 Food and BeveragePurchasing* 6
The dining services contractor conducts an inventory 
to determine food and beverage purchases that have 
sustainability attributes.




OP9 Landscape Management* 2
Manage grounds in accordance with an 
Integrated Pest Management plan or an organic 
lawn care standard.
OP10 Biodiversity* 1-2
Conduct an assessment to identify endangered and 
vulnerable species and environmentally sensitive areas 




OP11 Sustainable Procurement 3
Has policies or guidelines that support sustainable 
purchasing across commodity categories 
institution-wide. Employs Life Cycle Assessments 
when evaluating energy- and water-using products, 
systems, and building components.
OP15 Campus Fleet* 1 Supports alternative fuel and power technology in its eet.
OP16 Student Commute Modal Split* 2
Students commute to and from campus using 
sustainable commuting options.
OP17 Employee Commute Modal Split* 2







Implements strategies to encourage more sustainable 
commuting and reduces the impact of student and 
employee commuting.
OP12 Electronics Purchasing 1 Purchases EPEAT







Purchases cleaning products and janitorial paper 
products that meet sustainability standards such 
as Forest Stewardship Council25  certied.
OP14 Oce PaperPurchasing 1
Purchases oce paper with post-consumer recycled, 








OP19 Waste Minimization and Diversion* 8
Implements source reduction strategies compared 
to a baseline, keep total waste generation below a 
minimum performance threshold, diverts materials 





1 Diverts non-hazardous construction and demolition waste from the landll or incinerator.
OP21 Hazardous Waste Management 1
Has strategies in place to safely dispose of hazardous 
waste. Has a program to recycle electronic waste.
OP22 Water Use 4-6 Reduced potable water use compared to a baseline.
OP23 Rainwater Management 2
Uses green infrastructure and low impact development 
practices to help mitigate stormwater run-o impacts 








PA1 Sustainability Coordination 1
Has at least one sustainability committee, oce, 
and/or ocer to advise on and implement policies 
and programs related to sustainability on campus.
PA2 Sustainability Planning 4
Formally adopted plans that include measurable 
sustainability objectives.
PA3 Participatory Governance 3






PA4 Diversity and Equity Coordination 2
Has a diversity and equity committee, oce, and/or 
ocer to advice on and implement policies, programs, 
and trainings related to diversity, inclusion, and human 
rights on campus. Makes cultural competence and 
diversity trainings and activities available to students 
and sta.
PA5 Assessing Diversity and Equity 1
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 







Has implemented one or more policies, programs, 
or initiatives to support underrepresented groups 
and foster a more diverse and inclusive campus 
community.
PA7 Aordability and Access 4
Has policies and programs in place to make the 
institution accessible and aordable to low-income 





PA11 Employee Compensation 3
More than 75% of employees of the institution and 
employees of contractors who perform regular work 
at the institution receive a basic living wage. Total 
compensation for the lowest paid regular employee 
meets or exceeds the local living wage for one adult.
PA12 Assessing Employee Satisfaction 1
1
Conducts a survey or other evaluation that allows for 
anonymous feedback to measure employee satisfaction 
and engagement.
PA13 Wellness Program
Hass a wellness or employee assistance program that 
makes available counseling, referral, and wellbeing 
services to all students and sta.
PA14 Workplace Health and Safety 2
Has reduced its total number of reportable workplace 
injuries and occupational disease cases compared to a 
baseline. Has fewer than 6 reportable workplace injuries 
and occupational disease cases annually 






Catalog of credits available
PA8 Committee on Investor Responsibility* 2
Has a formally established and active committee on 
investor responsibility that makes recommendations 
to fund decision-makers on socially and 
environmentally responsible investment 
opportunities across asset classes.
PA9 Sustainable Investment* 4
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 
the past three years to improve diversity, equity, 
and inclusion on campus.
PA10 Investment Disclosure* 1
Makes a snapshot of its investment holdings 









*credit does not apply to all institutions
PLANNING & ADMINISTRATION (PA)
22LEED, or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, is the most widely used third-party verifica-
tion for green buildings. It is administered under the auspices of the United States Green Building Council. For more 
information, see their website: http://www.usgbc.org/leed.
23The mission of the Living Building Challenge is to encourage the creation f Living Buildings, Land-
scapes and Communities in countries around the world while inspiring, educating and motivating a global audience 
about the need for fundamental and transformative change. For more information, see their website: http://living-
future.org/lbc.




AC1 Academic Courses 14
Courses that have been identied as sustainability
 course oerings (i.e., sustainability courses or 
courses that include sustainability).
AC2 Learning Outcomes* 8
Students graduate from degree programs that 
include sustainability as a learning outcome or 
include multiple sustainability learning outcomes.
AC3 Undergraduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused major/degree 
program or minor or concentration for 
undergraduates.
AC4 Graduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused degree 
program or concentration for graduate students.
AC5 ImmersiveExperience* 2
Oers at least one immersive, sustainability-
focused educational study program that must 






Conducts an assessment of the sustainability 







Incentives for faculty in multiple 
disciplines/departments to develop new 
sustainability courses or incorporate sustainability 
into existing courses/departments.
AC8 Campus as a Living Laboratory* 4
Institution’s infrastructure and operations are used 
for multidisciplinary learning or applied research in 
understanding campus sustainability challenges or 
advancing sustainability on campus.
AC9 Research and Scholarship* 12
Faculty and/or sta conduct sustainability research 
and make such research publicly available.
EN1 Student EducatorsProgram 4
Ongoing peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and 
education programs for students enrolled for credit.
EN2 Student Orientation* 2 Includes sustainability prominently in its student orientation activities and programming.
EN3 Student Life 2 Institution has co-curricular sustainability programs and initiatives.
EN4 Outreach Materialsand Publications 2
Produces outreach materials and/or publications 
that foster sustainability learning and knowledge 
(e.g., a sustainability website or newsletter).
EN5 Outreach Campaign 4
Holds outreach campaigns directed at students and 







Conducts an assessment of sustainability culture 
focusing on sustainability values, behaviors, and 






3 Oversees an ongoing sta/faculty peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and education program.
EN8 Employee Orientation 1
Covers sustainability topics in new employee 
orientation and/or in outreach and guidance 
materials distributed to new employees, faculty, 
and sta.
OP1 Greenhouse GasEmissions 10
Conducted a publicly available greenhouse gas 
emissions inventory that includes Scope 1 and 
Scope 2 emissions, and may include Scope 3 
emissions.21  Reduced Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions 
compared to a baseline and kept Scope 1 and 2 
emissions under the minimum performance threshold.
OP2 Outdoor Air Quality* 1
Completed an inventory of signicant air emissions 
from stationary sources. Adopted policies or guidelines 
to improve outdoor air quality and minimize air 
pollutant emissions from mobile sources.
EN10 CommunityPartnerships 3
Has one or more formal community partnerships 
with school districts, government agencies, 
non-prot organizations, NGOs, or other external 
entities to work together to advance sustainability.
EN11 Inter-CampusCollaboration 3
Collaborates with other colleges and universities 
to help build the campus sustainability community.
EN12 Continuing Education* 5
Oers continuing education courses that address 
sustainability and has at least one 
sustainability-themed continuing education 
certicate program.
EN13 Community Service* 5 Engages its student body in community service.
EN14 Participation in Public Policy 2
Advocates for public policies that support campus 
sustainability or otherwise advance sustainability.
EN15 TrademarkLicensing* 2
Institution is a member of the Fair Labor Association 
(FLA)19 and/or the Workers Rights Consortium (WRC).20 
EN9 Sta ProfessionalDevelopment 2
Makes training or other professional development 
opportunities in sustainability available to all sta 
at least once a year.
AC10 Support forResearch* 4
Encourage/support sustainability research through
incentives for faculty/sta and students, library 
support for sustainability research, and policies 
that give positive recognition to interdisciplinary 
sustainability research in faculty promotion/tenure 
decisions.
AC11 Open Access to Research 2
Formally adopted open access policy that ensures 
























Owns and operates buildings that are certied under 
a green building rating system (e.g., LEED22 ) and/or 
operated and maintained under formally adopted 
sustainable operations and maintenance guidelines.
OP4 Building Designand Construction* 3
Owns buildings that were constructed or underwent 
major renovations in the past ve years that are 
certied under a green building rating system, 
certied under the Living Building Challenge,23  
and/or designed and built in accordance with formally 




OP5 Building EnergyConsumption 6
Reduced energy consumption relative to a baseline










OP7 Food and BeveragePurchasing* 6
The dining services contractor conducts an inventory 
to determine food and beverage purchases that have 
sustainability attributes.




OP9 Landscape Management* 2
Manage grounds in accordance with an 
Integrated Pest Management plan or an organic 
lawn care standard.
OP10 Biodiversity* 1-2
Conduct an assessment to identify endangered and 
vulnerable species and environmentally sensitive areas 




OP11 Sustainable Procurement 3
Has policies or guidelines that support sustainable 
purchasing across commodity categories 
institution-wide. Employs Life Cycle Assessments 
when evaluating energy- and water-using products, 
systems, and building components.
OP15 Campus Fleet* 1 Supports alternative fuel and power technology in its eet.
OP16 Student Commute Modal Split* 2
Students commute to and from campus using 
sustainable commuting options.
OP17 Employee Commute Modal Split* 2







Implements strategies to encourage more sustainable 
commuting and reduces the impact of student and 
employee commuting.
OP12 Electronics Purchasing 1 Purchases EPEAT







Purchases cleaning products and janitorial paper 
products that meet sustainability standards such 
as Forest Stewardship Council25  certied.
OP14 Oce PaperPurchasing 1
Purchases oce paper with post-consumer recycled, 








OP19 Waste Minimization and Diversion* 8
Implements source reduction strategies compared 
to a baseline, keep total waste generation below a 
minimum performance threshold, diverts materials 





1 Diverts non-hazardous construction and demolition waste from the landll or incinerator.
OP21 Hazardous Waste Management 1
Has strategies in place to safely dispose of hazardous 
waste. Has a program to recycle electronic waste.
OP22 Water Use 4-6 Reduced potable water use compared to a baseline.
OP23 Rainwater Management 2
Uses green infrastructure and low impact development 
practices to help mitigate stormwater run-o impacts 








PA1 Sustainability Coordination 1
Has at least one sustainability committee, oce, 
and/or ocer to advise on and implement policies 
and programs related to sustainability on campus.
PA2 Sustainability Planning 4
Formally adopted plans that include measurable 
sustainability objectives.
PA3 Participatory Governance 3






PA4 Diversity and Equity Coordination 2
Has a diversity and equity committee, oce, and/or 
ocer to advice on and implement policies, programs, 
and trainings related to diversity, inclusion, and human 
rights on campus. Makes cultural competence and 
diversity trainings and activities available to students 
and sta.
PA5 Assessing Diversity and Equity 1
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 







Has implemented one or more policies, programs, 
or initiatives to support underrepresented groups 
and foster a more diverse and inclusive campus 
community.
PA7 Aordability and Access 4
Has policies and programs in place to make the 
institution accessible and aordable to low-income 





PA11 Employee Compensation 3
More than 75% of employees of the institution and 
employees of contractors who perform regular work 
at the institution receive a basic living wage. Total 
compensation for the lowest paid regular employee 
meets or exceeds the local living wage for one adult.
PA12 Assessing Employee Satisfaction 1
1
Conducts a survey or other evaluation that allows for 
anonymous feedback to measure employee satisfaction 
and engagement.
PA13 Wellness Program
Hass a wellness or employee assistance program that 
makes available counseling, referral, and wellbeing 
services to all students and sta.
PA14 Workplace Health and Safety 2
Has reduced its total number of reportable workplace 
injuries and occupational disease cases compared to a 
baseline. Has fewer than 6 reportable workplace injuries 
and occupational disease cases annually 






Catalog of credits available
PA8 Committee on Investor Responsibility* 2
Has a formally established and active committee on 
investor responsibility that makes recommendations 
to fund decision-makers on socially and 
environmentally responsible investment 
opportunities across asset classes.
PA9 Sustainable Investment* 4
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 
the past three years to improve diversity, equity, 
and inclusion on campus.
PA10 Investment Disclosure* 1
Makes a snapshot of its investment holdings 









*credit does not apply to all institutions
PLANNING & ADMINISTRATION (PA)
22LEED, or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, is the most widely used third-party verifica-
tion for green buildings. It is administered under the auspices of the United States Green Building Council. For more 
information, see their website: http://www.usgbc.org/leed.
23The mission of the Living Building Challenge is to encourage the creation of Living Buildings, Land-
scapes and Communities in countries around the world while i spiring, educating and motivating a global audience 
about the need for fundamental and transformative change. For mo e information, see their website: http://living-
future.org/lbc.




AC1 Academic Courses 14
Courses that have been identied as sustainability
 course oerings (i.e., sustainability courses or 
courses that include sustainability).
AC2 Learning Outcomes* 8
Students graduate from degree programs that 
include sustainability as a learning outcome or 
include multiple sustainability learning outcomes.
AC3 Undergraduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused major/degree 
program or minor or concentration for 
undergraduates.
AC4 Graduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused degree 
program or concentration for graduate students.
AC5 ImmersiveExperience* 2
Oers at least one immersive, sustainability-
focused educational study program that must 






Conducts an assessment of the sustainability 







Incentives for faculty in multiple 
disciplines/departments to develop new 
sustainability courses or incorporate sustainability 
into existing courses/departments.
AC8 Campus as a Living Laboratory* 4
Institution’s infrastructure and operations are used 
for multidisciplinary learning or applied research in 
understanding campus sustainability challenges or 
advancing sustainability on campus.
AC9 Research and Scholarship* 12
Faculty and/or sta conduct sustainability research 
and make such research publicly available.
EN1 Student EducatorsProgram 4
Ongoing peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and 
education programs for students enrolled for credit.
EN2 Student Orientation* 2 Includes sustainability prominently in its student orientation activities and programming.
EN3 Student Life 2 Institution has co-curricular sustainability programs and initiatives.
EN4 Outreach Materialsand Publications 2
Produces outreach materials and/or publications 
that foster sustainability learning and knowledge 
(e.g., a sustainability website or newsletter).
EN5 Outreach Campaign 4
Holds outreach campaigns directed at students and 







Conducts an assessment of sustainability culture 
focusing on sustainability values, behaviors, and 






3 Oversees an ongoing sta/faculty peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and education program.
EN8 Employee Orientation 1
Covers sustainability topics in new employee 
orientation and/or in outreach and guidance 
materials distributed to new employees, faculty, 
and sta.
OP1 Greenhouse GasEmissions 10
Conducted a publicly available greenhouse gas 
emissions inventory that includes Scope 1 and 
Scope 2 emissions, and may include Scope 3 
emissions.21  Reduced Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions 
compared to a baseline and kept Scope 1 and 2 
emissions under the minimum performance threshold.
OP2 Outdoor Air Quality* 1
Completed an inventory of signicant air emissions 
from stationary sources. Adopted policies or guidelines 
to improve outdoor air quality and minimize air 
pollutant emissions from mobile sources.
EN10 CommunityPartnerships 3
Has one or more formal community partnerships 
with school districts, government agencies, 
non-prot organizations, NGOs, or other external 
entities to work together to advance sustainability.
EN11 Inter-CampusCollaboration 3
Collaborates with other colleges and universities 
to help build the campus sustainability community.
EN12 Continuing Education* 5
Oers continuing education courses that address 
sustainability and has at least one 
sustainability-themed continuing education 
certicate program.
EN13 Community Service* 5 Engages its student body in community service.
EN14 Participation in Public Policy 2
Advocates for public policies that support campus 
sustainability or otherwise advance sustainability.
EN15 TrademarkLicensing* 2
Institution is a member of the Fair Labor Association 
(FLA)19 and/or the Workers Rights Consortium (WRC).20 
EN9 Sta ProfessionalDevelopment 2
Makes training or other professional development 
opportunities in sustainability available to all sta 
at least once a year.
AC10 Support forResearch* 4
Encourage/support sustainability research through
incentives for faculty/sta and students, library 
support for sustainability research, and policies 
that give positive recognition to interdisciplinary 
sustainability research in faculty promotion/tenure 
decisions.
AC11 Open Access to Research 2
Formally adopted open access policy that ensures 
























Owns and operates buildings that are certied under 
a green building rating system (e.g., LEED22 ) and/or 
operated and maintained under formally adopted 
sustainable operations and maintenance guidelines.
OP4 Building Designand Construction* 3
Owns buildings that were constructed or underwent 
major renovations in the past ve years that are 
certied under a green building rating system, 
certied under the Living Building Challenge,23  
and/or designed and built in accordance with formally 




OP5 Building EnergyConsumption 6
Reduced energy consumption relative to a baseline










OP7 Food and BeveragePurchasing* 6
The dining services contractor conducts an inventory 
to determine food and beverage purchases that have 
sustainability attributes.




OP9 Landscape Management* 2
Manage grounds in accordance with an 
Integrated Pest Management plan or an organic 
lawn care standard.
OP10 Biodiversity* 1-2
Conduct an assessment to identify endangered and 
vulnerable species and environmentally sensitive areas 




OP11 Sustainable Procurement 3
Has policies or guidelines that support sustainable 
purchasing across commodity categories 
institution-wide. Employs Life Cycle Assessments 
when evaluating energy- and water-using products, 
systems, and building components.
OP15 Campus Fleet* 1 Supports alternative fuel and power technology in its eet.
OP16 Student Commute Modal Split* 2
Students commute to and from campus using 
sustainable commuting options.
OP17 Employee Commute Modal Split* 2







Implements strategies to encourage more sustainable 
commuting and reduces the impact of student and 
employee commuting.
OP12 Electronics Purchasing 1 Purchases EPEAT







Purchases cleaning products and janitorial paper 
products that meet sustainability standards such 
as Forest Stewardship Council25  certied.
OP14 Oce PaperPurchasing 1
Purchases oce paper with post-consumer recycled, 








OP19 Waste Minimization and Diversion* 8
Implements source reduction strategies compared 
to a baseline, keep total waste generation below a 
minimum performance threshold, diverts materials 





1 Diverts non-hazardous construction and demolition waste from the landll or incinerator.
OP21 Hazardous Waste Management 1
Has strategies in place to safely dispose of hazardous 
waste. Has a program to recycle electronic waste.
OP22 Water Use 4-6 Reduced potable water use compared to a baseline.
OP23 Rainwater Management 2
Uses green infrastructure and low impact development 
practices to help mitigate stormwater run-o impacts 








PA1 Sustainability Coordination 1
Has at least one sustainability committee, oce, 
and/or ocer to advise on and implement policies 
and programs related to sustainability on campus.
PA2 Sustainability Planning 4
Formally adopted plans that include measurable 
sustainability objectives.
PA3 Participatory Governance 3






PA4 Diversity and Equity Coordination 2
Has a diversity and equity committee, oce, and/or 
ocer to advice on and implement policies, programs, 
and trainings related to diversity, inclusion, and human 
rights on campus. Makes cultural competence and 
diversity trainings and activities available to students 
and sta.
PA5 Assessing Diversity and Equity 1
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 







Has implemented one or more policies, programs, 
or initiatives to support underrepresented groups 
and foster a more diverse and inclusive campus 
community.
PA7 Aordability and Access 4
Has policies and programs in place to make the 
institution accessible and aordable to low-income 





PA11 Employee Compensation 3
More than 75% of employees of the institution and 
employees of contractors who perform regular work 
at the institution receive a basic living wage. Total 
compensation for the lowest paid regular employee 
meets or exceeds the local living wage for one adult.
PA12 Assessing Employee Satisfaction 1
1
Conducts a survey or other evaluation that allows for 
anonymous feedback to measure employee satisfaction 
and engagement.
PA13 Wellness Program
Hass a wellness or employee assistance program that 
makes available counseling, referral, and wellbeing 
services to all students and sta.
PA14 Workplace Health and Safety 2
Has reduced its total number of reportable workplace 
injuries and occupational disease cases compared to a 
baseline. Has fewer than 6 reportable workplace injuries 
and occupational disease cases annually 






Catalog of credits available
PA8 Committee on Investor Responsibility* 2
Has a formally established and active committee on 
investor responsibility that makes recommendations 
to fund decision-makers on socially and 
environmentally responsible investment 
opportunities across asset classes.
PA9 Sustainable Investment* 4
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 
the past three years to improve diversity, equity, 
and inclusion on campus.
PA10 Investment Disclosure* 1
Makes a snapshot of its investment holdings 









*credit does not apply to all institutions
PLANNING & ADMINISTRATION (PA)




AC1 Academic Courses 14
Courses that have been identied as sustainability
 course oerings (i.e., sustainability courses or 
courses that include sustainability).
AC2 Learning Outcomes* 8
Students graduate from degree programs that 
include sustainability as a learning outcome or 
include multiple sustainability learning outcomes.
AC3 Undergraduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused major/degree 
program or minor or concentration for 
undergraduates.
AC4 Graduate Program* 3
At least one sustainability-focused degree 
program or concentration for graduate students.
AC5 ImmersiveExperience* 2
Oers at least one immersive, sustainability-
focused educational study program that must 






Conducts an assessment of the sustainability 







Incentives for faculty in multiple 
disciplines/departments to develop new 
sustainability courses or incorporate sustainability 
into existing courses/departments.
AC8 Campus as a Living Laboratory* 4
Institution’s infrastructure and operations are used 
for multidisciplinary learning or applied research in 
understanding campus sustainability challenges or 
advancing sustainability on campus.
AC9 Research and Scholarship* 12
Faculty and/or sta conduct sustainability research 
and make such research publicly available.
EN1 Student EducatorsProgram 4
Ongoing peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and 
education programs for students enrolled for credit.
EN2 Student Orientation* 2 Includes sustainability prominently in its student orientation activities and programming.
EN3 Student Life 2 Institution has co-curricular sustainability programs and initiatives.
EN4 Outreach Materialsand Publications 2
Produces outreach materials and/or publications 
that foster sustainability learning and knowledge 
(e.g., a sustainability website or newsletter).
EN5 Outreach Campaign 4
Holds outreach campaigns directed at students and 







Conducts an assessment of sustainability culture 
focusing on sustainability values, behaviors, and 






3 Oversees an ongoing sta/faculty peer-to-peer sustainability outreach and education program.
EN8 Employee Orientation 1
Covers sustainability topics in new employee 
orientation and/or in outreach and guidance 
materials distributed to new employees, faculty, 
and sta.
OP1 Greenhouse GasEmissions 10
Conducted a publicly available greenhouse gas 
emissions inventory that includes Scope 1 and 
Scope 2 emissions, and may include Scope 3 
emissions.21  Reduced Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions 
compared to a baseline and kept Scope 1 and 2 
emissions under the minimum performance threshold.
OP2 Outdoor Air Quality* 1
Completed an inventory of signicant air emissions 
from stationary sources. Adopted policies or guidelines 
to improve outdoor air quality and minimize air 
pollutant emissions from mobile sources.
EN10 CommunityPartnerships 3
Has one or more formal community partnerships 
with school districts, government agencies, 
non-prot organizations, NGOs, or other external 
entities to work together to advance sustainability.
EN11 Inter-CampusCollaboration 3
Collaborates with other colleges and universities 
to help build the campus sustainability community.
EN12 Continuing Education* 5
Oers continuing education courses that address 
sustainability and has at least one 
sustainability-themed continuing education 
certicate program.
EN13 Community Service* 5 Engages its student body in community service.
EN14 Participation in Public Policy 2
Advocates for public policies that support campus 
sustainability or otherwise advance sustainability.
EN15 TrademarkLicensing* 2
Institution is a member of the Fair Labor Association 
(FLA)19 and/or the Workers Rights Consortium (WRC).20 
EN9 Sta ProfessionalDevelopment 2
Makes training or other professional development 
opportunities in sustainability available to all sta 
at least once a year.
AC10 Support forResearch* 4
Encourage/support sustainability research through
incentives for faculty/sta and students, library 
support for sustainability research, and policies 
that give positive recognition to interdisciplinary 
sustainability research in faculty promotion/tenure 
decisions.
AC11 Open Access to Research 2
Formally adopted open access policy that ensures 
























Owns and operates buildings that are certied under 
a green building rating system (e.g., LEED22 ) and/or 
operated and maintained under formally adopted 
sustainable operations and maintenance guidelines.
OP4 Building Designand Construction* 3
Owns buildings that were constructed or underwent 
major renovations in the past ve years that are 
certied under a green building rating system, 
certied under the Living Building Challenge,23  
and/or designed and built in accordance with formally 




OP5 Building EnergyConsumption 6
Reduced energy consumption relative to a baseline










OP7 Food and BeveragePurchasing* 6
The dining services contractor conducts an inventory 
to determine food and beverage purchases that have 
sustainability attributes.




OP9 Landscape Management* 2
Manage grounds in accordance with an 
Integrated Pest Management plan or an organic 
lawn care standard.
OP10 Biodiversity* 1-2
Conduct an assessment to identify endangered and 
vulnerable species and environmentally sensitive areas 




OP11 Sustainable Procurement 3
Has policies or guidelines that support sustainable 
purchasing across commodity categories 
institution-wide. Employs Life Cycle Assessments 
when evaluating energy- and water-using products, 
systems, and building components.
OP15 Campus Fleet* 1 Supports alternative fuel and power technology in its eet.
OP16 Student Commute Modal Split* 2
Students commute to and from campus using 
sustainable commuting options.
OP17 Employee Commute Modal Split* 2







Implements strategies to encourage more sustainable 
commuting and reduces the impact of student and 
employee commuting.
OP12 Electronics Purchasing 1 Purchases EPEAT







Purchases cleaning products and janitorial paper 
products that meet sustainability standards such 
as Forest Stewardship Council25  certied.
OP14 Oce PaperPurchasing 1
Purchases oce paper with post-consumer recycled, 








OP19 Waste Minimization and Diversion* 8
Implements source reduction strategies compared 
to a baseline, keep total waste generation below a 
minimum performance threshold, diverts materials 





1 Diverts non-hazardous construction and demolition waste from the landll or incinerator.
OP21 Hazardous Waste Management 1
Has strategies in place to safely dispose of hazardous 
waste. Has a program to recycle electronic waste.
OP22 Water Use 4-6 Reduced potable water use compared to a baseline.
OP23 Rainwater Management 2
Uses green infrastructure and low impact development 
practices to help mitigate stormwater run-o impacts 








PA1 Sustainability Coordination 1
Has at least one sustainability committee, oce, 
and/or ocer to advise on and implement policies 
and programs related to sustainability on campus.
PA2 Sustainability Planning 4
Formally adopted plans that include measurable 
sustainability objectives.
PA3 Participatory Governance 3






PA4 Diversity and Equity Coordination 2
Has a diversity and equity committee, oce, and/or 
ocer to advice on and implement policies, programs, 
and trainings related to diversity, inclusion, and human 
rights on campus. Makes cultural competence and 
diversity trainings and activities available to students 
and sta.
PA5 Assessing Diversity and Equity 1
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 







Has implemented one or more policies, programs, 
or initiatives to support underrepresented groups 
and foster a more diverse and inclusive campus 
community.
PA7 Aordability and Access 4
Has policies and programs in place to make the 
institution accessible and aordable to low-income 





PA11 Employee Compensation 3
More than 75% of employees of the institution and 
employees of contractors who perform regular work 
at the institution receive a basic living wage. Total 
compensation for the lowest paid regular employee 
meets or exceeds the local living wage for one adult.
PA12 Assessing Employee Satisfaction 1
1
Conducts a survey or other evaluation that allows for 
anonymous feedback to measure employee satisfaction 
and engagement.
PA13 Wellness Program
Hass a wellness or employee assistance program that 
makes available counseling, referral, and wellbeing 
services to all students and sta.
PA14 Workplace Health and Safety 2
Has reduced its total number of reportable workplace 
injuries and occupational disease cases compared to a 
baseline. Has fewer than 6 reportable workplace injuries 
and occupational disease cases annually 






Catalog of credits available
PA8 Committee on Investor Responsibility* 2
Has a formally established and active committee on 
investor responsibility that makes recommendations 
to fund decision-makers on socially and 
environmentally responsible investment 
opportunities across asset classes.
PA9 Sustainable Investment* 4
Engaged in a structured assessment process during 
the past three years to improve diversity, equity, 
and inclusion on campus.
PA10 Investment Disclosure* 1
Makes a snapshot of its investment holdings 









*credit does not apply to all institutions
PLANNING & ADMINISTRATION (PA)
Institutional Boundary Operational Characeristics Academics and Demographics
• Institution type (Associate, 
Masters, etc.)
• Institution control (public, 
private for-prot, private 
non-prot)
• Brief description of the main 
campus
• List of the ancillary features 
of the campus or institutional 
boundary (Ag school, medical 
school, satellite campus, 
hospital, etc.)
• Endowment size
• Total campus area
• Locale
• IECC climate zone
• Managed or adjacent land that is 
legally protected or has other 
conservation importance
• Level of Physical Risk QUANTITY 
from WRI Aqueduct Water Risk 
Atlas26
• Gross oor area of building space
• Floor area of lab space
• Floor area of healthcare space
• Floor area of other energy inten-
sive space
• Number of academic divisions
• Number of academic departments
• Number of students enrolled for 
credit
• Total number of employees
• Total FTE student enrollment
• FTE of students enrolled in 
distance education
• FTE of employees
• Number of students resident 
on-site
• Number of employees resident 
on-site
• Number of other individuals 
resident on-site
Table 3. STARS required submittal information for Institutional Characteristics. Adapted from the STARS 
2.1 Technical Manual.
26The World Resources Institute’s Aqueduct Water Risk Atlas can be accessed from http://aqueduct.
wri.org/atlas.
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each rating metric, explaining rationale, weighting, 
and terminology. In January 2016, STARS published 
the STARS 2.1 Technical Manual, and participants 
can opt to use either 2.0 or 2.1 for reporting in the 
2016 cycle. Following the 2016 cycle STARS 2.1 
must be used until a further update is developed. For 
purposes of this report, I will examine the STARS 2.1 
Technical Manual as it represents the latest thinking 
on campus sustainability rating for STARS.18  Table 
2 describes each metric for measurement.
According to the Technical Manual, STARS 
points were weighted to focus on the impact of an 
action, rather than the difficulty in implementation. 
Many of the metrics may not be applicable to every 
institution of higher education due to institutional 
differences. Each institution is required to include 
Institutional Characteristics (IC) with their submis-
sion. This data is included in an institution’s public 
STARS report and may be used to determine eligi-
bility for certain STARS credits. Table 3 lists the 
required IC information for submittal.
Varying school characteristics mean that the 
number of total available points will differ across 
institutions. Thus, final scores are tabulated as a 
proportion of the total points achieved versus total 
possible points for a particular institution so that 
all institutions can be compared on the same scale. 
Table 4 lists the final scores that correlate with 
STARS recognitions.
STARS is a comprehensive rating system. As of 
the writing of this report, STARS had assigned only 
1 Platinum rating (Colorado State University), 96 
Gold ratings, 138 Silver ratings, 40 Bronze ratings, 
and had 16 Reporters. Because STARS ratings 
expire after three years, not all of the 763 participat-
ing schools have current ratings and recognition.27 
B. Princeton Review
The Princeton Review releases its Green Guide 
annually. Thus, they retrieve data from schools on 
a yearly basis. Their rankings are based on a rating 
scale from 60-99 to measure a school’s perfor-
mance. Ten survey questions are used to determine 
a school’s rating:28 
1. What is the percentage of food expendi-
tures that goes toward local, organic, or otherwise 
environmentally preferable food?
2. Does the school offer programs includ-
ing mass transit programs, bike sharing, facili-
ties for bicyclists, bicycle and pedestrian plans, 
car sharing, a carpool discount, carpool/vanpool 
matching, cash-out of parking, prohibiting idling, 
local housing, telecommuting, and a condensed 
workweek?
3. Does the school have a formal committee 
with participation from students that is devoted to 
advancing sustainability on campus?
4. Are school buildings that were constructed 
or underwent major renovations in the past three 
Table 4. Scores and recognitions. Adapted from the 
STARS 2.1 Technical Manual.
 27STARS Dashboard. (2015). Retrieved from https://stars.aashe.org/institutions/data-displays/dashboard/.
 28Princeton Review Green Colleges Methodology.
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years LEED certified?
5. What is a school’s overall waste-diversion 
rate?
6. Does the school have an environmental 
studies major, minor or concentration?
7. Do the school’s students graduate from 
programs that include sustainability as a required 
learning outcome or include multiple sustainability 
learning outcomes?
8. Does the school have a formal plan to 
mitigate its greenhouse gas emissions?
9. What percentage of the school’s energy 
consumption is derived from renewable resources?
10. Does the school employ a dedicated full-
time (or full-time equivalent) sustainability officer?
The Princeton Review also includes some data 
from their annual survey to generate the Green 
College rankings. The student survey data they 
used “included student ratings of how sustainabil-
ity issues influenced their education and life on 
campus; administration and student support for 
environmental awareness and conservation efforts; 
and the visibility and impact of student environ-
mental groups.”29
Figure 1 is an example of one of the Prince-
ton Review’s Green College profiles from the 2015 
29The Princeton Review’s Guide to 353 Green Colleges (2015).
Figure 1. Example of a school’s profile from the Princeton Review’s Green Guide. Screenshot from the 2015 
Guide to 353 Green Colleges.
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Guide to 353 Green Colleges. The profile does not 
include information from some of the questions 
above, notably questions 4, 6, and 7. It is unclear 
from the either the Guide to Green Colleges or the 
methodology website how the Princeton Review 
uses the survey information it receives to calculate 
its ratings and rankings. I tendered a request to the 
Princeton Review to learn more about their process, 
but I have not received a response as of the submit-
tal of this report. 
30The Tree Campus USA program helps colleges and universities around the country establish and sustain 
healthy community forests. For more information, see their website:  
https://www.arborday.org/programs/treecampususa/.
Table 5. Sierra Club Cool Schools rating criteria. Adapted from the Cool Schools Scoring Key 2015, ac-
cessed from http://www.sierraclub.org/sierra/cool-schools-scoring-key-2015.
Criteria Points Scoring Basis
Co-Curricular
1. Peer-to-peer sustainability 
educator program
Institutions earn all available points by having a peer-to-peer 
educator program that reaches degree-seeking students.
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for having at least one 
sustainability-related outreach campaign directed at students. 
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for verifying that program 
with a website link.
7
72. Student sustainability outreach 
program
Institutions earn all available points for including sustainability 
prominently during new-student orientation events.
73. Sustainability during orientation 
for new students
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for each website, 
newsletter, and/or other literature that fosters sustainability 
awareness.
74. Sustainability outreach and 
publications
Institutions earn all available points for having at least one active 
student group focused on sustainability.
75. Sustainability student group
Institutions earn all available points for having one or more 
programs that allow students to gain experience in organic 
agriculture and sustainable food systems.
76. Organic garden
Institutions earn all available points for hosting major events 
(conferences, symposia, etc.) related to sustainability.
77. Sustainability events
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
78. Outdoor program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
79. Sustainability-themed semester, 
year, or rst-year experience
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused immersive program.
710. Sustainability immersive 
experience
Institutions earn all available points for being recognized by the 
Arbor Day Foundation's Tree Campus USA program.
711. Tree Campus USA30 
Institutio s earn all available points by collaborating with other 
colleg s and universities to build the sustainability community.
712. Intercampus coll boration 
on sustainability
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of existing building space on campus 
considered sustainable.
101. Percentage of existing building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of new building space on campus considered 
sustainable.
102. Percentage of new building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn all available points for conducting an inventory 
of Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions.
303. Scope 1 and 2 emissions
inventory
Institutions earn 1/7 of available points for each type of Scope 3 
calculation conducted among types outlined in the STARS collector.
354. Scope 3 emissions inventory
Institutions earn all available points for calculating Scope 1 and 2 
gross greenhouse gas emissions during the performance year and
entering that data into the STARS collector.
105. Scope 1 and 2 emissions 
inventory in performance year
Institutions earn all available points for having an 
institution-catalyzed program that reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions in the local community.
306. Local osets program
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating total building 
energy consumption in performance and baseline years. 
Institutions earn all remaining points by meeting or exceeding a 
standard reduction of 7% per year since their identied baseline 
period. Schools that make reductions below the 7% threshold earn 
partial credit.*
407. Energy consumption in buildings
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating all renewable 
energy generated by the institution and/or purchased as renewable 
energy credits. Institutions earn a portion of the remaining points 
based on that number as a percentage of the institution's total 
energy consumption.
458. Support for clean and renewable 
energy
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors in 
at least one application.
79. Lighting sensors
Institutions earn all available points for using LED lighting in at least 
one lighting application.
710. LED lighting
Institutions earn 2/5 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of electricity from alternative or renewable sources, 
2/5 in proportion to how much energy comes from alternative or 
renewable sources, and the remaining 1/5 points by calculating 
their percentage of heating from alternative or renewable sources.
2511. Energy use by type
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors 
in at least one application.
151. Committee on investment 
responsibility
Institutions earn all available points by having made socially or 
environmentally responsible nancial investments.
202. Positive sustainability 
investments
Institutions earn all available points by having a publicly available 
sustainable investment policy.
203. Sustainable investment policy
Institutions earn all available points by making a snapshot of 
nancial investments accessible to the public.
204. Investment disclosure
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of food expenditures that are local and 
community-based, or are third-party-certied responsible 
(certied organic, fair trade, etc.). Institutions earn a portion of 
the remaining 2/3 based on that percentage.
301. Food and beverage purchasing 
policies
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for each sustainability 
innovation listed.
401. Innovations
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points for each of two items: 
identifying sustainability-related and sustainability-focused 
courses, and making an inventory of those courses available.
71. Sustainability course and 
curriculum identication
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-focused 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
72. Sustainability courses
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-related 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
73. Sustainability-related courses
Institutions earn all available points when 20% of students 
graduate from programs that have adopted at least one 
sustainability learning outcome. Incremental points are available.
104. Sustainability learning outcomes
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused undergraduate major, degree program, 
or equivalent.
75. Undergraduate program in 
sustainability
Institutions earn all available points for conducting sustainability 
literacy assessments on at least some students and conducting a 
follow-up study on the same students. Institutions earn 1/4 of the 
points if they conduct a sustainability assessment but do NOT do 
a follow-up study.
106. Sustainability literacy assessment
Institutions earn all available points for making sustainability 
research inventory publicly available online.
77. Sustainability research inventory 
availability
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of faculty engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
78. Faculty engaged in sustainability 
research
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of departments engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
79. Departments engaged in 
sustainability research
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for encouraging faculty
research on sustainability. Institutions earn 1/4 of available points 
by encouraging student research.
710. Sustainability research
incentives
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points each for having a 
sustainability committee, oce, and/or ocer.
201. Sustainability coordination
Institutions earn all available points by having an overall strategic 
plan that includes sustainability at a high level.
252. Strategic Plan
Institutions earn all available points by having a current and 
formal sustainability plan that covers at least two distinct areas.
253. Sustainability Plan
Institutions earn a percentage of available points based on the 
percentage of computers purchased that are registered EPEAT 
Silver or Gold.
71. EPEAT
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by having an 
institution-wide stated preference for sustainable cleaning 
products and 1/3 for calculating the percentage of total 
expenditures spent on sustainable cleaning products. Institutions 
earn a percentage of the remaining 1/3 of available points based 
on the percentage of sustainable cleaning products purchased.
102. Sustainable cleaning products
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for having a stated policy 
for responsible paper purchasing. The remainder of available points
are awarded based on a sliding scale, depending on the percentage 
of recycled content: Higher weightings are awarded to purchases 
of 90% to 100% postconsumer recycled content oce paper.
153. Responsible paper purchasing
Institutions earn all available points by requiring that business 
partners adhere to environmental and social standards.
74. Vendor code of conduct
Institutions receive points based on the proportion of their eet 
that uses alternative power/fuel, weighted by the type of 
alternative fuel used.
201. Campus eet
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of students who 
use more sustainable commuting options.
202. Student commute
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of employees who
use more sustainable commuting options.
203. Employee commute
Institutions earn all available points by having a bicycle-sharing 
program.
74. Bicycle-sharing program
Institutions earn all available points by having bike storage, shower 
facilities, and lockers for bicycle commuters.
75. Facilities for bicyclists
Institutions earn all available points by oering discounted transit 
passes or a free campus shuttle for commuters.
76. Mass-transit programs
Institutions earn all available points by oering a condensed 
workweek option to employees.
77. Condensed workweek
Institutions earn all available points by oering a telecommuting 
program to employees.
78. Telecommuting
Institutions earn all available points by oering a carpool or 
vanpool matching program and/or oering reduced parking fees 
or preferential parking spaces to carpoolers.
79. Carpool/vanpool matching
Institutions earn all available points by oering employees 
incentives to live near campus.
710. Local housing
Institutions earn all available points by participating in car-sharing 
programs.
711. Car sharing
Institutions earn all available points by reducing waste generation 
by 7% or more per year compared to a historical baseline. 
Incremental points are given based on the percentage of reduction 
achieved.*
251. Waste reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating general 
waste diversion. Institutions earn a percentage of remaining 
available points based on the percentage of diversion achieved.
202. General waste diversion
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating waste 
diversion during new construction and demolition. Institutions 
earn 1/2 of remaining available points based on the percentage of 
diversion achieved.
203. Waste diversion during new 
construction and demolition
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by having a program to 
refurbish, reuse, or recycle electronic waste generated by the 
school. Institutions earn 1/2 of remaining available points for 
having a similar program for electronic waste generated by 
students.
204. Electronic-waste recycling 
program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program to reduce 
move-in and/or move-out waste.
205. Move-in/move-out waste 
reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by showing ANY reduction 
in total water consumption since a historical baseline period. 
Institutions that have reduced their consumption by 6% per year or 
more across that time frame get the remaining 1/2 of the points, 
while schools that reduce by less than 6% per year get partial credit 
based on their reductions.*
401. Water consumption
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for having a policy to 
mitigate impact of storm-water runo from construction, 
development, or other projects, 1/4 for having a policy to mitigate 
impact of storm-water runo from normal campus operations, and 
1/10 for each (up to ve) specic strategy used to implement those 
policies.
402. Storm-water management
Institutions earn all available points by using some nonpotable 
water.
153. Nonpotable water usage
Institutions earn all available points for oering complete-protein 
vegan dining options during every meal in at least one facility on 
campus.
72. Vegan options
Institutions earn all available points for having a preconsumer 
food waste composting program.
73. Preconsumer food waste 
composting
Institutions earn all available points for having a postconsumer 
food waste composting program.
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Criteria Points Scoring Basis
Co-Curricular
1. Peer-to-peer sustainability 
educator program
Institutions earn all available points by having a peer-to-peer 
educator program that reaches degree-seeking students.
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for having at least one 
sustainability-related outreach campaign directed at students. 
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for verifying that program 
with a website link.
7
72. Student sustainability outreach 
program
Institutions earn all available points for including sustainability 
prominently during new-student orientation events.
73. Sustainability during orientation 
for new students
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for each website, 
newsletter, and/or other literature that fosters sustainability 
awareness.
74. Sustainability outreach and 
publications
Institutions earn all available points for having at least one active 
student group focused on sustainability.
75. Sustainability student group
Institutions earn all available points for having one or more 
programs that allow students to gain experience in organic 
agriculture and sustainable food systems.
76. Organic garden
Institutions earn all available points for hosting major events 
(conferences, symposia, etc.) related to sustainability.
77. Sustainability events
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
78. Outdoor program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
79. Sustainability-themed semester, 
year, or rst-year experience
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused immersive program.
710. Sustainability immersive 
experience
Institutions earn all available points for being recognized by the 
Arbor Day Foundation's Tree Campus USA program.
711. Tree Campus USA30 
Institutions earn all available points by collaborating with other 
colleges and universities to build the sustainability community.
712. Intercampus collaboration 
on sustainability
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of existing building space on campus 
considered sustainable.
101. Percentage of existing building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of new building space on campus considered 
sustainable.
102. Percentage of new building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn all available points for conducting an inventory 
of Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions.
303. Scope 1 and 2 emissions
inventory
Institutions earn 1/7 of available points for each type of Scope 3 
calculation conducted among types outlined in the STARS collector.
354. Scope 3 emissions inventory
Institutions earn all available points for calculating Scope 1 and 2 
gross greenhouse gas emissions during the performance year and
entering that data into the STARS collector.
105. Scope 1 and 2 emissions 
inventory in performance year
Institutions earn all available points for having an 
institution-catalyzed program that reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions in the local community.
306. Local osets program
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating total building 
energy consumption in performance and baseline years. 
Institutions earn all remaining points by meeting or exceeding a 
standard reduction of 7% per year since their identied baseline 
period. Schools that make reductions below the 7% threshold earn 
partial credit.*
407. Energy consumption in buildings
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating all renewable 
energy generated by the institution and/or purchased as renewable 
energy credits. Institutions earn a portion of the remaining points 
based on that number as a percentage of the institution's total 
energy consumption.
458. Support for clean and renewable 
energy
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors in 
at least one application.
79. Lighting sensors
Institutions earn all available points for using LED lighting in at least 
one lighting application.
710. LED lighting
Institutions earn 2/5 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of electricity from alternative or renewable sources, 
2/5 in proportion to how much energy comes from alternative or 
renewable sources, and the remaining 1/5 points by calculating 
their percentage of heating from alternative or renewable sources.
2511. Energy use by type
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors 
in at least one application.
151. Committee on investment 
responsibility
Institutions earn all available points by having made socially or 
environmentally responsible nancial investments.
202. Positive sustainability 
investments
Institutions earn all available points by having a publicly available 
sustainable investment policy.
203. Sustainable investment policy
Institutions earn all available points by making a snapshot of 
nancial investments accessible to the public.
204. Investment disclosure
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of food expenditures that are local and 
community-based, or are third-party-certied responsible 
(certied organic, fair trade, etc.). Institutions earn a portion of 
the remaining 2/3 based on that percentage.
301. Food and beverage purchasing 
policies
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for each sustainability 
innovation listed.
401. Innovations
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points for each of two items: 
identifying sustainability-related and sustainability-focused 
courses, and making an inventory of those courses available.
71. Sustainability course and 
curriculum identication
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-focused 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
72. Sustainability courses
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-related 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
73. Sustainability-related courses
Institutions earn all available points when 20% of students 
graduate from programs that have adopted at least one 
sustainability learning outcome. Incremental points are available.
104. Sustainability learning outcomes
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused undergraduate major, degree program, 
or equivalent.
75. Undergraduate program in 
sustainability
Institutions earn all available points for conducting sustainability 
literacy assessments on at least some students and conducting a 
follow-up study on the same students. Institutions earn 1/4 of the 
points if they conduct a sustainability assessment but do NOT do 
a follow-up study.
106. Sustainability literacy assessment
Institutions earn all available points for making sustainability 
research inventory publicly available online.
77. Sustainability research inventory 
availability
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of faculty engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
78. Faculty engaged in sustainability 
research
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of departments engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
79. Departments engaged in 
sustainability research
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for encouraging faculty
research on sustainability. Institutions earn 1/4 of available points 
by encouraging student research.
710. Sustainability research
incentives
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points each for having a 
sustainability committee, oce, and/or ocer.
201. Sustainability coordination
Institutions earn all available points by having an overall strategic 
plan that includes sustainability at a high level.
252. Strategic Plan
Institutions earn all available points by having a current and 
formal sustainability plan that covers at least two distinct areas.
253. Sustainability Plan
Institutions earn a percentage of available points based on the 
percentage of computers purchased that are registered EPEAT 
Silver or Gold.
71. EPEAT
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by having an 
institution-wide stated preference for sustainable cleaning 
products and 1/3 for calculating the percentage of total 
expenditures spent on sustainable cleaning products. Institutions 
earn a percentage of the remaining 1/3 of available points based 
on the percentage of sustainable cleaning products purchased.
102. Sustainable cleaning products
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for having a stated policy 
for responsible paper purchasing. The remainder of available points
are awarded based on a sliding scale, depending on the percentage 
of recycled content: Higher weightings are awarded to purchases 
of 90% to 100% postconsumer recycled content oce paper.
153. Responsible paper purchasing
Institutions earn all available points by requiring that business 
partners adhere to environmental and social standards.
74. Vendor code of conduct
Institutions receive points based on the proportion of their eet 
that uses alternative power/fuel, weighted by the type of 
alternative fuel used.
201. Campus eet
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of students who 
use more sustainable commuting options.
202. Student commute
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of employees who
use more sustainable commuting options.
203. Employee commute
Institutions earn all available points by having a bicycle-sharing 
program.
74. Bicycle-sharing program
Institutions earn all available points by having bike storage, shower 
facilities, and lockers for bicycle commuters.
75. Facilities for bicyclists
Institutions earn all available points by oering discounted transit 
passes or a free campus shuttle for commuters.
76. Mass-transit programs
Institutions earn all available points by oering a condensed 
workweek option to employees.
77. Condensed workweek
Institutions earn all available points by oering a telecommuting 
program to employees.
78. Telecommuting
Institutions earn all available points by oering a carpool or 
vanpool matching program and/or oering reduced parking fees 
or preferential parking spaces to carpoolers.
79. Carpool/vanpool matching
Institutions earn all available points by oering employees 
incentives to live near campus.
710. Local housing
Institutions earn all available points by participating in car-sharing 
programs.
711. Car sharing
Institutions earn all available points by reducing waste generation 
by 7% or more per year compared to a historical baseline. 
Incremental points are given based on the percentage of reduction 
achieved.*
251. Waste reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating general 
waste diversion. Institutions earn a percentage of remaining 
available points based on the percentage of diversion achieved.
202. General waste diversion
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating waste 
diversion during new construction and demolition. Institutions 
earn 1/2 of remaining available points based on the percentage of 
diversion achieved.
203. Waste diversion during new 
construction and demolition
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by having a program to 
refurbish, reuse, or recycle electronic waste generated by the 
school. Institutions earn 1/2 of remaining available points for 
having a similar program for electronic waste generated by 
students.
204. Electronic-waste recycling 
program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program to reduce 
move-in and/or move-out waste.
205. Move-in/move-out waste 
reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by showing ANY reduction 
in total water consumption since a historical baseline period. 
Institutions that have reduced their consumption by 6% per year or 
more across that time frame get the remaining 1/2 of the points, 
while schools that reduce by less than 6% per year get partial credit 
based on their reductions.*
401. Water consumption
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for having a policy to 
mitigate impact of storm-water runo from construction, 
development, or other projects, 1/4 for having a policy to mitigate 
impact of storm-water runo from normal campus operations, and 
1/10 for each (up to ve) specic strategy used to implement those 
policies.
402. Storm-water management
Institutions earn all available points by using some nonpotable 
water.
153. Nonpotable water usage
Institutions earn all available points for oering complete-protein 
vegan dining options during every meal in at least one facility on 
campus.
72. Vegan options
Institutions earn all available points for having a preconsumer 
food waste composting program.
73. Preconsumer food waste 
composting
Institutions earn all available points for having a postconsumer 
food waste composting program.
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Criteria Points Scoring Basis
Co-Curricular
1. Peer-to-peer sustainability 
educator program
Institutions earn all available points by having a peer-to-peer 
educator program that reaches degree-seeking students.
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for having at least one 
sustainability-related outreach campaign directed at students. 
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for verifying that program 
with a website link.
7
72. Student sustainability outreach 
program
Institutions earn all available points for including sustainability 
prominently during new-student orientation events.
73. Sustainability during orientation 
for new students
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for each website, 
newsletter, and/or other literature that fosters sustainability 
awareness.
74. Sustainability outreach and 
publications
Institutions earn all available points for having at least one active 
student group focused on sustainability.
75. Sustainability student group
Institutions earn all available points for having one or more 
programs that allow students to gain experience in organic 
agriculture and sustainable food systems.
76. Organic garden
Institutions earn all available points for hosting major events 
(conferences, symposia, etc.) related to sustainability.
77. Sustainability events
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
78. Outdoor program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
79. Sustainability-themed semester, 
year, or rst-year experience
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused immersive program.
710. Sustainability immersive 
experience
Institutions earn all available points for being recognized by the 
Arbor Day Foundation's Tree Campus USA program.
711. Tree Campus USA30 
Institutions earn all available points by collaborating with other 
colleges and universities to build the sustainability community.
712. Intercampus collaboration 
on sustainability
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of existing building space on campus 
considered sustainable.
101. Percentage of existing building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of new building space on campus considered 
sustainable.
102. Percentage of new building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn all available points for conducting an inventory 
of Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions.
303. Scope 1 and 2 emissions
inventory
Institutions earn 1/7 of available points for each type of Scope 3 
calculation conducted among types outlined in the STARS collector.
354. Scope 3 emissions inventory
Institutions earn all available points for calculating Scope 1 and 2 
gross greenhouse gas emissions during the performance year and
entering that data into the STARS collector.
105. Scope 1 and 2 emissions 
inventory in performance year
Institutions earn all available points for having an 
institution-catalyzed program that reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions in the local community.
306. Local osets program
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating total building 
energy consumption in performance and baseline years. 
Institutions earn all remaining points by meeting or exceeding a 
standard reduction of 7% per year since their identied baseline 
period. Schools that make reductions below the 7% threshold earn 
partial credit.*
407. Energy consumption in buildings
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating all renewable 
energy generated by the institution and/or purchased as renewable 
energy credits. Institutions earn a portion of the remaining points 
based on that number as a percentage of the institution's total 
energy consumption.
458. Support for clean and renewable 
energy
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors in 
at least one application.
79. Lighting sensors
Institutions earn all available points for using LED lighting in at least 
one lighting application.
710. LED lighting
Institutions earn 2/5 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of electricity from alternative or renewable sources, 
2/5 in proportion to how much energy comes from alternative or 
renewable sources, and the remaining 1/5 points by calculating 
their percentage of heating from alternative or renewable sources.
2511. Energy use by type
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors 
in at least one application.
151. Committee on investment 
responsibility
Institutions earn all available points by having made socially or 
environmentally responsible nancial investments.
202. Positive sustainability 
investments
Institutions earn all available points by having a publicly available 
sustainable investment policy.
203. Sustainable investment policy
Institutions earn all available points by making a snapshot of 
nancial investments accessible to the public.
204. Investment disclosure
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of food expenditures that are local and 
community-based, or are third-party-certied responsible 
(certied organic, fair trade, etc.). Institutions earn a portion of 
the remaining 2/3 based on that percentage.
301. Food and beverage purchasing 
policies
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for each sustainability 
innovation listed.
401. Innovations
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points for each of two items: 
identifying sustainability-related and sustainability-focused 
courses, and making an inventory of those courses available.
71. Sustainability course and 
curriculum identication
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-focused 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
72. Sustainability courses
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-related 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
73. Sustainability-related courses
Institutions earn all available points when 20% of students 
graduate from programs that have adopted at least one 
sustainability learning outcome. Incremental points are available.
104. Sustainability learning outcomes
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused undergraduate major, degree program, 
or equivalent.
75. Undergraduate program in 
sustainability
Institutions earn all available points for conducting sustainability 
literacy assessments on at least some students and conducting a 
follow-up study on the same students. Institutions earn 1/4 of the 
points if they conduct a sustainability assessment but do NOT do 
a follow-up study.
106. Sustainability literacy assessment
Institutions earn all available points for making sustainability 
research inventory publicly available online.
77. Sustainability research inventory 
availability
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of faculty engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
78. Faculty engaged in sustainability 
research
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of departments engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
79. Departments engaged in 
sustainability research
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for encouraging faculty
research on sustainability. Institutions earn 1/4 of available points 
by encouraging student research.
710. Sustainability research
incentives
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points each for having a 
sustainability committee, oce, and/or ocer.
201. Sustainability coordination
Institutions earn all available points by having an overall strategic 
plan that includes sustainability at a high level.
252. Strategic Plan
Institutions earn all available points by having a current and 
formal sustainability plan that covers at least two distinct areas.
253. Sustainability Plan
Institutions earn a percentage of available points based on the 
percentage of computers purchased that are registered EPEAT 
Silver or Gold.
71. EPEAT
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by having an 
institution-wide stated preference for sustainable cleaning 
products and 1/3 for calculating the percentage of total 
expenditures spent on sustainable cleaning products. Institutions 
earn a percentage of the remaining 1/3 of available points based 
on the percentage of sustainable cleaning products purchased.
102. Sustainable cleaning products
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for having a stated policy 
for responsible paper purchasing. The remainder of available points
are awarded based on a sliding scale, depending on the percentage 
of recycled content: Higher weightings are awarded to purchases 
of 90% to 100% postconsumer recycled content oce paper.
153. Responsible paper purchasing
Institutions earn all available points by requiring that business 
partners adhere to environmental and social standards.
74. Vendor code of conduct
Institutions receive points based on the proportion of their eet 
that uses alternative power/fuel, weighted by the type of 
alternative fuel used.
201. Campus eet
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of students who 
use more sustainable commuting options.
202. Student commute
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of employees who
use more sustainable commuting options.
203. Employee commute
Institutions earn all available points by having a bicycle-sharing 
program.
74. Bicycle-sharing program
Institutions earn all available points by having bike storage, shower 
facilities, and lockers for bicycle commuters.
75. Facilities for bicyclists
Institutions earn all available points by oering discounted transit 
passes or a free campus shuttle for commuters.
76. Mass-transit programs
Institutions earn all available points by oering a condensed 
workweek option to employees.
77. Condensed workweek
Institutions earn all available points by oering a telecommuting 
program to employees.
78. Telecommuting
Institutions earn all available points by oering a carpool or 
vanpool matching program and/or oering reduced parking fees 
or preferential parking spaces to carpoolers.
79. Carpool/vanpool matching
Institutions earn all available points by oering employees 
incentives to live near campus.
710. Local housing
Institutions earn all available points by participating in car-sharing 
programs.
711. Car sharing
Institutions earn all available points by reducing waste generation 
by 7% or more per year compared to a historical baseline. 
Incremental points are given based on the percentage of reduction 
achieved.*
251. Waste reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating general 
waste diversion. Institutions earn a percentage of remaining 
available points based on the percentage of diversion achieved.
202. General waste diversion
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating waste 
diversion during new construction and demolition. Institutions 
earn 1/2 of remaining available points based on the percentage of 
diversion achieved.
203. Waste diversion during new 
construction and demolition
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by having a program to 
refurbish, reuse, or recycle electronic waste generated by the 
school. Institutions earn 1/2 of remaining available points for 
having a similar program for electronic waste generated by 
students.
204. Electronic-waste recycling 
program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program to reduce 
move-in and/or move-out waste.
205. Move-in/move-out waste 
reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by showing ANY reduction 
in total water consumption since a historical baseline period. 
Institutions that have reduced their consumption by 6% per year or 
more across that time frame get the remaining 1/2 of the points, 
while schools that reduce by less than 6% per year get partial credit 
based on their reductions.*
401. Water consumption
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for having a policy to 
mitigate impact of storm-water runo from construction, 
development, or other projects, 1/4 for having a policy to mitigate 
impact of storm-water runo from normal campus operations, and 
1/10 for each (up to ve) specic strategy used to implement those 
policies.
402. Storm-water management
Institutions earn all available points by using some nonpotable 
water.
153. Nonpotable water usage
Institutions earn all available points for oering complete-protein 
vegan dining options during every meal in at least one facility on 
campus.
72. Vegan options
Institutions earn all available points for having a preconsumer 
food waste composting program.
73. Preconsumer food waste 
composting
Institutions earn all available points for having a postconsumer 
food waste composting program.
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Criteria Points Scoring Basis
Co-Curricular
1. Peer-to-peer sustainability 
educator program
Institutions earn all available points by having a peer-to-peer 
educator program that reaches degree-seeking students.
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for having at least one 
sustainability-related outreach campaign directed at students. 
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for verifying that program 
with a website link.
7
72. Student sustainability outreach 
program
Institutions earn all available points for including sustainability 
prominently during new-student orientation events.
73. Sustainability during orientation 
for new students
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for each website, 
newsletter, and/or other literature that fosters sustainability 
awareness.
74. Sustainability outreach and 
publications
Institutions earn all available points for having at least one active 
student group focused on sustainability.
75. Sustainability student group
Institutions earn all available points for having one or more 
programs that allow students to gain experience in organic 
agriculture and sustainable food systems.
76. Organic garden
Institutions earn all available points for hosting major events 
(conferences, symposia, etc.) related to sustainability.
77. Sustainability events
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
78. Outdoor program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
79. Sustainability-themed semester, 
year, or rst-year experience
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused immersive program.
710. Sustainability immersive 
experience
Institutions earn all available points for being recognized by the 
Arbor Day Foundation's Tree Campus USA program.
711. Tree Campus USA30 
Institutions earn all available points by collaborating with other 
colleges and universities to build the sustainability community.
712. Intercampus collaboration 
on sustainability
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of existing building space on campus 
considered sustainable.
101. Percentage of existing building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of new building space on campus considered 
sustainable.
102. Percentage of new building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn all available points for conducting an inventory 
of Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions.
303. Scope 1 and 2 emissions
inventory
Institutions earn 1/7 of available points for each type of Scope 3 
calculation conducted among types outlined in the STARS collector.
354. Scope 3 emissions inventory
Institutions earn all available points for calculating Scope 1 and 2 
gross greenhouse gas emissions during the performance year and
entering that data into the STARS collector.
105. Scope 1 and 2 emissions 
inventory in performance year
Institutions earn all available points for having an 
institution-catalyzed program that reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions in the local community.
306. Local osets program
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating total building 
energy consumption in performance and baseline years. 
Institutions earn all remaining points by meeting or exceeding a 
standard reduction of 7% per year since their identied baseline 
period. Schools that make reductions below the 7% threshold earn 
partial credit.*
407. Energy consumption in buildings
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating all renewable 
energy generated by the institution and/or purchased as renewable 
energy credits. Institutions earn a portion of the remaining points 
based on that number as a percentage of the institution's total 
energy consumption.
458. Support for clean and renewable 
energy
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors in 
at least one application.
79. Lighting sensors
Institutions earn all available points for using LED lighting in at least 
one lighting application.
710. LED lighting
Institutions earn 2/5 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of electricity from alternative or renewable sources, 
2/5 in proportion to how much energy comes from alternative or 
renewable sources, and the remaining 1/5 points by calculating 
their percentage of heating from alternative or renewable sources.
2511. Energy use by type
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors 
in at least one application.
151. Committee on investment 
responsibility
Institutions earn all available points by having made socially or 
environmentally responsible nancial investments.
202. Positive sustainability 
investments
Institutions earn all available points by having a publicly available 
sustainable investment policy.
203. Sustainable investment policy
Institutions earn all available points by making a snapshot of 
nancial investments accessible to the public.
204. Investment disclosure
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of food expenditures that are local and 
community-based, or are third-party-certied responsible 
(certied organic, fair trade, etc.). Institutions earn a portion of 
the remaining 2/3 based on that percentage.
301. Food and beverage purchasing 
policies
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for each sustainability 
innovation listed.
401. Innovations
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points for each of two items: 
identifying sustainability-related and sustainability-focused 
courses, and making an inventory of those courses available.
71. Sustainability course and 
curriculum identication
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-focused 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
72. Sustainability courses
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-related 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
73. Sustainability-related courses
Institutions earn all available points when 20% of students 
graduate from programs that have adopted at least one 
sustainability learning outcome. Incremental points are available.
104. Sustainability learning outcomes
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused undergraduate major, degree program, 
or equivalent.
75. Undergraduate program in 
sustainability
Institutions earn all available points for conducting sustainability 
literacy assessments on at least some students and conducting a 
follow-up study on the same students. Institutions earn 1/4 of the 
points if they conduct a sustainability assessment but do NOT do 
a follow-up study.
106. Sustainability literacy assessment
Institutions earn all available points for making sustainability 
research inventory publicly available online.
77. Sustainability research inventory 
availability
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of faculty engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
78. Faculty engaged in sustainability 
research
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of departments engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
79. Departments engaged in 
sustainability research
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for encouraging faculty
research on sustainability. Institutions earn 1/4 of available points 
by encouraging student research.
710. Sustainability research
incentives
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points each for having a 
sustainability committee, oce, and/or ocer.
201. Sustainability coordination
Institutions earn all available points by having an overall strategic 
plan that includes sustainability at a high level.
252. Strategic Plan
Institutions earn all available points by having a current and 
formal sustainability plan that covers at least two distinct areas.
253. Sustainability Plan
Institutions earn a percentage of available points based on the 
percentage of computers purchased that are registered EPEAT 
Silver or Gold.
71. EPEAT
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by having an 
institution-wide stated preference for sustainable cleaning 
products and 1/3 for calculating the percentage of total 
expenditures spent on sustainable cleaning products. Institutions 
earn a percentage of the remaining 1/3 of available points based 
on the percentage of sustainable cleaning products purchased.
102. Sustainable cleaning products
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for having a stated policy 
for responsible paper purchasing. The remainder of available points
are awarded based on a sliding scale, depending on the percentage 
of recycled content: Higher weightings are awarded to purchases 
of 90% to 100% postconsumer recycled content oce paper.
153. Responsible paper purchasing
Institutions earn all available points by requiring that business 
partners adhere to environmental and social standards.
74. Vendor code of conduct
Institutions receive points based on the proportion of their eet 
that uses alternative power/fuel, weighted by the type of 
alternative fuel used.
201. Campus eet
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of students who 
use more sustainable commuting options.
202. Student commute
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of employees who
use more sustainable commuting options.
203. Employee commute
Institutions earn all available points by having a bicycle-sharing 
program.
74. Bicycle-sharing program
Institutions earn all available points by having bike storage, shower 
facilities, and lockers for bicycle commuters.
75. Facilities for bicyclists
Institutions earn all available points by oering discounted transit 
passes or a free campus shuttle for commuters.
76. Mass-transit programs
Institutions earn all available points by oering a condensed 
workweek option to employees.
77. Condensed workweek
Institutions earn all available points by oering a telecommuting 
program to employees.
78. Telecommuting
Institutions earn all available points by oering a carpool or 
vanpool matching program and/or oering reduced parking fees 
or preferential parking spaces to carpoolers.
79. Carpool/vanpool matching
Institutions earn all available points by oering employees 
incentives to live near campus.
710. Local housing
Institutions earn all available points by participating in car-sharing 
programs.
711. Car sharing
Institutions earn all available points by reducing waste generation 
by 7% or more per year compared to a historical baseline. 
Incremental points are given based on the percentage of reduction 
achieved.*
251. Waste reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating general 
waste diversion. Institutions earn a percentage of remaining 
available points based on the percentage of diversion achieved.
202. General waste diversion
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating waste 
diversion during new construction and demolition. Institutions 
earn 1/2 of remaining available points based on the percentage of 
diversion achieved.
203. Waste diversion during new 
construction and demolition
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by having a program to 
refurbish, reuse, or recycle electronic waste generated by the 
school. Institutions earn 1/2 of remaining available points for 
having a similar program for electronic waste generated by 
students.
204. Electronic-waste recycling 
program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program to reduce 
move-in and/or move-out waste.
205. Move-in/move-out waste 
reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by showing ANY reduction 
in total water consumption since a historical baseline period. 
Institutions that have reduced their consumption by 6% per year or 
more across that time frame get the remaining 1/2 of the points, 
while schools that reduce by less than 6% per year get partial credit 
based on their reductions.*
401. Water consumption
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for having a policy to 
mitigate impact of storm-water runo from construction, 
development, or other projects, 1/4 for having a policy to mitigate 
impact of storm-water runo from normal campus operations, and 
1/10 for each (up to ve) specic strategy used to implement those 
policies.
402. Storm-water management
Institutions earn all available points by using some nonpotable 
water.
153. Nonpotable water usage
Institutions earn all available points for oering complete-protein 
vegan dining options during every meal in at least one facility on 
campus.
72. Vegan options
Institutions earn all available points for having a preconsumer 
food waste composting program.
73. Preconsumer food waste 
composting
Institutions earn all available points for having a postconsumer 
food waste composting program.
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Criteria Points Scoring Basis
Co-Curricular
1. Peer-to-peer sustainability 
educator program
Institutions earn all available points by having a peer-to-peer 
educator program that reaches degree-seeking students.
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for having at least one 
sustainability-related outreach campaign directed at students. 
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for verifying that program 
with a website link.
7
72. Student sustainability outreach 
program
Institutions earn all available points for including sustainability 
prominently during new-student orientation events.
73. Sustainability during orientation 
for new students
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for each website, 
newsletter, and/or other literature that fosters sustainability 
awareness.
74. Sustainability outreach and 
publications
Institutions earn all available points for having at least one active 
student group focused on sustainability.
75. Sustainability student group
Institutions earn all available points for having one or more 
programs that allow students to gain experience in organic 
agriculture and sustainable food systems.
76. Organic garden
Institutions earn all available points for hosting major events 
(conferences, symposia, etc.) related to sustainability.
77. Sustainability events
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
78. Outdoor program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
79. Sustainability-themed semester, 
year, or rst-year experience
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused immersive program.
710. Sustainability immersive 
experience
Institutions earn all available points for being recognized by the 
Arbor Day Foundation's Tree Campus USA program.
711. Tree Campus USA30 
Institutions earn all available points by collaborating with other 
colleges and universities to build the sustainability community.
712. Intercampus collaboration 
on sustainability
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of existing building space on campus 
considered sustainable.
101. Percentage of existing building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of new building space on campus considered 
sustainable.
102. Percentage of new building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn all available points for conducting an inventory 
of Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions.
303. Scope 1 and 2 emissions
inventory
Institutions earn 1/7 of available points for each type of Scope 3 
calculation conducted among types outlined in the STARS collector.
354. Scope 3 emissions inventory
Institutions earn all available points for calculating Scope 1 and 2 
gross greenhouse gas emissions during the performance year and
entering that data into the STARS collector.
105. Scope 1 and 2 emissions 
inventory in performance year
Institutions earn all available points for having an 
institution-catalyzed program that reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions in the local community.
306. Local osets program
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating total building 
energy consumption in performance and baseline years. 
Institutions earn all remaining points by meeting or exceeding a 
standard reduction of 7% per year since their identied baseline 
period. Schools that make reductions below the 7% threshold earn 
partial credit.*
407. Energy consumption in buildings
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating all renewable 
energy generated by the institution and/or purchased as renewable 
energy credits. Institutions earn a portion of the remaining points 
based on that number as a percentage of the institution's total 
energy consumption.
458. Support for clean and renewable 
energy
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors in 
at least one application.
79. Lighting sensors
Institutions earn all available points for using LED lighting in at least 
one lighting application.
710. LED lighting
Institutions earn 2/5 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of electricity from alternative or renewable sources, 
2/5 in proportion to how much energy comes from alternative or 
renewable sources, and the remaining 1/5 points by calculating 
their percentage of heating from alternative or renewable sources.
2511. Energy use by type
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors 
in at least one application.
151. Committee on investment 
responsibility
Institutions earn all available points by having made socially or 
environmentally responsible nancial investments.
202. Positive sustainability 
investments
Institutions earn all available points by having a publicly available 
sustainable investment policy.
203. Sustainable investment policy
Institutions earn all available points by making a snapshot of 
nancial investments accessible to the public.
204. Investment disclosure
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of food expenditures that are local and 
community-based, or are third-party-certied responsible 
(certied organic, fair trade, etc.). Institutions earn a portion of 
the remaining 2/3 based on that percentage.
301. Food and beverage purchasing 
policies
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for each sustainability 
innovation listed.
401. Innovations
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points for each of two items: 
identifying sustainability-related and sustainability-focused 
courses, and making an inventory of those courses available.
71. Sustainability course and 
curriculum identication
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-focused 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
72. Sustainability courses
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-related 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
73. Sustainability-related courses
Institutions earn all available points when 20% of students 
graduate from programs that have adopted at least one 
sustainability learning outcome. Incremental points are available.
104. Sustainability learning outcomes
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused undergraduate major, degree program, 
or equivalent.
75. Undergraduate program in 
sustainability
Institutions earn all available points for conducting sustainability 
literacy assessments on at least some students and conducting a 
follow-up study on the same students. Institutions earn 1/4 of the 
points if they conduct a sustainability assessment but do NOT do 
a follow-up study.
106. Sustainability literacy assessment
Institutions earn all available points for making sustainability 
research inventory publicly available online.
77. Sustainability research inventory 
availability
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of faculty engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
78. Faculty engaged in sustainability 
research
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of departments engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
79. Departments engaged in 
sustainability research
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for encouraging faculty
research on sustainability. Institutions earn 1/4 of available points 
by encouraging student research.
710. Sustainability research
incentives
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points each for having a 
sustainability committee, oce, and/or ocer.
201. Sustainability coordination
Institutions earn all available points by having an overall strategic 
plan that includes sustainability at a high level.
252. Strategic Plan
Institutions earn all available points by having a current and 
formal sustainability plan that covers at least two distinct areas.
253. Sustainability Plan
Institutions earn a percentage of available points based on the 
percentage of computers purchased that are registered EPEAT 
Silver or Gold.
71. EPEAT
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by having an 
institution-wide stated preference for sustainable cleaning 
products and 1/3 for calculating the percentage of total 
expenditures spent on sustainable cleaning products. Institutions 
earn a percentage of the remaining 1/3 of available points based 
on the percentage of sustainable cleaning products purchased.
102. Sustainable cleaning products
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for having a stated policy 
for responsible paper purchasing. The remainder of available points
are awarded based on a sliding scale, depending on the percentage 
of recycled content: Higher weightings are awarded to purchases 
of 90% to 100% postconsumer recycled content oce paper.
153. Responsible paper purchasing
Institutions earn all available points by requiring that business 
partners adhere to environmental and social standards.
74. Vendor code of conduct
Institutions receive points based on the proportion of their eet 
that uses alternative power/fuel, weighted by the type of 
alternative fuel used.
201. Campus eet
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of students who 
use more sustainable commuting options.
202. Student commute
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of employees who
use more sustainable commuting options.
203. Employee commute
Institutions earn all available points by having a bicycle-sharing 
program.
74. Bicycle-sharing program
Institutions earn all available points by having bike storage, shower 
facilities, and lockers for bicycle commuters.
75. Facilities for bicyclists
Institutions earn all available points by oering discounted transit 
passes or a free campus shuttle for commuters.
76. Mass-transit programs
Institutions earn all available points by oering a condensed 
workweek option to employees.
77. Condensed workweek
Institutions earn all available points by oering a telecommuting 
program to employees.
78. Telecommuting
Institutions earn all available points by oering a carpool or 
vanpool matching program and/or oering reduced parking fees 
or preferential parking spaces to carpoolers.
79. Carpool/vanpool matching
Institutions earn all available points by oering employees 
incentives to live near campus.
710. Local housing
Institutions earn all available points by participating in car-sharing 
programs.
711. Car sharing
Institutions earn all available points by reducing waste generation 
by 7% or more per year compared to a historical baseline. 
Incremental points are given based on the percentage of reduction 
achieved.*
251. Waste reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating general 
waste diversion. Institutions earn a percentage of remaining 
available points based on the percentage of diversion achieved.
202. General waste diversion
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating waste 
diversion during new construction and demolition. Institutions 
earn 1/2 of remaining available points based on the percentage of 
diversion achieved.
203. Waste diversion during new 
construction and demolition
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by having a program to 
refurbish, reuse, or recycle electronic waste generated by the 
school. Institutions earn 1/2 of remaining available points for 
having a similar program for electronic waste generated by 
students.
204. Electronic-waste recycling 
program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program to reduce 
move-in and/or move-out waste.
205. Move-in/move-out waste 
reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by showing ANY reduction 
in total water consumption since a historical baseline period. 
Institutions that have reduced their consumption by 6% per year or 
more across that time frame get the remaining 1/2 of the points, 
while schools that reduce by less than 6% per year get partial credit 
based on their reductions.*
401. Water consumption
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for having a policy to 
mitigate impact of storm-water runo from construction, 
development, or other projects, 1/4 for having a policy to mitigate 
impact of storm-water runo from normal campus operations, and 
1/10 for each (up to ve) specic strategy used to implement those 
policies.
402. Storm-water management
Institutions earn all available points by using some nonpotable 
water.
153. Nonpotable water usage
Institutions earn all available points for oering complete-protein 
vegan dining options during every meal in at least one facility on 
campus.
72. Vegan options
Institutions earn all available points for having a preconsumer 
food waste composting program.
73. Preconsumer food waste 
composting
Institutions earn all available points for having a postconsumer 
food waste composting program.
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C. Sierra Club
The Sierra Club releases their list of “Cool 
Schools” on an annual basis. Only schools that 
submit their data yearly are eligible to receive 
a Cool Schools ranking. Schools are judged on 
criteria from eleven categories and can receive up 
to 1,000 points. Table 5 lays out the ratings criteria.
Sierra Club’s rating system matches the compre-
hensiveness of the STARS rating system. The highest 
rating achieved in 2015 was a total score of 867.29 
(University of California, Irvine), well above the next 
highest score of 787.46 (University of California, 
Davis). The Sierra Club notes that “while many univer-
sities are making admirable progress, no school has yet 
attained complete sustainability.” In recognizing the 
high scores, Sierra Club states there was “much work 
completed but also room for improvement.”31 
2.2 Comparison of ratings and analysis of 
their efficacy
Since all three organizations retrieve their data 
from the same source there is a great deal of con-
tinuity among the rating criteria. This section will 
assess the similarities and differences of the rating 
Criteria Points Scoring Basis
Co-Curricular
1. Peer-to-peer sustainability 
educator program
Institutions earn all available points by having a peer-to-peer 
educator program that reaches degree-seeking students.
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for having at least one 
sustainability-related outreach campaign directed at students. 
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for verifying that program 
with a website link.
7
72. Student sustainability outreach 
program
Institutions earn all available points for including sustainability 
prominently during new-student orientation events.
73. Sustainability during orientation 
for new students
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for each website, 
newsletter, and/or other literature that fosters sustainability 
awareness.
74. Sustainability outreach and 
publications
Institutions earn all available points for having at least one active 
student group focused on sustainability.
75. Sustainability student group
Institutions earn all available points for having one or more 
programs that allow students to gain experience in organic 
agriculture and sustainable food systems.
76. Organic garden
Institutions earn all available points for hosting major events 
(conferences, symposia, etc.) related to sustainability.
77. Sustainability events
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
78. Outdoor program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program that 
organizes outings for students and teaches "leave no trace" 
principles.
79. Sustainability-themed semester, 
year, or rst-year experience
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused immersive program.
710. Sustainability immersive 
experience
Institutions earn all available points for being recognized by the 
Arbor Day Foundation's Tree Campus USA program.
711. Tree Campus USA30 
Institutions earn all available points by collaborating with other 
colleges and universities to build the sustainability community.
712. Intercampus collaboration 
on sustainability
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of existing building space on campus 
considered sustainable.
101. Percentage of existing building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn a percentage of total available points equivalent 
to the percentage of new building space on campus considered 
sustainable.
102. Percentage of new building 
space certied as sustainable
Institutions earn all available points for conducting an inventory 
of Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions.
303. Scope 1 and 2 emissions
inventory
Institutions earn 1/7 of available points for each type of Scope 3 
calculation conducted among types outlined in the STARS collector.
354. Scope 3 emissions inventory
Institutions earn all available points for calculating Scope 1 and 2 
gross greenhouse gas emissions during the performance year and
entering that data into the STARS collector.
105. Scope 1 and 2 emissions 
inventory in performance year
Institutions earn all available points for having an 
institution-catalyzed program that reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions in the local community.
306. Local osets program
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating total building 
energy consumption in performance and baseline years. 
Institutions earn all remaining points by meeting or exceeding a 
standard reduction of 7% per year since their identied baseline 
period. Schools that make reductions below the 7% threshold earn 
partial credit.*
407. Energy consumption in buildings
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating all renewable 
energy generated by the institution and/or purchased as renewable 
energy credits. Institutions earn a portion of the remaining points 
based on that number as a percentage of the institution's total 
energy consumption.
458. Support for clean and renewable 
energy
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors in 
at least one application.
79. Lighting sensors
Institutions earn all available points for using LED lighting in at least 
one lighting application.
710. LED lighting
Institutions earn 2/5 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of electricity from alternative or renewable sources, 
2/5 in proportion to how much energy comes from alternative or 
renewable sources, and the remaining 1/5 points by calculating 
their percentage of heating from alternative or renewable sources.
2511. Energy use by type
Institutions earn all available points for using occupancy sensors 
in at least one application.
151. Committee on investment 
responsibility
Institutions earn all available points by having made socially or 
environmentally responsible nancial investments.
202. Positive sustainability 
investments
Institutions earn all available points by having a publicly available 
sustainable investment policy.
203. Sustainable investment policy
Institutions earn all available points by making a snapshot of 
nancial investments accessible to the public.
204. Investment disclosure
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of food expenditures that are local and 
community-based, or are third-party-certied responsible 
(certied organic, fair trade, etc.). Institutions earn a portion of 
the remaining 2/3 based on that percentage.
301. Food and beverage purchasing 
policies
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for each sustainability 
innovation listed.
401. Innovations
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points for each of two items: 
identifying sustainability-related and sustainability-focused 
courses, and making an inventory of those courses available.
71. Sustainability course and 
curriculum identication
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-focused 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
72. Sustainability courses
Institutions earn all available points when sustainability-related 
courses make up 20% or more of all courses oered. Incremental 
points are available.
73. Sustainability-related courses
Institutions earn all available points when 20% of students 
graduate from programs that have adopted at least one 
sustainability learning outcome. Incremental points are available.
104. Sustainability learning outcomes
Institutions earn all available points for oering at least one 
sustainability-focused undergraduate major, degree program, 
or equivalent.
75. Undergraduate program in 
sustainability
Institutions earn all available points for conducting sustainability 
literacy assessments on at least some students and conducting a 
follow-up study on the same students. Institutions earn 1/4 of the 
points if they conduct a sustainability assessment but do NOT do 
a follow-up study.
106. Sustainability literacy assessment
Institutions earn all available points for making sustainability 
research inventory publicly available online.
77. Sustainability research inventory 
availability
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of faculty engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
78. Faculty engaged in sustainability 
research
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating the 
percentage of departments engaged in sustainability research. 
Institutions earn up to the remaining 1/2 based on that percentage.
79. Departments engaged in 
sustainability research
Institutions earn 3/4 of available points for encouraging faculty
research on sustainability. Institutions earn 1/4 of available points 
by encouraging student research.
710. Sustainability research
incentives
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points each for having a 
sustainability committee, oce, and/or ocer.
201. Sustainability coordination
Institutions earn all available points by having an overall strategic 
plan that includes sustainability at a high level.
252. Strategic Plan
Institutions earn all available points by having a current and 
formal sustainability plan that covers at least two distinct areas.
253. Sustainability Plan
Institutions earn a percentage of available points based on the 
percentage of computers purchased that are registered EPEAT 
Silver or Gold.
71. EPEAT
Institutions earn 1/3 of available points by having an 
institution-wide stated preference for sustainable cleaning 
products and 1/3 for calculating the percentage of total 
expenditures spent on sustainable cleaning products. Institutions 
earn a percentage of the remaining 1/3 of available points based 
on the percentage of sustainable cleaning products purchased.
102. Sustainable cleaning products
Institutions earn 1/10 of available points for having a stated policy 
for responsible paper purchasing. The remainder of available points
are awarded based on a sliding scale, depending on the percentage 
of recycled content: Higher weightings are awarded to purchases 
of 90% to 100% postconsumer recycled content oce paper.
153. Responsible paper purchasing
Institutions earn all available points by requiring that business 
partners adhere to environmental and social standards.
74. Vendor code of conduct
Institutions receive points based on the proportion of their eet 
that uses alternative power/fuel, weighted by the type of 
alternative fuel used.
201. Campus eet
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of students who 
use more sustainable commuting options.
202. Student commute
Institutions earn points based on the percentage of employees who
use more sustainable commuting options.
203. Employee commute
Institutions earn all available points by having a bicycle-sharing 
program.
74. Bicycle-sharing program
Institutions earn all available points by having bike storage, shower 
facilities, and lockers for bicycle commuters.
75. Facilities for bicyclists
Institutions earn all available points by oering discounted transit 
passes or a free campus shuttle for commuters.
76. Mass-transit programs
Institutions earn all available points by oering a condensed 
workweek option to employees.
77. Condensed workweek
Institutions earn all available points by oering a telecommuting 
program to employees.
78. Telecommuting
Institutions earn all available points by oering a carpool or 
vanpool matching program and/or oering reduced parking fees 
or preferential parking spaces to carpoolers.
79. Carpool/vanpool matching
Institutions earn all available points by oering employees 
incentives to live near campus.
710. Local housing
Institutions earn all available points by participating in car-sharing 
programs.
711. Car sharing
Institutions earn all available points by reducing waste generation 
by 7% or more per year compared to a historical baseline. 
Incremental points are given based on the percentage of reduction 
achieved.*
251. Waste reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating general 
waste diversion. Institutions earn a percentage of remaining 
available points based on the percentage of diversion achieved.
202. General waste diversion
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by calculating waste 
diversion during new construction and demolition. Institutions 
earn 1/2 of remaining available points based on the percentage of 
diversion achieved.
203. Waste diversion during new 
construction and demolition
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by having a program to 
refurbish, reuse, or recycle electronic waste generated by the 
school. Institutions earn 1/2 of remaining available points for 
having a similar program for electronic waste generated by 
students.
204. Electronic-waste recycling 
program
Institutions earn all available points for having a program to reduce 
move-in and/or move-out waste.
205. Move-in/move-out waste 
reduction
Institutions earn 1/2 of available points by showing ANY reduction 
in total water consumption since a historical baseline period. 
Institutions that have reduced their consumption by 6% per year or 
more across that time frame get the remaining 1/2 of the points, 
while schools that reduce by less than 6% per year get partial credit 
based on their reductions.*
401. Water consumption
Institutions earn 1/4 of available points for having a policy to 
mitigate impact of storm-water runo from construction, 
development, or other projects, 1/4 for having a policy to mitigate 
impact of storm-water runo from normal campus operations, and 
1/10 for each (up to ve) specic strategy used to implement those 
policies.
402. Storm-water management
Institutions earn all available points by using some nonpotable 
water.
153. Nonpotable water usage
Institutions earn all available points for oering complete-protein 
vegan dining options during every meal in at least one facility on 
campus.
72. Vegan options
Institutions earn all available points for having a preconsumer 
food waste composting program.
73. Preconsumer food waste 
composting
Institutions earn all available points for having a postconsumer 
food waste composting program.
























*A baseline year of 2005 and a performance year of 2013 were used as standards for schools that did not 
enter baseline or performance years.
31Cool Schools Methodology 2015.
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systems and consider individual criteria and metrics 
in greater detail.
A. Scoring and weighting
Flexibility in applicability
There are significant differences to note 
between STARS and Sierra Club, the two compre-
hensive ratings. Perhaps the most notable difference 
is that STARS allows for flexibility in credit eligi-
bility, whereas Sierra Club does not. In STARS, 25 
out of 63 criteria (40%) may not apply in whole or 
in part to a particular school depending upon that 
school’s characteristics. For example, the Com-
mittee on Investor Responsibility credit (PA8) is 
only applicable for schools with endowments of 
$1 million or larger.32  This flexibility may reduce 
biases and produce equitable opportunities for rec-
ognition across different types of institutions. Sierra 
Club applies each of their criteria to each institu-
tion, an approach which may favor certain types of 
schools over others. For instance, schools in favor-
able climates such as southern California may 
benefit from relatively lower energy bills, making 
their investments in renewable energy have a poten-
tially greater impact on the share of renewables in 
their energy portfolio. Princeton Review does not 
give any indication of their level of flexibility in 
survey question applicability.
Weighted users
STARS calculates “weighted campus users” to 
adjust how intensively certain institution commu-
nity members are using the campus. This calcula-
tion corrects for institutions that have a higher ratio 
of students living on campus and are thus creating 
more total greenhouse gas emissions, more waste, 
etc.33  Accounting for weighted users acts to level the 
playing field. Sierra Club does not weight their indi-
vidual users. It is unclear whether or not the Princeton 
Review uses a weighted users system or not.
Criteria comparison
I have broken the criteria out into ten categories 
for effective comparison across the different rating 











Out of the 203 possible points available in 
STARS (excluding innovation bonus points), 49% 
(99 points) are dedicated to academic or co-curric-
ular activities. By comparison, Sierra Club dedi-
cates only 16% (160) of their 1,000 total points to 
academic or co-curricular activities.35 
32STARS 2.1 Technical Manual (2016).
33Ibid.
34See Appendix I for a detailed explanation of the criteria categories.
35 In this calculation I included all points under STARS Academics and Engagement as “academic or co-
curricular activities.” For the Sierra Club I included all points under Academics and Co-curricular.
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Another significant disparity lies in energy-
related criteria. Out of the STARS criteria, 14% (29 
points) are energy-related, while Sierra Club’s rate 
is 25% (249 points).36  Princeton Review includes 
more energy-related questions than any other topic. 
Table 6 offers a comparison of all categories of 
criteria between the three organizations.
Data analysis
Information on schools that had an up-to-
date rating from one or more of the rating systems 
can be found in Appendix III. This section will 
analyze those results.
Because of the prevalence of academic criteria, 
I measured the correlation between success in 
academic criteria against success in operational 
criteria. Figure 2 compares academic criteria 
success against operational criteria success for both 
STARS (Figure 2a) and Sierra Club (Figure 2b).
There is indeed some correlation for both 
STARS and Sierra Club. However, Sierra Club 
appears to have a stronger correlation, with an R2 of 
0.49 compared to the STARS R2 of 0.38. That could 
be due to the fact that STARS weighs its academic 
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
49% 99 20% 2 16% 160




3% 7 10% 1 12% 116Transportation
4% 8 10% 1 5% 51Food
5% 10 10% 1 10.5% 105Waste
3-4% 6-8 0% 0 9.5% 95Water
3% 6 0% 0 4% 39Procurement
3% 7 0% 0 7.5% 75Investment
5-6% 11-12 20% 2 7% 70Administration
8% 17 0% 0 0% 0Social/EconomicSustainability
Table 6. Criteria comparison between the three rating organizations. STARS and Sierra Club refer to num-
ber of points available for each category of criteria. Princeton Review refers to the number of survey ques-
tions that relate to each category. See Appendix I for more detailed methodology. Princeton Review does 
not ask any survey questions related to innovation. Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
36In this calculation I included all points under the STARS subcategories Air & Climate, Buildings, and 
Energy (OP1 – OP6) as “energy-related criteria.” For the Sierra Club I included all points under Energy.
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criteria more heavily by having nearly half of all its 
criteria in the academic sector. Sierra Club has a 
more equal distribution of criteria and thus does not 
penalize schools for failing at achieving academic 
criteria to the degree that STARS does. STARS’s 
choice to weigh academic criteria so heavily means 
that schools’ scores may be greatly influenced by 
their academic score. However, neither R2 is par-
ticularly high, suggesting that academic criteria 
success is not a consistent predictor for success in 
operational criteria for either STARS or Sierra Club.
Another important point to note from Figure 
2a is that STARS has a greater range of scores (as 
measured by percentage of total available points) for 
academic criteria than for operational criteria, par-
ticularly on the higher end. Academic scores range 
from a high of 96.43 to a low of 25.22 (a spread of 
71.21), while operational scores range from 67.85 
to 16.50 (a 51.35 spread). This data suggests that 
STARS academic success may be more attainable 
than operational success, and that there is much 
room for improvement in operational sustainability 
as academic interest in sustainability grows.
Figure 3 compares each rating system against 
the others. There are a few points of note from 
these comparisons. STARS and Sierra Club have 
the highest correlation of all of the rating systems 
with an R2 of 0.71. However, this is after removing 
two outliers, Belmont University and St. John’s 
University, which had poor scores via Sierra Club’s 
metrics but average scores on the STARS metrics. 
With these two schools included, the R2 is close 
to 0.50. They may be outliers because of the way 
STARS overvalues academics. Both schools scored 
well on academic criteria, but not as well on all 
other operational criteria. With the heavy weight-
ing of academic criteria in STARS, it makes sense 
that their STARS score is higher, while Sierra Club 
would have penalized those schools for not per-
forming up to par on their operational side to a 
greater degree than STARS due to its more equal 
points distribution.
Another thing is clear – Princeton Review’s 
Green Scores cover a much smaller range than 
either STARS or the Sierra Club, and many of the 
scores are close to perfect. The small range makes 
meaningful comparisons between schools difficult, 
and the sheer volume of scores at the top of the scale 
suggests that the scoring system may be designed 
Figure 2. STARS academic criteria percentage versus 
operational criteria percentage (a) and Sierra Club 
academic criteria score versus operational criteria 
score (b).




























STARS Academic vs. Operational Criteriaa.
























Sierra Academic vs. Operational Criteriab.
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to be inflated and generate high scores. Thus, the 
R2 is low for both Princeton Review regressions. 
The Sierra Club/Princeton Review R2 would be far 
lower were it not for the four lowest scoring Sierra 
Club schools that pull the weight on that end of the 
regression. Whatever the case may be, these com-
parisons prove that each system values sustainabil-
ity differently.
B. Criteria evaluation
Now we turn to the metrics associated with 
each criterion. Metrics can be delineated into two 
categories: inputs versus outputs. Inputs measure 
actions taken, outputs measure results or outcomes. 
Inputs do not necessarily measure advancements in 
sustainability.37  For instance, a municipal govern-
ment can expend a great deal of resources creating 
a comprehensive plan of conservation and develop-
ment (the input), but if municipal officials do not 
follow the plan the input is essentially worthless 
and no output is generated. The following sections 
will analyze the points assigned for inputs versus 
outputs for each category of criteria.
Academics/Co-Curricular
By their nature, the Academic/Co-Curricular 
criteria are based more on theory and vision than on 
execution. A culture of sustainability cannot easily 
be quantified, but is arguably valuable. Shaping the 
minds of future leaders is an important task, and in 
this context inputs may be constructive. However, 
a balanced approach with both inputs and outputs 













































STARS vs. Princeton Reviewb.






















Sierra Club Total Points
Sierra Club vs. Princeton Reviewc.
Figure 3. Total score comparisons. STARS versus Sierra Club (a), STARS versus Princeton Review (b), and 
Sierra Club versus Princeton Review (c). Princeton Review's small range indicates grade inflation. While 
STARS and Sierra Club weigh individual criteria differently, the high R2 suggests that their methods ulti-
mately yield similar results.
37Esty, Daniel C. (2002). Chapter 1: Why Measurement Matters. In: Environmental Performance Measure-
ment: the Global Report 2001-2002. Daniel C. Esty and Peter K. Cornelius, eds.
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may yield greater insight and allow for more mea-
surable progress. Potential outputs could include a 
survey of graduates from the school that are cur-
rently employed in jobs that are sustainability-
focused or sustainability-related.
The only criteria that qualified as an output 
across all three ratings systems was the Research 
and Scholarship criteria under STARS, due to its 
requirement that research done by faculty at the 
school be published and/or made publicly available.
Energy
The Energy criteria provided a better set of 
useful outputs. For instance, STARS has two criteria 
(OP1 and OP5) that refer to reducing emissions and 
energy consumption relative to a baseline. These 
are good outputs because they measure tangible 
sustainability metrics.
All three rating systems included criteria 
regarding greenhouse gas emissions inventories 
and/or greenhouse gas reduction plans. These plans 
are inputs, but may be helpful for achieving output 
criteria (such as emissions reductions against a 
baseline, as referred to above).
Each rating system also has criteria related 
to LEED/sustainable certified buildings. STARS 
and Sierra Club go as far to measure percentage 
of certified sustainable building space. These may 
be useful metrics, but perhaps not as powerful as 
pure measurements of energy usage, water usage, 
and emissions.
Transportation
The transportation output metrics for STARS 
and Sierra Club measured the percentage of 
students and employees that use modes of transpor-
tation that serve as alternatives to single-passenger 
cars. These may be helpful in determining areas of 
success and areas for improvement. An alternative 
(or additional) way to measure success may be to 
track the vehicle miles traveled (VMT) for students 
and faculty/staff. That pure metric could spark 
schools to develop innovative ways to reduce car 
travel, rather than simply promoting other means of 
transportation.
Table 7. Academics/Co-Curricular criteria inputs versus outputs. For more information, see Appendix II.
Table 8. Energy criteria inputs versus outputs. For more information, see Appendix II.
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
92% 141 100% 2 100% 160
8% 12 0% 0 0% 0
Inputs
Outputs
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
17% 5 67% 2 52% 130
83% 24 33% 1 48% 119
Inputs
Outputs
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Many of the input metrics asked whether or not 
the school offered a particular program or incen-
tive for reducing car travel. These types of “yes/
no” prompts are not indicative of utilization of such 
programs, and hard metrics such as percentage uti-
lization or VMT are more telling in terms of actual 
sustainability targets.
Food
Outputs for this category focused on the per-
centage of food that is locally grown or sustain-
ably sourced. One must be careful, however, when 
automatically associating locally grown food with 
sustainability. In terms of greenhouse gas emis-
sions, for example, only 11% of life-cycle GHGs 
for food production are associated with transporta-
tion.38  A more holistic analysis would be appropri-
ate to ensure that locally grown and produced food 
meets sustainability goals.
Waste
Waste outputs are rightly focused on diversion 
rates and meeting diversion targets. While inputs 
in both STARS and Sierra Club reference e-waste 
programs, neither includes a metric to measure 
how successful those programs are. Product 
Table 9. Transportation criteria inputs versus outputs. For more information, see Appendix II.
Table 10. Food criteria inputs versus outputs. For more information, see Appendix II.
Table 11. Waste criteria inputs versus outputs. For more information, see Appendix II.
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
29% 2 100% 1 48% 56
71% 5 0% 0 52% 60
Inputs
Outputs
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
25% 2 0% 0 41% 21
75% 6 100% 1 59% 30
Inputs
Outputs
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
10% 1 0% 0 38% 40
90% 9 100% 1 62% 65
Inputs
Outputs
38Weber, Christopher L. and Matthews, H. Scott (2008). Food-Miles and the Relative Climate Impacts of 
Food Choices in the United States. Environmental Science & Technology 42, 3508-3513.
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stewardship programs for other types of waste 
are beginning to emerge in various governmen-
tal jurisdictions.39 Perhaps universities can play a 
role in advancing product stewardship programs 
by acting as pilot or test cases – an example of 
where inputs can be useful.
Water
Water outputs revolved around usage and 
reductions compared to a baseline. Inputs reflected 
the presence of a stormwater management plan and 
efforts to implement that plan. In order to develop 
more effective metrics and turn those inputs into 
outputs, the rating systems could measure stormwa-
ter runoff reductions from green infrastructure or 
other stormwater management tools, or percentage 
of rainwater reused as non-potable water for toilets 
or irrigation.
Procurement
Procurement outputs are based on the per-
centage of particularly environmentally sensi-
tive products that are sustainably sourced. STARS 
may overvalue the existence of a sustainable pro-
curement plan versus the execution of that plan (3 
points for the plan, 3 total points for the execution). 
However, the quality of the output metrics, by mea-
suring sustainable procurement by percentage of 
total products, suggests that the rating systems are 
doing well in this category. Perhaps another useful 
metric would be to measure the embodied energy40 
of all procured products in order to identify oppor-
tunities for improvement.
Investment
There was a clear difference in measurement 
between STARS and Sierra Club on investment. 
STARS required disclosure of the percentage or 
Table 12. Water criteria inputs versus outputs. For more information, see Appendix II.
Table 13. Procurement criteria inputs versus outputs. For more information, see Appendix II.
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
25-33% 2 N/A 0 58% 55
67-75% 4-6 N/A 0 42% 40
Inputs
Outputs
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
50% 3 N/A 0 18% 7
50% 3 N/A 0 82% 32
Inputs
Outputs
39For more information, see the website of the Product Stewardship Institute at  
http://www.productstewardship.us/.
40“Embodied energy” is the sum of all of the energy required to create a product, including but not limited 
to extraction, manufacture, and transport of that product. Embodied energy is often measured in terms of green-
house gas emissions.
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total value of investments considered sustainable to 
earn points, while Sierra Club simply asked schools 
whether or not they made sustainable investments. 
The other rating systems should look to STARS for 
successful examples of output criteria for invest-
ments.
Administration
The only output criteria between the three rating 
systems for administration measured the total area 
of the school’s grounds that are covered by an inte-
grated pest management (IPM) program to reduce 
the use of pesticides,41  proliferated by STARS.
Many of the other administration criteria relied 
on having a sustainability plan or a sustainability 
office in place. However, having a plan in place does 
not necessarily mean that the plan will be executed 
successfully.
Social/Economic Sustainability
STARS is the only rating system to address 
social and economic sustainability. Along with 
environmental protection, which is the primary 
Table 14. Procurement criteria inputs versus outputs. For more information, see Appendix II.
Table 15. Administration criteria inputs versus outputs. For more information, see Appendix II.
Table 16. Social/Economic Sustainability criteria inputs versus outputs. For more information, see Appendix II.
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
29% 2 N/A 0 100% 75
71% 5 N/A 0 0% 0
Inputs
Outputs
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
82-83% 9-10 100% 2 100% 70
17-18% 2 0% 0 0% 0
Inputs
Outputs
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
53% 9 N/A 0 N/A 0
47% 8 N/A 0 N/A 0
Inputs
Outputs
41For more on IPM, see the EPA’s “Introduction to Integrated Pest Management,” accessible from https://
www.epa.gov/managing-pests-schools/introduction-integrated-pest-management.
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goal of these rating systems, economic development 
and social development round out the three pillars 
of sustainability.42  Thus it seems apropos for any 
sustainability rating system to include economic 
and social metrics.
The most effective output metrics in STARS 
measure the percentage of entering students that are 
low-income or eligible for need-based aid and the 
graduation success rate for such students, the per-
centage of need met for students who were awarded 
need-based aid, and the percentage of students grad-
uating with no interest-bearing student loan debt.
2.3 Discussion
Comparing inputs versus outputs allows for a 
transparent look at the efficacy of the criteria used 
for measuring sustainability. At its heart, this com-
parison comes down to a measure of vision versus 
execution. Many schools earned high marks for 
having a sustainability plan, a sustainability office, 
or sustainability coursework. However, such actions 
do not necessary yield success in achieving lower 
greenhouse gas emissions, greater waste diversion, 
or more efficient water use.
This exercise in vision versus execution is not 
unique to universities. City governments endure 
similar struggles. Research has found that cities with 
climate action plans (geared toward reducing green-
house gas emissions) may show a greater propen-
sity for implementing climate mitigation policies, 
such as green building incentives or greater access 
to alternative modes of transportation. However, 
the climate action plan itself does not provide any 
causal effect on whether or not these policies are 
implemented – rather, the underlying preferences of 
the city’s constituents will act as the most important 
driver of climate action policy.43 
These results can be extrapolated at the univer-
sity level to make the following inferences:
1. Universities may be simply responding 
to the desires of their students and faculty when 
implementing sustainability policies. As more 
students and faculty become interested in sustain-
ability, universities respond by offering sustainabil-
ity-related classes, opening sustainability offices, or 
adopting sustainability committees. 
2. Now that university sustainability plans 
and sustainability offices have become more ubiq-
uitous, that demand may be related to the desire 
to keep up with peer universities or overarching 
trends. It is not difficult to find recent news stories 
Table 17. Total comparison of input versus output criteria.
STARS Princeton Review Sierra Club
% of Total Points % of Total Questions % of Total Points
69% 177 70% 7 61% 614
31% 80 30% 3 39% 386
Inputs
Outputs
42General Assembly resolution 60/1, 2005 World Summit Outcome, A/RES/60/1(October 24, 2005), avail-
able from http://data.unaids.org/Topics/UniversalAccess/worldsummitoutcome_resolution_24oct2005_en.pdf.
43Millard-Ball, Adam (2012). Do city climate plans reduce emissions? Journal of Urban Economics, 71, 
289-311.
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about the increased level of competition among a 
variety of factors for universities.44  As sustainabil-
ity policies become more prevalent, demand will 
increase to match the need to compete with peer 
universities to attract students and faculty.
3. Related to the above point: friendly com-
petition may be a driver of increased action. Uni-
versities presumably participate in rating systems 
to be able to compare themselves against their peers 
(in addition to assessing their own strengths and 
weaknesses). Comparison breeds competition – to 
achieve a higher rating, schools must engage in 
sustainability policy actions. Having the ability to 
advertise yourself as at or near the top of the heap 
when it comes to sustainable schools can be attrac-
tive to prospective students, faculty, and donors.
Research suggests that linking environmen-
tally friendly or socially responsible activities (also 
known as public goods in economics parlance) to 
the sale of private goods may lead to excessive pro-
vision of the public good, and that a competitive 
market for the private good may yield greater provi-
sion of the public good. Additionally, when consum-
ers tend to participate in the public good activity, it 
may be overprovided.45 
What does that mean for universities? Uni-
versities are participatory by nature, and those 
participating are generally highly engaged. Thus, 
universities are natural fits to provide excessive 
public goods (in this case, sustainability policies). 
The friendly competition that is created by a rating 
system process may also drive implementation of 
sustainability policies.
These three rating systems do indeed foster 
an environment for competition. The Princeton 
Review itself is renowned for comparing univer-
sities over a wide variety of categories. However, 
when it comes to sustainability, success is driven 
by execution. Output measurements are more effec-
tive indicators of sustainability. The rating systems 
are currently more heavily focused in inputs rather 
than outputs (Table 17), though much of this is due 
to the high prevalence of academic criteria, particu-
larly in STARS.
Turning inputs into outputs
To further advance sustainability, universities 
should emphasize outputs and pure measurements. 
Schools may not have to entirely transform the 
way they do business, but may be able to identify 
certain input criteria that can easily be translated 
into outputs. The following is an introductory list of 
ways to maximize output criteria:
• Survey graduates to quantify how many are 
employed in sustainability-related jobs or engaging 
in sustainability-related activities in their position. 
This data can be used to track courses, faculty, and 
programs (the inputs) at the school to determine 
which are most effective at leading to sustainable 
outcomes post-graduation.
• Track the number of sustainability-related 
research papers or articles that are published by 
faculty, staff, and students, and provide incentives 
for doing so.
• Measure GHG emissions per person. GHG 
emissions inventories may be useful in identifying 
areas to reduce GHG emissions, but a pure mea-
surement is key to evaluating progress and allows 
44Destler, Bill (Sept. 10, 2012). Competition and the Rising Cost of Higher Education. Huffington Post; Top 
of the class. (Mar. 28, 2015). The Economist.
45Bagnoli, Mark and Watts, Susan G. (2003). Selling to Socially Responsible Consumers: Competition and 
the Private Provision of Public Goods. Journal of Economics & Management Strategy, 12:3, 419-455.
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for benchmarking and goal-setting.
• Measure VMT per person. Bike racks and 
campus shuttles can provide alternatives to indi-
vidual vehicle travel, but their mere existence 
does not indicate that they are being efficiently 
and effectively utilized. VMT measurements give 
a true picture of utilization (and overall sustain-
ability) and will provide valuable insights for 
areas of improvement.
• Complete life-cycle analyses for all pro-
curements – including food, cleaning products, 
building materials, etc. – to measure the embodied 
energy in products used by the school and ensure 
that sustainable decisions are being made up and 
down the supply chain.
• Focus sustainable waste management on 
measurements such as diversion rates rather than 
the existence of recycling programs. Drive inno-
vation by employing product stewardship pilot 
programs and dutifully tracking and measuring 
success of the program.
• Measure water use per person. Take mea-
surements of stormwater runoff: total runoff, runoff 
diverted from the sewer system through green 
infrastructure or other means, and runoff captured 
for reuse. Alternatively (or additionally), measure 
the percent impervious cover on campus. 
• Identify the percentage of endowment 
investments that are considered sustainable.
• Measure pesticide use, or the percentage of 
a school’s lawns and vegetated areas that do not use 
pesticides or have an IPM plan.
• Follow the lead STARS has set on economic 
and social sustainability by tracking low-income or 
need-based students by measuring graduation rates 
and percentage of financial need met. Measure the per-
centage of students graduating without interest-bearing 
debt and the average debt per student upon graduation. 
3. CONCLUSIONS
Taking a closer look at university sustainability 
rating systems provides valuable insights. One thing 
is clear – sustainability means different things to 
different people. In an academic context, universi-
ties can and should be laboratories for sustainability 
innovation. Shaping the minds of college students 
while engaging in sustainability research can help 
to reach that goal. However, ultimately, sustain-
ability must be measured by actual performance 
outputs. Otherwise, the education and research is 
for naught.
Organizations that wish to continue rating 
sustainability or do so in the future should keep 
a few points in mind. First, there is a great differ-
ence between vision and execution. Having a plan 
in place does not guarantee results. Nor do having 
sustainability-focused classes or opening a sustain-
ability office need to be requirements for success in 
execution. Delivering on sustainable actions should 
be the ultimate goal. Second, the types of measure-
ments employed should be indicative of actual, 
tangible progress on sustainability. For example, 
GHG emissions per person in CO2e46 is a better 
measure than percentage of energy used from renew-
able sources because it quantifies a school’s contri-
bution to climate change. Reductions in GHG emis-
sions per person thus yield concrete improvement. 
Third, friendly competition can drive further sus-
tainable action. At best, non-transparent or inflated 
scores may lead sustainability-minded students to 
schools already fluent in sustainability; at worst, 
they engender a false sense of security about the 
46Carbon dioxide equivalents. For more information, visit www.yaleclimateconnections.org/2009/01/com-
mon-climate-misconceptions-co-equivalence.
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level of sustainability achieved at a school. Each 
circumstance risks breeding complacency and lack 
of friendly competition or improvement. Lastly, 
economic and social sustainability should not be dis-
regarded. Inequality is one of the greatest economic 
and social challenges of our time, and universities 
can be a great equalizer for those who start life at a 
disadvantage. Addressing economic and social goals 
completes the sustainability landscape.
There is a common thread through each of these 
points: campus rating systems have the opportunity 
to breed innovation in sustainability at universities. 
By focusing on action rather than theory, using the 
right measurements, encouraging competition, and 
finding new ways to integrate economic and social 
sustainability, rating systems can maximize sus-
tainability output.
APPENDICES
Appendix I – Criteria by Category
List of criteria for each category in Table 6. 
Innovation was not included in this table due to dif-
ferences in measurement. STARS counts innova-
tion as bonus points, while Sierra Club reserves 40 
points for Innovation. Princeton Review does not 
ask any survey questions related to innovation.


























Questions 6 and 7











All criteria under Energy
All criteria under Transport
All criteria under Food
All criteria under Waste
All criteria under Water
All criteria under 
Purchasing
All criteria under 
Investment
All criteria under Planning
None
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Appendix II – Inputs and Outputs
Full list of criteria considered inputs versus 
outputs.














































OP7 OP6 None Question1
Food criteria 2-
4 Food criteria 1





OP23 OP22 None None Water Critera2-3
Water Criteria
1





























None None None None
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Appendix III – School Data
This chart includes schools that have a rating 
from STARS, Princeton Review, or Sierra Club as 
of March, 2016. Not every school has a rating from 
multiple organizations, though some have ratings 
from all three. STARS schools were chosen if the 
school had an active, non-expired rating submission 
for STARS 2.0 or above by the end of March, 2016. 
Sierra Club schools were taken from the 2015 Cool 
Schools ranking (all ranked schools were included). 
Princeton Review Green Ratings were taken only 
for schools that had either a STARS or Sierra Club 
ranking (or both) in order to compare. Thus, there 
are many more schools that have Princeton Review 











































































































































































































97.00142.72 576.77 719.49105.00 57.3690.99 60.2390.99 100 77.24
Aquinas College 95.00116.69 451.91 568.60106.00 40.1574.56 42.5673.81 99 57.90
Arizona State University 95.00132.13 624.91 757.04
129.74 459.10 588.84
106.00 61.6971.39 65.3970.68 99 69.70
Auburn University 90.00104.00 40.1562.61 41.7661.98 99 53.62
Babson College 94.00104.00 47.8681.05 49.7777.81 96 66.56
143.21 530.95 674.16Bard College 94.00106.00 55.0269.76 58.3269.06 99 65.38
124.92 411.36 536.28Bentley University 97.00104.00 42.4867.46 44.1863.41 94 56.91
110.93 422.40 533.33Boston University 86.00106.00 42.6063.55 45.1663.55 100 54.83
114.30 443.61 557.91Bucknell University 97.00106.00 44.0270.44 46.6666.92 95 58.12
134.97 541.02 675.99 86.00107.00 55.2871.33 59.1570.62 99 66.26
87.95 408.35 496.30108.00 41.7246.30 45.0645.84 99 46.81
130.34 518.88 649.22Carnegie Mellon University 98.00103.00 51.5864.27 53.1364.27 100 58.99
143.42 577.39 720.81Chatham University 95.00104.00 59.9987.86 62.3986.98 99 77.05
135.66 596.41 732.07Colby College 99.00105.00 60.0286.32 63.0278.55 91 75.65
106.74 581.68 688.42Colgate University 99.00105.00 59.6265.55 62.6062.93 96 65.69
102.90 539.03 641.93Colorado College 90.00106.00 56.9868.15 60.4062.02 91 65.36
144.75 638.15 782.90Colorado State University 99.00106.00 67.8596.43 71.9295.47 99 85.29
130.13 488.93 619.06Columbia University 96.00103.00 49.1482.01 50.6181.19 99 67.06
140.38 572.73 713.11Cornell University 99.00106.00 57.0877.46 60.5176.69 99 70.27
129.98 623.81 753.79Dickinson College 99.00106.00 60.4382.97 64.0675.50 91 74.24
108.41 359.31 467.72Earlham College 88.00
87.00
103.00 48.5258.56 49.9853.29 91 54.35
119.34 439.72 559.06Elon University 94.00104.00 37.9461.92 39.4656.35 91 50.16
134.99 525.95 660.94Furman University 97.00
135.45 568.94 704.39 94.00
106.00 47.0688.83 49.8885.28 96 69.25
144.40 607.82 752.22Green Mountain College 99.00104.00 65.5883.93 65.0883.09 99 76.45
96.72 432.23 519.95Knox College 104.00 41.7855.95 43.4550.91 91 49.88
Lafayette College 105.00 38.0256.15 39.9253.90 96 47.62
Lakehead University 104.00 28.3250.51 29.4540.10 99 36.94
Lehigh University 103.00 38.0729.94 39.2129.64 99 36.75
123.33 518.30 641.63Hampshire College
Guilford College 90.00105.00 50.4049.53 52.9239.63 78 51.15
Haverford College 91.00103.00 55.4840.01 57.1436.41 91 49.24
105.00 48.1250.53 57.1460.69 99 57.61
Illinois Central College 106.00 35.1825.22 37.2925.22 100 30.95
Joliet Junior College 105.00 44.7829.17 47.0222.75 78 40.74
Juniata College 105.00 16.5033.38 17.3233.05 99 25.19
Keene State College 104.00 41.1068.18 42.7465.45 96 55.20
Illinois State University 103.00 40.5559.71 41.7756.13 94 50.73
George Mason University 91.00107.00 57.5661.59 49.8873.26 99 68.78
Goshen College 87.00107.00 42.8050.08 45.8044.57 89 48.98
Goucher College 93.00104.00 35.5256.59 36.9456.02 99 46.71
George Brown College 103.00 43.4048.79 44.7046.86 94 48.37
Florida State University 81.00105.00 52.4964.18 55.1164.18 100 61.36
146.89 571.78 718.67Emory University 96.00106.00 60.0678.38 63.6678.38 100 72.34
Dension University 94.00106.00 55.8274.64 59.1767.92 91 67.30
Dalhousie University 103.00 60.0975.17 61.8974.42 99 70.82
98.69 324.22 422.91Creighton University 88.00
133.56 490.49 624.05Dartmouth College 95.00
43.59 276.97 320.56Drexel University 84.00
144.40 569.47 713.87Duke University 97.00
77.68 127.94 205.62Eckerd College 77.00
83.90 466.97 550.87Frostburg State University 93.00
76.86 430.60 507.46Gonzaga University 94.00
131.40 528.66 660.06Iowa State University 99.00
78.00
77.00
93.99 284.25 378.24Kent State University
26.56 364.97 391.53
89.0073.63 443.52 517.15
Macalester College 105.00 54.2774.69 56.9867.96 91 66.99
MacEwan University 104.00 45.2548.60 47.0646.66 96 49.29
92.00 32.4062.34 29.8147.38 76 47.07
105.00 39.0849.45 41.0345.00 91 45.77
Maryville College 103.00 31.9665.96 32.9263.32 96 49.84
94.00119.86 588.53 708.39
Miami University 105.00 54.1066.85 56.8166.18 99 63.50 88.0082.60 409.18 491.78
Middlebury College 104.00 63.6974.97 66.2474.97 100 72.61 99.00133.66 645.42 779.08
Mills College 102.00 42.5349.68 43.3849.18 99 46.98 92.00107.37 395.19 502.56
Muhlenberg College 106.00 32.1750.10 34.1050.10 100 41.68 84.00111.43 426.75 538.18
Ohio University 105.00 43.6459.45 45.8258.86 99 54.34 95.00104.22 474.51 578.73
Oregon State University 105.00 58.2684.47 61.1783.63 99 73.40 96.00
96.00
132.20 552.89 685.09
Pittsburg State University 105.00 35.3653.92 37.1353.92 100 45.80
Pitzer College 107.00 53.3275.68 57.0568.87 91 66.85 76.00
Pomona College 107.00 58.2972.58 62.3769.68 96 68.35 98.00
Pacic Luthern University 65.30 338.09 403.39
Plymouth State University 102.56 409.12 511.68
123.36 575.95 699.31
Portland State University 104.00 56.6174.57 58.8773.82 99 68.67 98.00135.06 601.93 736.99
Saint John’s University 105.00 43.1258.01 45.2855.69 96 51.25
Saint Joseph’s College - ME 103.00 23.8845.87 24.8345.87 100 35.35
90.00113.84 435.51 549.35
Saint Louis University 103.00 42.9048.62 44.1948.13 99 48.61 85.00106.97 446.20 553.17
Santa Clara University 106.00 53.4281.14 56.6280.33 99 70.14 98.00125.31 545.48 670.79
Smith College 106.00 45.7062.45 48.4459.95 96 56.23 99.00114.13 525.39 639.52
St. John’s University 104.00 62.7769.01 65.2869.01 100 68.15 97.0056.90 277.39 334.29
Stanford University 107.00 59.6783.53 63.8583.53 100 74.63
106.00 61.6265.23 65.3264.58 99 66.64
99.00131.43 595.73 727.16
Temple University 105.00 33.2443.14 34.9043.14 100 40.33 93.0095.86 400.82 496.68
Texas A&M University 103.00 48.7658.54 50.2257.95 99 54.63 94.00103.26 486.08 589.34
Tufts University 106.00 49.7062.79 52.6862.79 100 57.39 93.00120.94 476.29 597.23
Unity College 103.00 44.8784.76 46.2275.44 89 66.59
104.00 17.8158.71 18.5258.12 99 39.01
96.00141.02 483.22 624.24
University of Arkansas 105.00 33.2263.24 34.8863.24 100 48.82 90.00
University of Connecticut 98.00
80.00
University of Arizona 93.00130.49 571.07 701.56
112.72 640.93 753.65
Universidad de Moneterrey 106.00 22.8447.98 24.2145.10 94 35.36
University at Albany 104.00 56.9374.54 59.2170.07 94 68.58
University at Bualo 105.00 58.5666.26 61.4966.26 100 65.57
94.00
Tulane University 104.00 36.6571.54 38.1271.54 100 56.83 74.00
The Ohio State University 106.00 58.4482.50 61.9582.50 100 73.53
Thompson Rivers University 105.00 56.7280.39 59.5679.59 99 71.58
Translyvania University 103.00 35.7144.13 36.7542.36 96 40.58
93.00
93.80 453.81 547.61
Sterling College 104.00 57.2587.00 59.5487.00 100 75.27 123.45 495.72 619.17





Southwestern University 105.00 42.8149.25 44.9544.82 91 48.19 94.00
Southern Oregon University 96.00113.67 488.14 601.81
Spelman College 93.0090.99 367.06 458.05
79.05 398.63 477.68
Simon Fraser University 105.00 55.9374.03 58.7373.29 99 67.01
Slippery Rock University 104.00 51.3854.79 53.4454.79 100 54.12 91.00
Seattle University 105.00 56.3980.16 59.2179.36 99 71.29




Rice University 106.00 46.1665.25 48.9364.60 99 58.49 134.96 536.79 671.75
Roosevelt University 106.00 36.8140.86 39.0240.45 99 40.54
Purdue University 97.00131.94 352.75 484.69




Princeton University 106.00 54.7755.19 58.0654.64 99 58.08
Principia College 104.00 46.5953.39 48.4551.25 96 51.85
90.00
124.52 565.98 690.50
Oklahoma State University 106.00 35.4455.64 37.5755.64 100 46.14 115.35 406.41 521.76
Northern Arizona University 107.00 47.8177.89 51.1677.89 100 65.60 96.00
92.0093.26 362.27 455.53
Missouri State University 105.00 53.1544.18 55.8143.74 99 51.78
Mohawk College 103.00 53.9164.38 55.5363.74 99 60.24
106.00 54.8170.88 58.1070.88 100 65.87
Mount Holyoke College
84.00105.47 670.48 775.95Oberlin College
91.00113.28 450.38 563.66Occidental College
85.43 520.28 605.71
Michigan State University 107.00 45.6965.26 48.8965.26 100 57.25 72.00
77.00127.85 480.78 608.63
LIU Post 106.00 36.5449.60 38.7349.10 99 45.20
Loyalist College 105.00 26.9739.76 28.3231.01 78 33.15
Loyola University Chicago 106.00 56.1769.16 59.5468.47 99 65.70
78.55 292.90 371.45
Lewis & Clark College 99.00106.64 655.91 762.55
89.00
93.00
Luther College 105.00 41.4052.02 43.4752.02 100 47.51 90.00
115.34 511.28 626.62
Kenyon College
128.57 557.12 685.69Harvard College 99.00
Concordia University 103.00 30.7258.20 31.6457.62 99 45.08
108.06 296.06 404.12College of Charleston 88.00
146.90 600.00 746.90College of the Atlantic 98.00
Clarkson University 88.00104.00 51.9674.69 54.0470.21 94 67.02
Coastal Carolina University 91.00104.00 45.8152.86 47.6452.33 99 50.73
88.26 493.37 581.63Champlain College 97.00
Calvin College 105.00 32.7070.03 34.3362.33 89 51.82
Camosun College 102.00 41.6148.43 42.4436.81 76 46.40
104.00 46.5857.50 48.4443.70 76 54.08
Carleton College
48.56 205.28 253.84California College of the Arts
California State University,
Channel Islands
131.41 574.32 705.73 98.00
108.45 525.28 633.73 94.00











103.00 36.8244.18 37.9234.46 78 41.33Central New Mexico
Community College
113.04 465.97 579.01Brandeis University 89.00
95.06 427.62 522.68Brown University 92.00
43.06 341.78 384.84Binghamton University
Berea College 92.00105.00 51.2148.28 53.7746.35 96 50.82
Bowdoin College 91.00105.00 51.7061.88 54.2956.31 91 59.04
Black Hills State University 105.00 33.4257.92 35.0957.34 99 46.72
Beloit College 81.00107.00 36.7464.85 39.3159.01 91 50.68
93.67 231.72 325.39Belmont University 104.00 51.6383.01 53.6983.01 100 69.35
103.19 347.82 451.01Baylor College 105.00 34.0968.42 35.7967.74 99 51.77
Ball State University 97.00103.00 49.0278.42 50.4977.64 99 66.69
105.00 39.1161.63 41.0761.63 100 52.10Eastern Connecticut State
University
95.00104.00 48.2586.48 50.1885.62 99 68.74Florida Gulf Coast
University
105.00 52.9578.56 55.6078.56 100 68.76George Washington
University
120.43 570.96 691.39 95.00105.00 56.2169.77 59.0269.07 99 66.05Grand Valley State
University




103.00 30.4838.08 31.3929.70 78 35.38Johnson County
Community College










105.00 57.9169.35 60.8168.66 99 66.74 97.00Pennsylvania State
University
96.00 51.3950.99 49.3339.77 78 52.41Raritan Valley Community
College
88.00 46.6946.09 41.0930.42 66 48.34Richland Community
College




Sewanee - The University of 
the South
89.00Southern Connecticut State 
University
State University of New
York at Cortland
103.00 35.6840.47 36.7540.07 99 38.80State University of New
York at Fredonia
105.00 44.1942.01 46.4041.59 99 46.00State University of New
York at New Paltz
98.00 42.4146.79 41.5646.32 99 47.46Stevens Institute of
Technology






105.00 65.9077.59 69.2076.81 99 75.01





131.57 655.89 787.46 98.00University of California,
Davis










123.13 612.89 736.02 98.00106.00 65.1170.36 69.0270.36 100 71.02University of California,
Santa Barbara
117.72 562.60 680.32 97.00107.00 67.7070.84 72.4470.13 99 72.60University of California,
Santa Cruz




University of Dayton 86.0082.23 390.37 472.60
University of Florida 96.00119.53 535.82 655.35
University of Louisville 94.00115.60 499.67 615.27
University of Denver 89.00
96.00105.00 53.2673.34 55.9273.34 100 65.82
105.00 42.0262.11 44.1261.49 99 52.81
University of Houston 86.00106.00 49.4775.64 82.4474.88 99 65.35
University of Kansas 87.00105.00 35.8665.41 37.6564.76 99 51.71
105.00 54.4669.89 57.1869.19 99 65.19
University of Missouri 93.00125.77 549.85 675.62
139.48 466.71 606.19
106.00 54.1671.69 57.4171.69 100 65.93
University of Mount Union 87.00123.38 377.55 500.93
94.70 338.80 433.50
104.00 33.9062.06 35.2659.58 96 48.88
University of North Dakota 88.28 445.28 533.56
University of Pennsylvania 113.68 606.05 719.73
University of Pittsburgh 118.61 488.95 607.56
University of North Texas 96.00
94.00
University of San Diego 131.95 469.65 601.60 97.00
University of South Florida 148.32 604.75 753.07 96.00
University of Texas at Dallas 27.44 119.80 147.24 86.00
University of the Pacic 131.37 571.07 702.44 96.00




108.00 42.4464.22 45.8464.22 100 55.48
University of Richmond 92.00104.00 45.1160.38 46.9157.96 96 55.46
University of South Carolina 97.00105.00 35.6877.39 37.4676.62 99 57.04
University of Texas at Austin 91.00104.00 50.5960.79 52.6160.79 100 56.70
University of Victoria 98.00105.00 64.1662.12 67.3760.26 97 66.44
University of West Georgia 104.00 29.5631.09 30.7430.78 99 31.41
University of Winnipeg 104.00 49.2962.54 51.2661.91 99 58.86
University of Virginia 97.00106.00 54.4869.60 57.7569.60 100 65.06
Vanderbilt University 94.00
University of Rochester 104.00 37.7762.98 39.2862.98 100 52.63
University of Saskatchewan 105.00 41.5440.55 43.6240.14 99 43.88
University of Manitoba 104.00 41.2058.37 42.8557.79 99 52.56
University of Michigan 104.00 50.7283.38 52.7583.38 100 70.07
105.00 53.8476.60 56.5375.83 99 68.18
University of Kentucky 106.00 38.6748.38 40.9948.38 100 45.25
110.28 502.74 613.02 94.00103.00 47.2751.62 48.6951.62 100 52.40
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs
University of Illinois at
Chicago
136.67 550.75 687.42 96.00106.00 53.7576.56 56.9775.79 99 68.06University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
136.87 577.14 714.01 99.00University of Maryland,
College Park
105.74 503.10 608.84 94.00University of Minnesota,
Duluth




105.00 56.4680.27 59.2873.05 91 70.84 137.22 566.41 703.63 97.00University of Minnesota,
Morris
104.00 56.8269.68 59.0969.68 100 66.39 98.00University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities
105.00 30.9243.15 32.4740.56 94 37.45 88.00University of Nebraska at
Omaha
104.00 41.8253.36 43.4952.83 99 49.40 89.00University of Nebraska-
Lincoln
128.84 611.58 740.42105.00 59.9573.81 62.9573.07 99 70.01 95.00University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
101.59 536.29 637.88105.00 58.0874.96 60.9874.21 99 69.60 93.00University of North
Carolina, Greensboro
103.00 29.1347.48 30.0047.48 100 38.93University of North
Carolina, Pembroke
104.00 32.1567.33 33.4467.33 100 50.39University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley
106.00 67.5780.78 71.6280.78 100 77.47University of Washnigton,
Seattle
109.89 505.11 615.00 84.00
95.87 523.80 619.67 92.00
104.00 45.4853.35 47.3052.82 99 51.80University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay
104.00 45.7761.77 47.6061.15 99 54.65





123.22 663.69 786.91 95.00University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
106.00 53.1575.47 56.3474.72 99 67.21 124.95 502.09 627.01 98.00University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
103.00 36.9463.80 38.0563.80 100 51.18University of Wisconsin-
Stout
104.00 55.2058.49 57.4156.15 96 59.90 116.66 599.37 716.03University of Wisconsin-
River Falls
107.00 46.2642.53 49.5042.10 99 45.35





105.00 43.0367.31 45.1866.64 99 55.91Vilanova University 94.00
137.89 464.69 602.58
91.18 439.25 530.43
101.00 48.8983.59 49.3876.07 91 67.20Wartburg College
105.73 311.91 417.34106.00 34.4244.68 36.4944.23 99 40.16Weber State University
106.00 46.5759.35 49.3656.98 96 53.71Wellesley College
106.00 42.8567.49 45.4264.79 96 55.66
105.00 47.9049.85 50.3049.35 99 51.83
Wells College
105.00 46.9265.05 49.2765.05 100 56.88Wake Forest University




106.00 45.2052.95 47.9152.95 100 51.95Virginia Commonwealth
University
95.00
109.04 408.64 517.68 97.00
94.00
104.00 57.3371.21 59.6271.21 100 67.42Western University 90.00
107.00 41.3056.34 44.1952.96 94 49.31Westminster College
104.00 50.9053.05 52.9452.52 99 53.99Wilfred Laurier University
92.00
98.11 479.24 577.35Wesleyan University 95.00
Washington State
University, Pullman




107.00 51.8573.64 55.4872.90 99 65.57 120.33 479.11 599.44
101.65 389.31 490.96
104.00 43.7047.78 45.4543.48 91 47.51Williams College 93.0095.60 494.31 589.91




105.00 28.3545.14 29.7745.14 100 37.27 75.00Western State Colorado
University
105.00 41.4966.90 43.5666.23 99 56.90 96.00Worcester Polytechnic
Institute
106.00 28.1563.22 29.8462.59 99 48.00University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
99.00106.00 53.6775.18 56.8974.43 99 67.34University of New
Hampshire
103.00 45.4168.97 46.7768.28 99 58.11 95.00University of Missouri,
Kansas City
105.00 45.1661.27 47.4257.59 94 53.85University of massachusetts
Lowell
105.00 41.0053.26 43.0551.13 96 49.78Sheridan Institute of 
Technology and Advanced
Learning
State University of New
York College of 
Environmental Science and 
Forestry















































































































































































































97.00142.72 576.77 719.49105.00 57.3690.99 60.2390.99 100 77.24
Aquinas College 95.00116.69 451.91 568.60106.00 40.1574.56 42.5673.81 99 57.90
Arizona State University 95.00132.13 624.91 757.04
129.74 459.10 588.84
106.00 61.6971.39 65.3970.68 99 69.70
Auburn University 90.00104.00 40.1562.61 41.7661.98 99 53.62
Babson College 94.00104.00 47.8681.05 49.7777.81 96 66.56
143.21 530.95 674.16Bard College 94.00106.00 55.0269.76 58.3269.06 99 65.38
124.92 411.36 536.28Bentley University 97.00104.00 42.4867.46 44.1863.41 94 56.91
110.93 422.40 533.33Boston University 86.00106.00 42.6063.55 45.1663.55 100 54.83
114.30 443.61 557.91Bucknell University 97.00106.00 44.0270.44 46.6666.92 95 58.12
134.97 541.02 675.99 86.00107.00 55.2871.33 59.1570.62 99 66.26
87.95 408.35 496.30108.00 41.7246.30 45.0645.84 99 46.81
130.34 518.88 649.22Carnegie Mellon University 98.00103.00 51.5864.27 53.1364.27 100 58.99
143.42 577.39 720.81Chatham University 95.00104.00 59.9987.86 62.3986.98 99 77.05
135.66 596.41 732.07Colby College 99.00105.00 60.0286.32 63.0278.55 91 75.65
106.74 581.68 688.42Colgate University 99.00105.00 59.6265.55 62.6062.93 96 65.69
102.90 539.03 641.93Colorado College 90.00106.00 56.9868.15 60.4062.02 91 65.36
144.75 638.15 782.90Colorado State University 99.00106.00 67.8596.43 71.9295.47 99 85.29
130.13 488.93 619.06Columbia University 96.00103.00 49.1482.01 50.6181.19 99 67.06
140.38 572.73 713.11Cornell University 99.00106.00 57.0877.46 60.5176.69 99 70.27
129.98 623.81 753.79Dickinson College 99.00106.00 60.4382.97 64.0675.50 91 74.24
108.41 359.31 467.72Earlham College 88.00
87.00
103.00 48.5258.56 49.9853.29 91 54.35
119.34 439.72 559.06Elon University 94.00104.00 37.9461.92 39.4656.35 91 50.16
134.99 525.95 660.94Furman University 97.00
135.45 568.94 704.39 94.00
106.00 47.0688.83 49.8885.28 96 69.25
144.40 607.82 752.22Green Mountain College 99.00104.00 65.5883.93 65.0883.09 99 76.45
96.72 432.23 519.95Knox College 104.00 41.7855.95 43.4550.91 91 49.88
Lafayette College 105.00 38.0256.15 39.9253.90 96 47.62
Lakehead University 104.00 28.3250.51 29.4540.10 99 36.94
Lehigh University 103.00 38.0729.94 39.2129.64 99 36.75
123.33 518.30 641.63Hampshire College
Guilford College 90.00105.00 50.4049.53 52.9239.63 78 51.15
Haverford College 91.00103.00 55.4840.01 57.1436.41 91 49.24
105.00 48.1250.53 57.1460.69 99 57.61
Illinois Central College 106.00 35.1825.22 37.2925.22 100 30.95
Joliet Junior College 105.00 44.7829.17 47.0222.75 78 40.74
Juniata College 105.00 16.5033.38 17.3233.05 99 25.19
Keene State College 104.00 41.1068.18 42.7465.45 96 55.20
Illinois State University 103.00 40.5559.71 41.7756.13 94 50.73
George Mason University 91.00107.00 57.5661.59 49.8873.26 99 68.78
Goshen College 87.00107.00 42.8050.08 45.8044.57 89 48.98
Goucher College 93.00104.00 35.5256.59 36.9456.02 99 46.71
George Brown College 103.00 43.4048.79 44.7046.86 94 48.37
Florida State University 81.00105.00 52.4964.18 55.1164.18 100 61.36
146.89 571.78 718.67Emory University 96.00106.00 60.0678.38 63.6678.38 100 72.34
Dension University 94.00106.00 55.8274.64 59.1767.92 91 67.30
Dalhousie University 103.00 60.0975.17 61.8974.42 99 70.82
98.69 324.22 422.91Creighton University 88.00
133.56 490.49 624.05Dartmouth College 95.00
43.59 276.97 320.56Drexel University 84.00
144.40 569.47 713.87Duke University 97.00
77.68 127.94 205.62Eckerd College 77.00
83.90 466.97 550.87Frostburg State University 93.00
76.86 430.60 507.46Gonzaga University 94.00
131.40 528.66 660.06Iowa State University 99.00
78.00
77.00
93.99 284.25 378.24Kent State University
26.56 364.97 391.53
89.0073.63 443.52 517.15
Macalester College 105.00 54.2774.69 56.9867.96 91 66.99
MacEwan University 104.00 45.2548.60 47.0646.66 96 49.29
92.00 32.4062.34 29.8147.38 76 47.07
105.00 39.0849.45 41.0345.00 91 45.77
Maryville College 103.00 31.9665.96 32.9263.32 96 49.84
94.00119.86 588.53 708.39
Miami University 105.00 54.1066.85 56.8166.18 99 63.50 88.0082.60 409.18 491.78
Middlebury College 104.00 63.6974.97 66.2474.97 100 72.61 99.00133.66 645.42 779.08
Mills College 102.00 42.5349.68 43.3849.18 99 46.98 92.00107.37 395.19 502.56
Muhlenberg College 106.00 32.1750.10 34.1050.10 100 41.68 84.00111.43 426.75 538.18
Ohio University 105.00 43.6459.45 45.8258.86 99 54.34 95.00104.22 474.51 578.73
Oregon State University 105.00 58.2684.47 61.1783.63 99 73.40 96.00
96.00
132.20 552.89 685.09
Pittsburg State University 105.00 35.3653.92 37.1353.92 100 45.80
Pitzer College 107.00 53.3275.68 57.0568.87 91 66.85 76.00
Pomona College 107.00 58.2972.58 62.3769.68 96 68.35 98.00
Pacic Luthern University 65.30 338.09 403.39
Plymouth State University 102.56 409.12 511.68
123.36 575.95 699.31
Portland State University 104.00 56.6174.57 58.8773.82 99 68.67 98.00135.06 601.93 736.99
Saint John’s University 105.00 43.1258.01 45.2855.69 96 51.25
Saint Joseph’s College - ME 103.00 23.8845.87 24.8345.87 100 35.35
90.00113.84 435.51 549.35
Saint Louis University 103.00 42.9048.62 44.1948.13 99 48.61 85.00106.97 446.20 553.17
Santa Clara University 106.00 53.4281.14 56.6280.33 99 70.14 98.00125.31 545.48 670.79
Smith College 106.00 45.7062.45 48.4459.95 96 56.23 99.00114.13 525.39 639.52
St. John’s University 104.00 62.7769.01 65.2869.01 100 68.15 97.0056.90 277.39 334.29
Stanford University 107.00 59.6783.53 63.8583.53 100 74.63
106.00 61.6265.23 65.3264.58 99 66.64
99.00131.43 595.73 727.16
Temple University 105.00 33.2443.14 34.9043.14 100 40.33 93.0095.86 400.82 496.68
Texas A&M University 103.00 48.7658.54 50.2257.95 99 54.63 94.00103.26 486.08 589.34
Tufts University 106.00 49.7062.79 52.6862.79 100 57.39 93.00120.94 476.29 597.23
Unity College 103.00 44.8784.76 46.2275.44 89 66.59
104.00 17.8158.71 18.5258.12 99 39.01
96.00141.02 483.22 624.24
University of Arkansas 105.00 33.2263.24 34.8863.24 100 48.82 90.00
University of Connecticut 98.00
80.00
University of Arizona 93.00130.49 571.07 701.56
112.72 640.93 753.65
Universidad de Moneterrey 106.00 22.8447.98 24.2145.10 94 35.36
University at Albany 104.00 56.9374.54 59.2170.07 94 68.58
University at Bualo 105.00 58.5666.26 61.4966.26 100 65.57
94.00
Tulane University 104.00 36.6571.54 38.1271.54 100 56.83 74.00
The Ohio State University 106.00 58.4482.50 61.9582.50 100 73.53
Thompson Rivers University 105.00 56.7280.39 59.5679.59 99 71.58
Translyvania University 103.00 35.7144.13 36.7542.36 96 40.58
93.00
93.80 453.81 547.61
Sterling College 104.00 57.2587.00 59.5487.00 100 75.27 123.45 495.72 619.17





Southwestern University 105.00 42.8149.25 44.9544.82 91 48.19 94.00
Southern Oregon University 96.00113.67 488.14 601.81
Spelman College 93.0090.99 367.06 458.05
79.05 398.63 477.68
Simon Fraser University 105.00 55.9374.03 58.7373.29 99 67.01
Slippery Rock University 104.00 51.3854.79 53.4454.79 100 54.12 91.00
Seattle University 105.00 56.3980.16 59.2179.36 99 71.29




Rice University 106.00 46.1665.25 48.9364.60 99 58.49 134.96 536.79 671.75
Roosevelt University 106.00 36.8140.86 39.0240.45 99 40.54
Purdue University 97.00131.94 352.75 484.69




Princeton University 106.00 54.7755.19 58.0654.64 99 58.08
Principia College 104.00 46.5953.39 48.4551.25 96 51.85
90.00
124.52 565.98 690.50
Oklahoma State University 106.00 35.4455.64 37.5755.64 100 46.14 115.35 406.41 521.76
Northern Arizona University 107.00 47.8177.89 51.1677.89 100 65.60 96.00
92.0093.26 362.27 455.53
Missouri State University 105.00 53.1544.18 55.8143.74 99 51.78
Mohawk College 103.00 53.9164.38 55.5363.74 99 60.24
106.00 54.8170.88 58.1070.88 100 65.87
Mount Holyoke College
84.00105.47 670.48 775.95Oberlin College
91.00113.28 450.38 563.66Occidental College
85.43 520.28 605.71
Michigan State University 107.00 45.6965.26 48.8965.26 100 57.25 72.00
77.00127.85 480.78 608.63
LIU Post 106.00 36.5449.60 38.7349.10 99 45.20
Loyalist College 105.00 26.9739.76 28.3231.01 78 33.15
Loyola University Chicago 106.00 56.1769.16 59.5468.47 99 65.70
78.55 292.90 371.45
Lewis & Clark College 99.00106.64 655.91 762.55
89.00
93.00
Luther College 105.00 41.4052.02 43.4752.02 100 47.51 90.00
115.34 511.28 626.62
Kenyon College
128.57 557.12 685.69Harvard College 99.00
Concordia University 103.00 30.7258.20 31.6457.62 99 45.08
108.06 296.06 404.12College of Charleston 88.00
146.90 600.00 746.90College of the Atlantic 98.00
Clarkson University 88.00104.00 51.9674.69 54.0470.21 94 67.02
Coastal Carolina University 91.00104.00 45.8152.86 47.6452.33 99 50.73
88.26 493.37 581.63Champlain College 97.00
Calvin College 105.00 32.7070.03 34.3362.33 89 51.82
Camosun College 102.00 41.6148.43 42.4436.81 76 46.40
104.00 46.5857.50 48.4443.70 76 54.08
Carleton College
48.56 205.28 253.84California College of the Arts
California State University,
Channel Islands
131.41 574.32 705.73 98.00
108.45 525.28 633.73 94.00











103.00 36.8244.18 37.9234.46 78 41.33Central New Mexico
Community College
113.04 465.97 579.01Brandeis University 89.00
95.06 427.62 522.68Brown University 92.00
43.06 341.78 384.84Binghamton University
Berea College 92.00105.00 51.2148.28 53.7746.35 96 50.82
Bowdoin College 91.00105.00 51.7061.88 54.2956.31 91 59.04
Black Hills State University 105.00 33.4257.92 35.0957.34 99 46.72
Beloit College 81.00107.00 36.7464.85 39.3159.01 91 50.68
93.67 231.72 325.39Belmont University 104.00 51.6383.01 53.6983.01 100 69.35
103.19 347.82 451.01Baylor College 105.00 34.0968.42 35.7967.74 99 51.77
Ball State University 97.00103.00 49.0278.42 50.4977.64 99 66.69
105.00 39.1161.63 41.0761.63 100 52.10Eastern Connecticut State
University
95.00104.00 48.2586.48 50.1885.62 99 68.74Florida Gulf Coast
University
105.00 52.9578.56 55.6078.56 100 68.76George Washington
University
120.43 570.96 691.39 95.00105.00 56.2169.77 59.0269.07 99 66.05Grand Valley State
University




103.00 30.4838.08 31.3929.70 78 35.38Johnson County
Community College










105.00 57.9169.35 60.8168.66 99 66.74 97.00Pennsylvania State
University
96.00 51.3950.99 49.3339.77 78 52.41Raritan Valley Community
College
88.00 46.6946.09 41.0930.42 66 48.34Richland Community
College




Sewanee - The University of 
the South
89.00Southern Connecticut State 
University
State University of New
York at Cortland
103.00 35.6840.47 36.7540.07 99 38.80State University of New
York at Fredonia
105.00 44.1942.01 46.4041.59 99 46.00State University of New
York at New Paltz
98.00 42.4146.79 41.5646.32 99 47.46Stevens Institute of
Technology






105.00 65.9077.59 69.2076.81 99 75.01





131.57 655.89 787.46 98.00University of California,
Davis










123.13 612.89 736.02 98.00106.00 65.1170.36 69.0270.36 100 71.02University of California,
Santa Barbara
117.72 562.60 680.32 97.00107.00 67.7070.84 72.4470.13 99 72.60University of California,
Santa Cruz




University of Dayton 86.0082.23 390.37 472.60
University of Florida 96.00119.53 535.82 655.35
University of Louisville 94.00115.60 499.67 615.27
University of Denver 89.00
96.00105.00 53.2673.34 55.9273.34 100 65.82
105.00 42.0262.11 44.1261.49 99 52.81
University of Houston 86.00106.00 49.4775.64 82.4474.88 99 65.35
University of Kansas 87.00105.00 35.8665.41 37.6564.76 99 51.71
105.00 54.4669.89 57.1869.19 99 65.19
University of Missouri 93.00125.77 549.85 675.62
139.48 466.71 606.19
106.00 54.1671.69 57.4171.69 100 65.93
University of Mount Union 87.00123.38 377.55 500.93
94.70 338.80 433.50
104.00 33.9062.06 35.2659.58 96 48.88
University of North Dakota 88.28 445.28 533.56
University of Pennsylvania 113.68 606.05 719.73
University of Pittsburgh 118.61 488.95 607.56
University of North Texas 96.00
94.00
University of San Diego 131.95 469.65 601.60 97.00
University of South Florida 148.32 604.75 753.07 96.00
University of Texas at Dallas 27.44 119.80 147.24 86.00
University of the Pacic 131.37 571.07 702.44 96.00




108.00 42.4464.22 45.8464.22 100 55.48
University of Richmond 92.00104.00 45.1160.38 46.9157.96 96 55.46
University of South Carolina 97.00105.00 35.6877.39 37.4676.62 99 57.04
University of Texas at Austin 91.00104.00 50.5960.79 52.6160.79 100 56.70
University of Victoria 98.00105.00 64.1662.12 67.3760.26 97 66.44
University of West Georgia 104.00 29.5631.09 30.7430.78 99 31.41
University of Winnipeg 104.00 49.2962.54 51.2661.91 99 58.86
University of Virginia 97.00106.00 54.4869.60 57.7569.60 100 65.06
Vanderbilt University 94.00
University of Rochester 104.00 37.7762.98 39.2862.98 100 52.63
University of Saskatchewan 105.00 41.5440.55 43.6240.14 99 43.88
University of Manitoba 104.00 41.2058.37 42.8557.79 99 52.56
University of Michigan 104.00 50.7283.38 52.7583.38 100 70.07
105.00 53.8476.60 56.5375.83 99 68.18
University of Kentucky 106.00 38.6748.38 40.9948.38 100 45.25
110.28 502.74 613.02 94.00103.00 47.2751.62 48.6951.62 100 52.40
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs
University of Illinois at
Chicago
136.67 550.75 687.42 96.00106.00 53.7576.56 56.9775.79 99 68.06University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
136.87 577.14 714.01 99.00University of Maryland,
College Park
105.74 503.10 608.84 94.00University of Minnesota,
Duluth




105.00 56.4680.27 59.2873.05 91 70.84 137.22 566.41 703.63 97.00University of Minnesota,
Morris
104.00 56.8269.68 59.0969.68 100 66.39 98.00University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities
105.00 30.9243.15 32.4740.56 94 37.45 88.00University of Nebraska at
Omaha
104.00 41.8253.36 43.4952.83 99 49.40 89.00University of Nebraska-
Lincoln
128.84 611.58 740.42105.00 59.9573.81 62.9573.07 99 70.01 95.00University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
101.59 536.29 637.88105.00 58.0874.96 60.9874.21 99 69.60 93.00University of North
Carolina, Greensboro
103.00 29.1347.48 30.0047.48 100 38.93University of North
Carolina, Pembroke
104.00 32.1567.33 33.4467.33 100 50.39University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley
106.00 67.5780.78 71.6280.78 100 77.47University of Washnigton,
Seattle
109.89 505.11 615.00 84.00
95.87 523.80 619.67 92.00
104.00 45.4853.35 47.3052.82 99 51.80University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay
104.00 45.7761.77 47.6061.15 99 54.65





123.22 663.69 786.91 95.00University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
106.00 53.1575.47 56.3474.72 99 67.21 124.95 502.09 627.01 98.00University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
103.00 36.9463.80 38.0563.80 100 51.18University of Wisconsin-
Stout
104.00 55.2058.49 57.4156.15 96 59.90 116.66 599.37 716.03University of Wisconsin-
River Falls
107.00 46.2642.53 49.5042.10 99 45.35





105.00 43.0367.31 45.1866.64 99 55.91Vilanova University 94.00
137.89 464.69 602.58
91.18 439.25 530.43
101.00 48.8983.59 49.3876.07 91 67.20Wartburg College
105.73 311.91 417.34106.00 34.4244.68 36.4944.23 99 40.16Weber State University
106.00 46.5759.35 49.3656.98 96 53.71Wellesley College
106.00 42.8567.49 45.4264.79 96 55.66
105.00 47.9049.85 50.3049.35 99 51.83
Wells College
105.00 46.9265.05 49.2765.05 100 56.88Wake Forest University




106.00 45.2052.95 47.9152.95 100 51.95Virginia Commonwealth
University
95.00
109.04 408.64 517.68 97.00
94.00
104.00 57.3371.21 59.6271.21 100 67.42Western University 90.00
107.00 41.3056.34 44.1952.96 94 49.31Westminster College
104.00 50.9053.05 52.9452.52 99 53.99Wilfred Laurier University
92.00
98.11 479.24 577.35Wesleyan University 95.00
Washington State
University, Pullman




107.00 51.8573.64 55.4872.90 99 65.57 120.33 479.11 599.44
101.65 389.31 490.96
104.00 43.7047.78 45.4543.48 91 47.51Williams College 93.0095.60 494.31 589.91




105.00 28.3545.14 29.7745.14 100 37.27 75.00Western State Colorado
University
105.00 41.4966.90 43.5666.23 99 56.90 96.00Worcester Polytechnic
Institute
106.00 28.1563.22 29.8462.59 99 48.00University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
99.00106.00 53.6775.18 56.8974.43 99 67.34University of New
Hampshire
103.00 45.4168.97 46.7768.28 99 58.11 95.00University of Missouri,
Kansas City
105.00 45.1661.27 47.4257.59 94 53.85University of massachusetts
Lowell
105.00 41.0053.26 43.0551.13 96 49.78Sheridan Institute of 
Technology and Advanced
Learning
State University of New
York College of 
Environmental Science and 
Forestry















































































































































































































97.00142.72 576.77 719.49105.00 57.3690.99 60.2390.99 100 77.24
Aquinas College 95.00116.69 451.91 568.60106.00 40.1574.56 42.5673.81 99 57.90
Arizona State University 95.00132.13 624.91 757.04
129.74 459.10 588.84
106.00 61.6971.39 65.3970.68 99 69.70
Auburn University 90.00104.00 40.1562.61 41.7661.98 99 53.62
Babson College 94.00104.00 47.8681.05 49.7777.81 96 66.56
143.21 530.95 674.16Bard College 94.00106.00 55.0269.76 58.3269.06 99 65.38
124.92 411.36 536.28Bentley University 97.00104.00 42.4867.46 44.1863.41 94 56.91
110.93 422.40 533.33Boston University 86.00106.00 42.6063.55 45.1663.55 100 54.83
114.30 443.61 557.91Bucknell University 97.00106.00 44.0270.44 46.6666.92 95 58.12
134.97 541.02 675.99 86.00107.00 55.2871.33 59.1570.62 99 66.26
87.95 408.35 496.30108.00 41.7246.30 45.0645.84 99 46.81
130.34 518.88 649.22Carnegie Mellon University 98.00103.00 51.5864.27 53.1364.27 100 58.99
143.42 577.39 720.81Chatham University 95.00104.00 59.9987.86 62.3986.98 99 77.05
135.66 596.41 732.07Colby College 99.00105.00 60.0286.32 63.0278.55 91 75.65
106.74 581.68 688.42Colgate University 99.00105.00 59.6265.55 62.6062.93 96 65.69
102.90 539.03 641.93Colorado College 90.00106.00 56.9868.15 60.4062.02 91 65.36
144.75 638.15 782.90Colorado State University 99.00106.00 67.8596.43 71.9295.47 99 85.29
130.13 488.93 619.06Columbia University 96.00103.00 49.1482.01 50.6181.19 99 67.06
140.38 572.73 713.11Cornell University 99.00106.00 57.0877.46 60.5176.69 99 70.27
129.98 623.81 753.79Dickinson College 99.00106.00 60.4382.97 64.0675.50 91 74.24
108.41 359.31 467.72Earlham College 88.00
87.00
103.00 48.5258.56 49.9853.29 91 54.35
119.34 439.72 559.06Elon University 94.00104.00 37.9461.92 39.4656.35 91 50.16
134.99 525.95 660.94Furman University 97.00
135.45 568.94 704.39 94.00
106.00 47.0688.83 49.8885.28 96 69.25
144.40 607.82 752.22Green Mountain College 99.00104.00 65.5883.93 65.0883.09 99 76.45
96.72 432.23 519.95Knox College 104.00 41.7855.95 43.4550.91 91 49.88
Lafayette College 105.00 38.0256.15 39.9253.90 96 47.62
Lakehead University 104.00 28.3250.51 29.4540.10 99 36.94
Lehigh University 103.00 38.0729.94 39.2129.64 99 36.75
123.33 518.30 641.63Hampshire College
Guilford College 90.00105.00 50.4049.53 52.9239.63 78 51.15
Haverford College 91.00103.00 55.4840.01 57.1436.41 91 49.24
105.00 48.1250.53 57.1460.69 99 57.61
Illinois Central College 106.00 35.1825.22 37.2925.22 100 30.95
Joliet Junior College 105.00 44.7829.17 47.0222.75 78 40.74
Juniata College 105.00 16.5033.38 17.3233.05 99 25.19
Keene State College 104.00 41.1068.18 42.7465.45 96 55.20
Illinois State University 103.00 40.5559.71 41.7756.13 94 50.73
George Mason University 91.00107.00 57.5661.59 49.8873.26 99 68.78
Goshen College 87.00107.00 42.8050.08 45.8044.57 89 48.98
Goucher College 93.00104.00 35.5256.59 36.9456.02 99 46.71
George Brown College 103.00 43.4048.79 44.7046.86 94 48.37
Florida State University 81.00105.00 52.4964.18 55.1164.18 100 61.36
146.89 571.78 718.67Emory University 96.00106.00 60.0678.38 63.6678.38 100 72.34
Dension University 94.00106.00 55.8274.64 59.1767.92 91 67.30
Dalhousie University 103.00 60.0975.17 61.8974.42 99 70.82
98.69 324.22 422.91Creighton University 88.00
133.56 490.49 624.05Dartmouth College 95.00
43.59 276.97 320.56Drexel University 84.00
144.40 569.47 713.87Duke University 97.00
77.68 127.94 205.62Eckerd College 77.00
83.90 466.97 550.87Frostburg State University 93.00
76.86 430.60 507.46Gonzaga University 94.00
131.40 528.66 660.06Iowa State University 99.00
78.00
77.00
93.99 284.25 378.24Kent State University
26.56 364.97 391.53
89.0073.63 443.52 517.15
Macalester College 105.00 54.2774.69 56.9867.96 91 66.99
MacEwan University 104.00 45.2548.60 47.0646.66 96 49.29
92.00 32.4062.34 29.8147.38 76 47.07
105.00 39.0849.45 41.0345.00 91 45.77
Maryville College 103.00 31.9665.96 32.9263.32 96 49.84
94.00119.86 588.53 708.39
Miami University 105.00 54.1066.85 56.8166.18 99 63.50 88.0082.60 409.18 491.78
Middlebury College 104.00 63.6974.97 66.2474.97 100 72.61 99.00133.66 645.42 779.08
Mills College 102.00 42.5349.68 43.3849.18 99 46.98 92.00107.37 395.19 502.56
Muhlenberg College 106.00 32.1750.10 34.1050.10 100 41.68 84.00111.43 426.75 538.18
Ohio University 105.00 43.6459.45 45.8258.86 99 54.34 95.00104.22 474.51 578.73
Oregon State University 105.00 58.2684.47 61.1783.63 99 73.40 96.00
96.00
132.20 552.89 685.09
Pittsburg State University 105.00 35.3653.92 37.1353.92 100 45.80
Pitzer College 107.00 53.3275.68 57.0568.87 91 66.85 76.00
Pomona College 107.00 58.2972.58 62.3769.68 96 68.35 98.00
Pacic Luthern University 65.30 338.09 403.39
Plymouth State University 102.56 409.12 511.68
123.36 575.95 699.31
Portland State University 104.00 56.6174.57 58.8773.82 99 68.67 98.00135.06 601.93 736.99
Saint John’s University 105.00 43.1258.01 45.2855.69 96 51.25
Saint Joseph’s College - ME 103.00 23.8845.87 24.8345.87 100 35.35
90.00113.84 435.51 549.35
Saint Louis University 103.00 42.9048.62 44.1948.13 99 48.61 85.00106.97 446.20 553.17
Santa Clara University 106.00 53.4281.14 56.6280.33 99 70.14 98.00125.31 545.48 670.79
Smith College 106.00 45.7062.45 48.4459.95 96 56.23 99.00114.13 525.39 639.52
St. John’s University 104.00 62.7769.01 65.2869.01 100 68.15 97.0056.90 277.39 334.29
Stanford University 107.00 59.6783.53 63.8583.53 100 74.63
106.00 61.6265.23 65.3264.58 99 66.64
99.00131.43 595.73 727.16
Temple University 105.00 33.2443.14 34.9043.14 100 40.33 93.0095.86 400.82 496.68
Texas A&M University 103.00 48.7658.54 50.2257.95 99 54.63 94.00103.26 486.08 589.34
Tufts University 106.00 49.7062.79 52.6862.79 100 57.39 93.00120.94 476.29 597.23
Unity College 103.00 44.8784.76 46.2275.44 89 66.59
104.00 17.8158.71 18.5258.12 99 39.01
96.00141.02 483.22 624.24
University of Arkansas 105.00 33.2263.24 34.8863.24 100 48.82 90.00
University of Connecticut 98.00
80.00
University of Arizona 93.00130.49 571.07 701.56
112.72 640.93 753.65
Universidad de Moneterrey 106.00 22.8447.98 24.2145.10 94 35.36
University at Albany 104.00 56.9374.54 59.2170.07 94 68.58
University at Bualo 105.00 58.5666.26 61.4966.26 100 65.57
94.00
Tulane University 104.00 36.6571.54 38.1271.54 100 56.83 74.00
The Ohio State University 106.00 58.4482.50 61.9582.50 100 73.53
Thompson Rivers University 105.00 56.7280.39 59.5679.59 99 71.58
Translyvania University 103.00 35.7144.13 36.7542.36 96 40.58
93.00
93.80 453.81 547.61
Sterling College 104.00 57.2587.00 59.5487.00 100 75.27 123.45 495.72 619.17





Southwestern University 105.00 42.8149.25 44.9544.82 91 48.19 94.00
Southern Oregon University 96.00113.67 488.14 601.81
Spelman College 93.0090.99 367.06 458.05
79.05 398.63 477.68
Simon Fraser University 105.00 55.9374.03 58.7373.29 99 67.01
Slippery Rock University 104.00 51.3854.79 53.4454.79 100 54.12 91.00
Seattle University 105.00 56.3980.16 59.2179.36 99 71.29




Rice University 106.00 46.1665.25 48.9364.60 99 58.49 134.96 536.79 671.75
Roosevelt University 106.00 36.8140.86 39.0240.45 99 40.54
Purdue University 97.00131.94 352.75 484.69




Princeton University 106.00 54.7755.19 58.0654.64 99 58.08
Principia College 104.00 46.5953.39 48.4551.25 96 51.85
90.00
124.52 565.98 690.50
Oklahoma State University 106.00 35.4455.64 37.5755.64 100 46.14 115.35 406.41 521.76
Northern Arizona University 107.00 47.8177.89 51.1677.89 100 65.60 96.00
92.0093.26 362.27 455.53
Missouri State University 105.00 53.1544.18 55.8143.74 99 51.78
Mohawk College 103.00 53.9164.38 55.5363.74 99 60.24
106.00 54.8170.88 58.1070.88 100 65.87
Mount Holyoke College
84.00105.47 670.48 775.95Oberlin College
91.00113.28 450.38 563.66Occidental College
85.43 520.28 605.71
Michigan State University 107.00 45.6965.26 48.8965.26 100 57.25 72.00
77.00127.85 480.78 608.63
LIU Post 106.00 36.5449.60 38.7349.10 99 45.20
Loyalist College 105.00 26.9739.76 28.3231.01 78 33.15
Loyola University Chicago 106.00 56.1769.16 59.5468.47 99 65.70
78.55 292.90 371.45
Lewis & Clark College 99.00106.64 655.91 762.55
89.00
93.00
Luther College 105.00 41.4052.02 43.4752.02 100 47.51 90.00
115.34 511.28 626.62
Kenyon College
128.57 557.12 685.69Harvard College 99.00
Concordia University 103.00 30.7258.20 31.6457.62 99 45.08
108.06 296.06 404.12College of Charleston 88.00
146.90 600.00 746.90College of the Atlantic 98.00
Clarkson University 88.00104.00 51.9674.69 54.0470.21 94 67.02
Coastal Carolina University 91.00104.00 45.8152.86 47.6452.33 99 50.73
88.26 493.37 581.63Champlain College 97.00
Calvin College 105.00 32.7070.03 34.3362.33 89 51.82
Camosun College 102.00 41.6148.43 42.4436.81 76 46.40
104.00 46.5857.50 48.4443.70 76 54.08
Carleton College
48.56 205.28 253.84California College of the Arts
California State University,
Channel Islands
131.41 574.32 705.73 98.00
108.45 525.28 633.73 94.00











103.00 36.8244.18 37.9234.46 78 41.33Central New Mexico
Community College
113.04 465.97 579.01Brandeis University 89.00
95.06 427.62 522.68Brown University 92.00
43.06 341.78 384.84Binghamton University
Berea College 92.00105.00 51.2148.28 53.7746.35 96 50.82
Bowdoin College 91.00105.00 51.7061.88 54.2956.31 91 59.04
Black Hills State University 105.00 33.4257.92 35.0957.34 99 46.72
Beloit College 81.00107.00 36.7464.85 39.3159.01 91 50.68
93.67 231.72 325.39Belmont University 104.00 51.6383.01 53.6983.01 100 69.35
103.19 347.82 451.01Baylor College 105.00 34.0968.42 35.7967.74 99 51.77
Ball State University 97.00103.00 49.0278.42 50.4977.64 99 66.69
105.00 39.1161.63 41.0761.63 100 52.10Eastern Connecticut State
University
95.00104.00 48.2586.48 50.1885.62 99 68.74Florida Gulf Coast
University
105.00 52.9578.56 55.6078.56 100 68.76George Washington
University
120.43 570.96 691.39 95.00105.00 56.2169.77 59.0269.07 99 66.05Grand Valley State
University




103.00 30.4838.08 31.3929.70 78 35.38Johnson County
Community College










105.00 57.9169.35 60.8168.66 99 66.74 97.00Pennsylvania State
University
96.00 51.3950.99 49.3339.77 78 52.41Raritan Valley Community
College
88.00 46.6946.09 41.0930.42 66 48.34Richland Community
College




Sewanee - The University of 
the South
89.00Southern Connecticut State 
University
State University of New
York at Cortland
103.00 35.6840.47 36.7540.07 99 38.80State University of New
York at Fredonia
105.00 44.1942.01 46.4041.59 99 46.00State University of New
York at New Paltz
98.00 42.4146.79 41.5646.32 99 47.46Stevens Institute of
Technology






105.00 65.9077.59 69.2076.81 99 75.01





131.57 655.89 787.46 98.00University of California,
Davis










123.13 612.89 736.02 98.00106.00 65.1170.36 69.0270.36 100 71.02University of California,
Santa Barbara
117.72 562.60 680.32 97.00107.00 67.7070.84 72.4470.13 99 72.60University of California,
Santa Cruz




University of Dayton 86.0082.23 390.37 472.60
University of Florida 96.00119.53 535.82 655.35
University of Louisville 94.00115.60 499.67 615.27
University of Denver 89.00
96.00105.00 53.2673.34 55.9273.34 100 65.82
105.00 42.0262.11 44.1261.49 99 52.81
University of Houston 86.00106.00 49.4775.64 82.4474.88 99 65.35
University of Kansas 87.00105.00 35.8665.41 37.6564.76 99 51.71
105.00 54.4669.89 57.1869.19 99 65.19
University of Missouri 93.00125.77 549.85 675.62
139.48 466.71 606.19
106.00 54.1671.69 57.4171.69 100 65.93
University of Mount Union 87.00123.38 377.55 500.93
94.70 338.80 433.50
104.00 33.9062.06 35.2659.58 96 48.88
University of North Dakota 88.28 445.28 533.56
University of Pennsylvania 113.68 606.05 719.73
University of Pittsburgh 118.61 488.95 607.56
University of North Texas 96.00
94.00
University of San Diego 131.95 469.65 601.60 97.00
University of South Florida 148.32 604.75 753.07 96.00
University of Texas at Dallas 27.44 119.80 147.24 86.00
University of the Pacic 131.37 571.07 702.44 96.00




108.00 42.4464.22 45.8464.22 100 55.48
University of Richmond 92.00104.00 45.1160.38 46.9157.96 96 55.46
University of South Carolina 97.00105.00 35.6877.39 37.4676.62 99 57.04
University of Texas at Austin 91.00104.00 50.5960.79 52.6160.79 100 56.70
University of Victoria 98.00105.00 64.1662.12 67.3760.26 97 66.44
University of West Georgia 104.00 29.5631.09 30.7430.78 99 31.41
University of Winnipeg 104.00 49.2962.54 51.2661.91 99 58.86
University of Virginia 97.00106.00 54.4869.60 57.7569.60 100 65.06
Vanderbilt University 94.00
University of Rochester 104.00 37.7762.98 39.2862.98 100 52.63
University of Saskatchewan 105.00 41.5440.55 43.6240.14 99 43.88
University of Manitoba 104.00 41.2058.37 42.8557.79 99 52.56
University of Michigan 104.00 50.7283.38 52.7583.38 100 70.07
105.00 53.8476.60 56.5375.83 99 68.18
University of Kentucky 106.00 38.6748.38 40.9948.38 100 45.25
110.28 502.74 613.02 94.00103.00 47.2751.62 48.6951.62 100 52.40
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs
University of Illinois at
Chicago
136.67 550.75 687.42 96.00106.00 53.7576.56 56.9775.79 99 68.06University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
136.87 577.14 714.01 99.00University of Maryland,
College Park
105.74 503.10 608.84 94.00University of Minnesota,
Duluth




105.00 56.4680.27 59.2873.05 91 70.84 137.22 566.41 703.63 97.00University of Minnesota,
Morris
104.00 56.8269.68 59.0969.68 100 66.39 98.00University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities
105.00 30.9243.15 32.4740.56 94 37.45 88.00University of Nebraska at
Omaha
104.00 41.8253.36 43.4952.83 99 49.40 89.00University of Nebraska-
Lincoln
128.84 611.58 740.42105.00 59.9573.81 62.9573.07 99 70.01 95.00University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
101.59 536.29 637.88105.00 58.0874.96 60.9874.21 99 69.60 93.00University of North
Carolina, Greensboro
103.00 29.1347.48 30.0047.48 100 38.93University of North
Carolina, Pembroke
104.00 32.1567.33 33.4467.33 100 50.39University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley
106.00 67.5780.78 71.6280.78 100 77.47University of Washnigton,
Seattle
109.89 505.11 615.00 84.00
95.87 523.80 619.67 92.00
104.00 45.4853.35 47.3052.82 99 51.80University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay
104.00 45.7761.77 47.6061.15 99 54.65





123.22 663.69 786.91 95.00University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
106.00 53.1575.47 56.3474.72 99 67.21 124.95 502.09 627.01 98.00University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
103.00 36.9463.80 38.0563.80 100 51.18University of Wisconsin-
Stout
104.00 55.2058.49 57.4156.15 96 59.90 116.66 599.37 716.03University of Wisconsin-
River Falls
107.00 46.2642.53 49.5042.10 99 45.35





105.00 43.0367.31 45.1866.64 99 55.91Vilanova University 94.00
137.89 464.69 602.58
91.18 439.25 530.43
101.00 48.8983.59 49.3876.07 91 67.20Wartburg College
105.73 311.91 417.34106.00 34.4244.68 36.4944.23 99 40.16Weber State University
106.00 46.5759.35 49.3656.98 96 53.71Wellesley College
106.00 42.8567.49 45.4264.79 96 55.66
105.00 47.9049.85 50.3049.35 99 51.83
Wells College
105.00 46.9265.05 49.2765.05 100 56.88Wake Forest University




106.00 45.2052.95 47.9152.95 100 51.95Virginia Commonwealth
University
95.00
109.04 408.64 517.68 97.00
94.00
104.00 57.3371.21 59.6271.21 100 67.42Western University 90.00
107.00 41.3056.34 44.1952.96 94 49.31Westminster College
104.00 50.9053.05 52.9452.52 99 53.99Wilfred Laurier University
92.00
98.11 479.24 577.35Wesleyan University 95.00
Washington State
University, Pullman




107.00 51.8573.64 55.4872.90 99 65.57 120.33 479.11 599.44
101.65 389.31 490.96
104.00 43.7047.78 45.4543.48 91 47.51Williams College 93.0095.60 494.31 589.91




105.00 28.3545.14 29.7745.14 100 37.27 75.00Western State Colorado
University
105.00 41.4966.90 43.5666.23 99 56.90 96.00Worcester Polytechnic
Institute
106.00 28.1563.22 29.8462.59 99 48.00University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
99.00106.00 53.6775.18 56.8974.43 99 67.34University of New
Hampshire
103.00 45.4168.97 46.7768.28 99 58.11 95.00University of Missouri,
Kansas City
105.00 45.1661.27 47.4257.59 94 53.85University of massachusetts
Lowell
105.00 41.0053.26 43.0551.13 96 49.78Sheridan Institute of 
Technology and Advanced
Learning
State University of New
York College of 
Environmental Science and 
Forestry















































































































































































































97.00142.72 576.77 719.49105.00 57.3690.99 60.2390.99 100 77.24
Aquinas College 95.00116.69 451.91 568.60106.00 40.1574.56 42.5673.81 99 57.90
Arizona State University 95.00132.13 624.91 757.04
129.74 459.10 588.84
106.00 61.6971.39 65.3970.68 99 69.70
Auburn University 90.00104.00 40.1562.61 41.7661.98 99 53.62
Babson College 94.00104.00 47.8681.05 49.7777.81 96 66.56
143.21 530.95 674.16Bard College 94.00106.00 55.0269.76 58.3269.06 99 65.38
124.92 411.36 536.28Bentley University 97.00104.00 42.4867.46 44.1863.41 94 56.91
110.93 422.40 533.33Boston University 86.00106.00 42.6063.55 45.1663.55 100 54.83
114.30 443.61 557.91Bucknell University 97.00106.00 44.0270.44 46.6666.92 95 58.12
134.97 541.02 675.99 86.00107.00 55.2871.33 59.1570.62 99 66.26
87.95 408.35 496.30108.00 41.7246.30 45.0645.84 99 46.81
130.34 518.88 649.22Carnegie Mellon University 98.00103.00 51.5864.27 53.1364.27 100 58.99
143.42 577.39 720.81Chatham University 95.00104.00 59.9987.86 62.3986.98 99 77.05
135.66 596.41 732.07Colby College 99.00105.00 60.0286.32 63.0278.55 91 75.65
106.74 581.68 688.42Colgate University 99.00105.00 59.6265.55 62.6062.93 96 65.69
102.90 539.03 641.93Colorado College 90.00106.00 56.9868.15 60.4062.02 91 65.36
144.75 638.15 782.90Colorado State University 99.00106.00 67.8596.43 71.9295.47 99 85.29
130.13 488.93 619.06Columbia University 96.00103.00 49.1482.01 50.6181.19 99 67.06
140.38 572.73 713.11Cornell University 99.00106.00 57.0877.46 60.5176.69 99 70.27
129.98 623.81 753.79Dickinson College 99.00106.00 60.4382.97 64.0675.50 91 74.24
108.41 359.31 467.72Earlham College 88.00
87.00
103.00 48.5258.56 49.9853.29 91 54.35
119.34 439.72 559.06Elon University 94.00104.00 37.9461.92 39.4656.35 91 50.16
134.99 525.95 660.94Furman University 97.00
135.45 568.94 704.39 94.00
106.00 47.0688.83 49.8885.28 96 69.25
144.40 607.82 752.22Green Mountain College 99.00104.00 65.5883.93 65.0883.09 99 76.45
96.72 432.23 519.95Knox College 104.00 41.7855.95 43.4550.91 91 49.88
Lafayette College 105.00 38.0256.15 39.9253.90 96 47.62
Lakehead University 104.00 28.3250.51 29.4540.10 99 36.94
Lehigh University 103.00 38.0729.94 39.2129.64 99 36.75
123.33 518.30 641.63Hampshire College
Guilford College 90.00105.00 50.4049.53 52.9239.63 78 51.15
Haverford College 91.00103.00 55.4840.01 57.1436.41 91 49.24
105.00 48.1250.53 57.1460.69 99 57.61
Illinois Central College 106.00 35.1825.22 37.2925.22 100 30.95
Joliet Junior College 105.00 44.7829.17 47.0222.75 78 40.74
Juniata College 105.00 16.5033.38 17.3233.05 99 25.19
Keene State College 104.00 41.1068.18 42.7465.45 96 55.20
Illinois State University 103.00 40.5559.71 41.7756.13 94 50.73
George Mason University 91.00107.00 57.5661.59 49.8873.26 99 68.78
Goshen College 87.00107.00 42.8050.08 45.8044.57 89 48.98
Goucher College 93.00104.00 35.5256.59 36.9456.02 99 46.71
George Brown College 103.00 43.4048.79 44.7046.86 94 48.37
Florida State University 81.00105.00 52.4964.18 55.1164.18 100 61.36
146.89 571.78 718.67Emory University 96.00106.00 60.0678.38 63.6678.38 100 72.34
Dension University 94.00106.00 55.8274.64 59.1767.92 91 67.30
Dalhousie University 103.00 60.0975.17 61.8974.42 99 70.82
98.69 324.22 422.91Creighton University 88.00
133.56 490.49 624.05Dartmouth College 95.00
43.59 276.97 320.56Drexel University 84.00
144.40 569.47 713.87Duke University 97.00
77.68 127.94 205.62Eckerd College 77.00
83.90 466.97 550.87Frostburg State University 93.00
76.86 430.60 507.46Gonzaga University 94.00
131.40 528.66 660.06Iowa State University 99.00
78.00
77.00
93.99 284.25 378.24Kent State University
26.56 364.97 391.53
89.0073.63 443.52 517.15
Macalester College 105.00 54.2774.69 56.9867.96 91 66.99
MacEwan University 104.00 45.2548.60 47.0646.66 96 49.29
92.00 32.4062.34 29.8147.38 76 47.07
105.00 39.0849.45 41.0345.00 91 45.77
Maryville College 103.00 31.9665.96 32.9263.32 96 49.84
94.00119.86 588.53 708.39
Miami University 105.00 54.1066.85 56.8166.18 99 63.50 88.0082.60 409.18 491.78
Middlebury College 104.00 63.6974.97 66.2474.97 100 72.61 99.00133.66 645.42 779.08
Mills College 102.00 42.5349.68 43.3849.18 99 46.98 92.00107.37 395.19 502.56
Muhlenberg College 106.00 32.1750.10 34.1050.10 100 41.68 84.00111.43 426.75 538.18
Ohio University 105.00 43.6459.45 45.8258.86 99 54.34 95.00104.22 474.51 578.73
Oregon State University 105.00 58.2684.47 61.1783.63 99 73.40 96.00
96.00
132.20 552.89 685.09
Pittsburg State University 105.00 35.3653.92 37.1353.92 100 45.80
Pitzer College 107.00 53.3275.68 57.0568.87 91 66.85 76.00
Pomona College 107.00 58.2972.58 62.3769.68 96 68.35 98.00
Pacic Luthern University 65.30 338.09 403.39
Plymouth State University 102.56 409.12 511.68
123.36 575.95 699.31
Portland State University 104.00 56.6174.57 58.8773.82 99 68.67 98.00135.06 601.93 736.99
Saint John’s University 105.00 43.1258.01 45.2855.69 96 51.25
Saint Joseph’s College - ME 103.00 23.8845.87 24.8345.87 100 35.35
90.00113.84 435.51 549.35
Saint Louis University 103.00 42.9048.62 44.1948.13 99 48.61 85.00106.97 446.20 553.17
Santa Clara University 106.00 53.4281.14 56.6280.33 99 70.14 98.00125.31 545.48 670.79
Smith College 106.00 45.7062.45 48.4459.95 96 56.23 99.00114.13 525.39 639.52
St. John’s University 104.00 62.7769.01 65.2869.01 100 68.15 97.0056.90 277.39 334.29
Stanford University 107.00 59.6783.53 63.8583.53 100 74.63
106.00 61.6265.23 65.3264.58 99 66.64
99.00131.43 595.73 727.16
Temple University 105.00 33.2443.14 34.9043.14 100 40.33 93.0095.86 400.82 496.68
Texas A&M University 103.00 48.7658.54 50.2257.95 99 54.63 94.00103.26 486.08 589.34
Tufts University 106.00 49.7062.79 52.6862.79 100 57.39 93.00120.94 476.29 597.23
Unity College 103.00 44.8784.76 46.2275.44 89 66.59
104.00 17.8158.71 18.5258.12 99 39.01
96.00141.02 483.22 624.24
University of Arkansas 105.00 33.2263.24 34.8863.24 100 48.82 90.00
University of Connecticut 98.00
80.00
University of Arizona 93.00130.49 571.07 701.56
112.72 640.93 753.65
Universidad de Moneterrey 106.00 22.8447.98 24.2145.10 94 35.36
University at Albany 104.00 56.9374.54 59.2170.07 94 68.58
University at Bualo 105.00 58.5666.26 61.4966.26 100 65.57
94.00
Tulane University 104.00 36.6571.54 38.1271.54 100 56.83 74.00
The Ohio State University 106.00 58.4482.50 61.9582.50 100 73.53
Thompson Rivers University 105.00 56.7280.39 59.5679.59 99 71.58
Translyvania University 103.00 35.7144.13 36.7542.36 96 40.58
93.00
93.80 453.81 547.61
Sterling College 104.00 57.2587.00 59.5487.00 100 75.27 123.45 495.72 619.17





Southwestern University 105.00 42.8149.25 44.9544.82 91 48.19 94.00
Southern Oregon University 96.00113.67 488.14 601.81
Spelman College 93.0090.99 367.06 458.05
79.05 398.63 477.68
Simon Fraser University 105.00 55.9374.03 58.7373.29 99 67.01
Slippery Rock University 104.00 51.3854.79 53.4454.79 100 54.12 91.00
Seattle University 105.00 56.3980.16 59.2179.36 99 71.29




Rice University 106.00 46.1665.25 48.9364.60 99 58.49 134.96 536.79 671.75
Roosevelt University 106.00 36.8140.86 39.0240.45 99 40.54
Purdue University 97.00131.94 352.75 484.69




Princeton University 106.00 54.7755.19 58.0654.64 99 58.08
Principia College 104.00 46.5953.39 48.4551.25 96 51.85
90.00
124.52 565.98 690.50
Oklahoma State University 106.00 35.4455.64 37.5755.64 100 46.14 115.35 406.41 521.76
Northern Arizona University 107.00 47.8177.89 51.1677.89 100 65.60 96.00
92.0093.26 362.27 455.53
Missouri State University 105.00 53.1544.18 55.8143.74 99 51.78
Mohawk College 103.00 53.9164.38 55.5363.74 99 60.24
106.00 54.8170.88 58.1070.88 100 65.87
Mount Holyoke College
84.00105.47 670.48 775.95Oberlin College
91.00113.28 450.38 563.66Occidental College
85.43 520.28 605.71
Michigan State University 107.00 45.6965.26 48.8965.26 100 57.25 72.00
77.00127.85 480.78 608.63
LIU Post 106.00 36.5449.60 38.7349.10 99 45.20
Loyalist College 105.00 26.9739.76 28.3231.01 78 33.15
Loyola University Chicago 106.00 56.1769.16 59.5468.47 99 65.70
78.55 292.90 371.45
Lewis & Clark College 99.00106.64 655.91 762.55
89.00
93.00
Luther College 105.00 41.4052.02 43.4752.02 100 47.51 90.00
115.34 511.28 626.62
Kenyon College
128.57 557.12 685.69Harvard College 99.00
Concordia University 103.00 30.7258.20 31.6457.62 99 45.08
108.06 296.06 404.12College of Charleston 88.00
146.90 600.00 746.90College of the Atlantic 98.00
Clarkson University 88.00104.00 51.9674.69 54.0470.21 94 67.02
Coastal Carolina University 91.00104.00 45.8152.86 47.6452.33 99 50.73
88.26 493.37 581.63Champlain College 97.00
Calvin College 105.00 32.7070.03 34.3362.33 89 51.82
Camosun College 102.00 41.6148.43 42.4436.81 76 46.40
104.00 46.5857.50 48.4443.70 76 54.08
Carleton College
48.56 205.28 253.84California College of the Arts
California State University,
Channel Islands
131.41 574.32 705.73 98.00
108.45 525.28 633.73 94.00











103.00 36.8244.18 37.9234.46 78 41.33Central New Mexico
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University of Denver 89.00
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University of Houston 86.00106.00 49.4775.64 82.4474.88 99 65.35
University of Kansas 87.00105.00 35.8665.41 37.6564.76 99 51.71
105.00 54.4669.89 57.1869.19 99 65.19
University of Missouri 93.00125.77 549.85 675.62
139.48 466.71 606.19
106.00 54.1671.69 57.4171.69 100 65.93
University of Mount Union 87.00123.38 377.55 500.93
94.70 338.80 433.50
104.00 33.9062.06 35.2659.58 96 48.88
University of North Dakota 88.28 445.28 533.56
University of Pennsylvania 113.68 606.05 719.73
University of Pittsburgh 118.61 488.95 607.56
University of North Texas 96.00
94.00
University of San Diego 131.95 469.65 601.60 97.00
University of South Florida 148.32 604.75 753.07 96.00
University of Texas at Dallas 27.44 119.80 147.24 86.00
University of the Pacic 131.37 571.07 702.44 96.00




108.00 42.4464.22 45.8464.22 100 55.48
University of Richmond 92.00104.00 45.1160.38 46.9157.96 96 55.46
University of South Carolina 97.00105.00 35.6877.39 37.4676.62 99 57.04
University of Texas at Austin 91.00104.00 50.5960.79 52.6160.79 100 56.70
University of Victoria 98.00105.00 64.1662.12 67.3760.26 97 66.44
University of West Georgia 104.00 29.5631.09 30.7430.78 99 31.41
University of Winnipeg 104.00 49.2962.54 51.2661.91 99 58.86
University of Virginia 97.00106.00 54.4869.60 57.7569.60 100 65.06
Vanderbilt University 94.00
University of Rochester 104.00 37.7762.98 39.2862.98 100 52.63
University of Saskatchewan 105.00 41.5440.55 43.6240.14 99 43.88
University of Manitoba 104.00 41.2058.37 42.8557.79 99 52.56
University of Michigan 104.00 50.7283.38 52.7583.38 100 70.07
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97.00142.72 576.77 719.49105.00 57.3690.99 60.2390.99 100 77.24
Aquinas College 95.00116.69 451.91 568.60106.00 40.1574.56 42.5673.81 99 57.90
Arizona State University 95.00132.13 624.91 757.04
129.74 459.10 588.84
106.00 61.6971.39 65.3970.68 99 69.70
Auburn University 90.00104.00 40.1562.61 41.7661.98 99 53.62
Babson College 94.00104.00 47.8681.05 49.7777.81 96 66.56
143.21 530.95 674.16Bard College 94.00106.00 55.0269.76 58.3269.06 99 65.38
124.92 411.36 536.28Bentley University 97.00104.00 42.4867.46 44.1863.41 94 56.91
110.93 422.40 533.33Boston University 86.00106.00 42.6063.55 45.1663.55 100 54.83
114.30 443.61 557.91Bucknell University 97.00106.00 44.0270.44 46.6666.92 95 58.12
134.97 541.02 675.99 86.00107.00 55.2871.33 59.1570.62 99 66.26
87.95 408.35 496.30108.00 41.7246.30 45.0645.84 99 46.81
130.34 518.88 649.22Carnegie Mellon University 98.00103.00 51.5864.27 53.1364.27 100 58.99
143.42 577.39 720.81Chatham University 95.00104.00 59.9987.86 62.3986.98 99 77.05
135.66 596.41 732.07Colby College 99.00105.00 60.0286.32 63.0278.55 91 75.65
106.74 581.68 688.42Colgate University 99.00105.00 59.6265.55 62.6062.93 96 65.69
102.90 539.03 641.93Colorado College 90.00106.00 56.9868.15 60.4062.02 91 65.36
144.75 638.15 782.90Colorado State University 99.00106.00 67.8596.43 71.9295.47 99 85.29
130.13 488.93 619.06Columbia University 96.00103.00 49.1482.01 50.6181.19 99 67.06
140.38 572.73 713.11Cornell University 99.00106.00 57.0877.46 60.5176.69 99 70.27
129.98 623.81 753.79Dickinson College 99.00106.00 60.4382.97 64.0675.50 91 74.24
108.41 359.31 467.72Earlham College 88.00
87.00
103.00 48.5258.56 49.9853.29 91 54.35
119.34 439.72 559.06Elon University 94.00104.00 37.9461.92 39.4656.35 91 50.16
134.99 525.95 660.94Furman University 97.00
135.45 568.94 704.39 94.00
106.00 47.0688.83 49.8885.28 96 69.25
144.40 607.82 752.22Green Mountain College 99.00104.00 65.5883.93 65.0883.09 99 76.45
96.72 432.23 519.95Knox College 104.00 41.7855.95 43.4550.91 91 49.88
Lafayette College 105.00 38.0256.15 39.9253.90 96 47.62
Lakehead University 104.00 28.3250.51 29.4540.10 99 36.94
Lehigh University 103.00 38.0729.94 39.2129.64 99 36.75
123.33 518.30 641.63Hampshire College
Guilford College 90.00105.00 50.4049.53 52.9239.63 78 51.15
Haverford College 91.00103.00 55.4840.01 57.1436.41 91 49.24
105.00 48.1250.53 57.1460.69 99 57.61
Illinois Central College 106.00 35.1825.22 37.2925.22 100 30.95
Joliet Junior College 105.00 44.7829.17 47.0222.75 78 40.74
Juniata College 105.00 16.5033.38 17.3233.05 99 25.19
Keene State College 104.00 41.1068.18 42.7465.45 96 55.20
Illinois State University 103.00 40.5559.71 41.7756.13 94 50.73
George Mason University 91.00107.00 57.5661.59 49.8873.26 99 68.78
Goshen College 87.00107.00 42.8050.08 45.8044.57 89 48.98
Goucher College 93.00104.00 35.5256.59 36.9456.02 99 46.71
George Brown College 103.00 43.4048.79 44.7046.86 94 48.37
Florida State University 81.00105.00 52.4964.18 55.1164.18 100 61.36
146.89 571.78 718.67Emory University 96.00106.00 60.0678.38 63.6678.38 100 72.34
Dension University 94.00106.00 55.8274.64 59.1767.92 91 67.30
Dalhousie University 103.00 60.0975.17 61.8974.42 99 70.82
98.69 324.22 422.91Creighton University 88.00
133.56 490.49 624.05Dartmouth College 95.00
43.59 276.97 320.56Drexel University 84.00
144.40 569.47 713.87Duke University 97.00
77.68 127.94 205.62Eckerd College 77.00
83.90 466.97 550.87Frostburg State University 93.00
76.86 430.60 507.46Gonzaga University 94.00
131.40 528.66 660.06Iowa State University 99.00
78.00
77.00
93.99 284.25 378.24Kent State University
26.56 364.97 391.53
89.0073.63 443.52 517.15
Macalester College 105.00 54.2774.69 56.9867.96 91 66.99
MacEwan University 104.00 45.2548.60 47.0646.66 96 49.29
92.00 32.4062.34 29.8147.38 76 47.07
105.00 39.0849.45 41.0345.00 91 45.77
Maryville College 103.00 31.9665.96 32.9263.32 96 49.84
94.00119.86 588.53 708.39
Miami University 105.00 54.1066.85 56.8166.18 99 63.50 88.0082.60 409.18 491.78
Middlebury College 104.00 63.6974.97 66.2474.97 100 72.61 99.00133.66 645.42 779.08
Mills College 102.00 42.5349.68 43.3849.18 99 46.98 92.00107.37 395.19 502.56
Muhlenberg College 106.00 32.1750.10 34.1050.10 100 41.68 84.00111.43 426.75 538.18
Ohio University 105.00 43.6459.45 45.8258.86 99 54.34 95.00104.22 474.51 578.73
Oregon State University 105.00 58.2684.47 61.1783.63 99 73.40 96.00
96.00
132.20 552.89 685.09
Pittsburg State University 105.00 35.3653.92 37.1353.92 100 45.80
Pitzer College 107.00 53.3275.68 57.0568.87 91 66.85 76.00
Pomona College 107.00 58.2972.58 62.3769.68 96 68.35 98.00
Pacic Luthern University 65.30 338.09 403.39
Plymouth State University 102.56 409.12 511.68
123.36 575.95 699.31
Portland State University 104.00 56.6174.57 58.8773.82 99 68.67 98.00135.06 601.93 736.99
Saint John’s University 105.00 43.1258.01 45.2855.69 96 51.25
Saint Joseph’s College - ME 103.00 23.8845.87 24.8345.87 100 35.35
90.00113.84 435.51 549.35
Saint Louis University 103.00 42.9048.62 44.1948.13 99 48.61 85.00106.97 446.20 553.17
Santa Clara University 106.00 53.4281.14 56.6280.33 99 70.14 98.00125.31 545.48 670.79
Smith College 106.00 45.7062.45 48.4459.95 96 56.23 99.00114.13 525.39 639.52
St. John’s University 104.00 62.7769.01 65.2869.01 100 68.15 97.0056.90 277.39 334.29
Stanford University 107.00 59.6783.53 63.8583.53 100 74.63
106.00 61.6265.23 65.3264.58 99 66.64
99.00131.43 595.73 727.16
Temple University 105.00 33.2443.14 34.9043.14 100 40.33 93.0095.86 400.82 496.68
Texas A&M University 103.00 48.7658.54 50.2257.95 99 54.63 94.00103.26 486.08 589.34
Tufts University 106.00 49.7062.79 52.6862.79 100 57.39 93.00120.94 476.29 597.23
Unity College 103.00 44.8784.76 46.2275.44 89 66.59
104.00 17.8158.71 18.5258.12 99 39.01
96.00141.02 483.22 624.24
University of Arkansas 105.00 33.2263.24 34.8863.24 100 48.82 90.00
University of Connecticut 98.00
80.00
University of Arizona 93.00130.49 571.07 701.56
112.72 640.93 753.65
Universidad de Moneterrey 106.00 22.8447.98 24.2145.10 94 35.36
University at Albany 104.00 56.9374.54 59.2170.07 94 68.58
University at Bualo 105.00 58.5666.26 61.4966.26 100 65.57
94.00
Tulane University 104.00 36.6571.54 38.1271.54 100 56.83 74.00
The Ohio State University 106.00 58.4482.50 61.9582.50 100 73.53
Thompson Rivers University 105.00 56.7280.39 59.5679.59 99 71.58
Translyvania University 103.00 35.7144.13 36.7542.36 96 40.58
93.00
93.80 453.81 547.61
Sterling College 104.00 57.2587.00 59.5487.00 100 75.27 123.45 495.72 619.17





Southwestern University 105.00 42.8149.25 44.9544.82 91 48.19 94.00
Southern Oregon University 96.00113.67 488.14 601.81
Spelman College 93.0090.99 367.06 458.05
79.05 398.63 477.68
Simon Fraser University 105.00 55.9374.03 58.7373.29 99 67.01
Slippery Rock University 104.00 51.3854.79 53.4454.79 100 54.12 91.00
Seattle University 105.00 56.3980.16 59.2179.36 99 71.29




Rice University 106.00 46.1665.25 48.9364.60 99 58.49 134.96 536.79 671.75
Roosevelt University 106.00 36.8140.86 39.0240.45 99 40.54
Purdue University 97.00131.94 352.75 484.69




Princeton University 106.00 54.7755.19 58.0654.64 99 58.08
Principia College 104.00 46.5953.39 48.4551.25 96 51.85
90.00
124.52 565.98 690.50
Oklahoma State University 106.00 35.4455.64 37.5755.64 100 46.14 115.35 406.41 521.76
Northern Arizona University 107.00 47.8177.89 51.1677.89 100 65.60 96.00
92.0093.26 362.27 455.53
Missouri State University 105.00 53.1544.18 55.8143.74 99 51.78
Mohawk College 103.00 53.9164.38 55.5363.74 99 60.24
106.00 54.8170.88 58.1070.88 100 65.87
Mount Holyoke College
84.00105.47 670.48 775.95Oberlin College
91.00113.28 450.38 563.66Occidental College
85.43 520.28 605.71
Michigan State University 107.00 45.6965.26 48.8965.26 100 57.25 72.00
77.00127.85 480.78 608.63
LIU Post 106.00 36.5449.60 38.7349.10 99 45.20
Loyalist College 105.00 26.9739.76 28.3231.01 78 33.15
Loyola University Chicago 106.00 56.1769.16 59.5468.47 99 65.70
78.55 292.90 371.45
Lewis & Clark College 99.00106.64 655.91 762.55
89.00
93.00
Luther College 105.00 41.4052.02 43.4752.02 100 47.51 90.00
115.34 511.28 626.62
Kenyon College
128.57 557.12 685.69Harvard College 99.00
Concordia University 103.00 30.7258.20 31.6457.62 99 45.08
108.06 296.06 404.12College of Charleston 88.00
146.90 600.00 746.90College of the Atlantic 98.00
Clarkson University 88.00104.00 51.9674.69 54.0470.21 94 67.02
Coastal Carolina University 91.00104.00 45.8152.86 47.6452.33 99 50.73
88.26 493.37 581.63Champlain College 97.00
Calvin College 105.00 32.7070.03 34.3362.33 89 51.82
Camosun College 102.00 41.6148.43 42.4436.81 76 46.40
104.00 46.5857.50 48.4443.70 76 54.08
Carleton College
48.56 205.28 253.84California College of the Arts
California State University,
Channel Islands
131.41 574.32 705.73 98.00
108.45 525.28 633.73 94.00
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University of Louisville 94.00115.60 499.67 615.27
University of Denver 89.00
96.00105.00 53.2673.34 55.9273.34 100 65.82
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University of Kansas 87.00105.00 35.8665.41 37.6564.76 99 51.71
105.00 54.4669.89 57.1869.19 99 65.19
University of Missouri 93.00125.77 549.85 675.62
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University of Richmond 92.00104.00 45.1160.38 46.9157.96 96 55.46
University of South Carolina 97.00105.00 35.6877.39 37.4676.62 99 57.04
University of Texas at Austin 91.00104.00 50.5960.79 52.6160.79 100 56.70
University of Victoria 98.00105.00 64.1662.12 67.3760.26 97 66.44
University of West Georgia 104.00 29.5631.09 30.7430.78 99 31.41
University of Winnipeg 104.00 49.2962.54 51.2661.91 99 58.86
University of Virginia 97.00106.00 54.4869.60 57.7569.60 100 65.06
Vanderbilt University 94.00
University of Rochester 104.00 37.7762.98 39.2862.98 100 52.63
University of Saskatchewan 105.00 41.5440.55 43.6240.14 99 43.88
University of Manitoba 104.00 41.2058.37 42.8557.79 99 52.56
University of Michigan 104.00 50.7283.38 52.7583.38 100 70.07
105.00 53.8476.60 56.5375.83 99 68.18
University of Kentucky 106.00 38.6748.38 40.9948.38 100 45.25
110.28 502.74 613.02 94.00103.00 47.2751.62 48.6951.62 100 52.40
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs
University of Illinois at
Chicago
136.67 550.75 687.42 96.00106.00 53.7576.56 56.9775.79 99 68.06University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
136.87 577.14 714.01 99.00University of Maryland,
College Park
105.74 503.10 608.84 94.00University of Minnesota,
Duluth




105.00 56.4680.27 59.2873.05 91 70.84 137.22 566.41 703.63 97.00University of Minnesota,
Morris
104.00 56.8269.68 59.0969.68 100 66.39 98.00University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities
105.00 30.9243.15 32.4740.56 94 37.45 88.00University of Nebraska at
Omaha
104.00 41.8253.36 43.4952.83 99 49.40 89.00University of Nebraska-
Lincoln
128.84 611.58 740.42105.00 59.9573.81 62.9573.07 99 70.01 95.00University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
101.59 536.29 637.88105.00 58.0874.96 60.9874.21 99 69.60 93.00University of North
Carolina, Greensboro
103.00 29.1347.48 30.0047.48 100 38.93University of North
Carolina, Pembroke
104.00 32.1567.33 33.4467.33 100 50.39University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley
106.00 67.5780.78 71.6280.78 100 77.47University of Washnigton,
Seattle
109.89 505.11 615.00 84.00
95.87 523.80 619.67 92.00
104.00 45.4853.35 47.3052.82 99 51.80University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay
104.00 45.7761.77 47.6061.15 99 54.65





123.22 663.69 786.91 95.00University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
106.00 53.1575.47 56.3474.72 99 67.21 124.95 502.09 627.01 98.00University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
103.00 36.9463.80 38.0563.80 100 51.18University of Wisconsin-
Stout
104.00 55.2058.49 57.4156.15 96 59.90 116.66 599.37 716.03University of Wisconsin-
River Falls
107.00 46.2642.53 49.5042.10 99 45.35





105.00 43.0367.31 45.1866.64 99 55.91Vilanova University 94.00
137.89 464.69 602.58
91.18 439.25 530.43
101.00 48.8983.59 49.3876.07 91 67.20Wartburg College
105.73 311.91 417.34106.00 34.4244.68 36.4944.23 99 40.16Weber State University
106.00 46.5759.35 49.3656.98 96 53.71Wellesley College
106.00 42.8567.49 45.4264.79 96 55.66
105.00 47.9049.85 50.3049.35 99 51.83
Wells College
105.00 46.9265.05 49.2765.05 100 56.88Wake Forest University




106.00 45.2052.95 47.9152.95 100 51.95Virginia Commonwealth
University
95.00
109.04 408.64 517.68 97.00
94.00
104.00 57.3371.21 59.6271.21 100 67.42Western University 90.00
107.00 41.3056.34 44.1952.96 94 49.31Westminster College
104.00 50.9053.05 52.9452.52 99 53.99Wilfred Laurier University
92.00
98.11 479.24 577.35Wesleyan University 95.00
Washington State
University, Pullman




107.00 51.8573.64 55.4872.90 99 65.57 120.33 479.11 599.44
101.65 389.31 490.96
104.00 43.7047.78 45.4543.48 91 47.51Williams College 93.0095.60 494.31 589.91




105.00 28.3545.14 29.7745.14 100 37.27 75.00Western State Colorado
University
105.00 41.4966.90 43.5666.23 99 56.90 96.00Worcester Polytechnic
Institute
106.00 28.1563.22 29.8462.59 99 48.00University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
99.00106.00 53.6775.18 56.8974.43 99 67.34University of New
Hampshire
103.00 45.4168.97 46.7768.28 99 58.11 95.00University of Missouri,
Kansas City
105.00 45.1661.27 47.4257.59 94 53.85University of massachusetts
Lowell
105.00 41.0053.26 43.0551.13 96 49.78Sheridan Institute of 
Technology and Advanced
Learning
State University of New
York College of 
Environmental Science and 
Forestry















































































































































































































97.00142.72 576.77 719.49105.00 57.3690.99 60.2390.99 100 77.24
Aquinas College 95.00116.69 451.91 568.60106.00 40.1574.56 42.5673.81 99 57.90
Arizona State University 95.00132.13 624.91 757.04
129.74 459.10 588.84
106.00 61.6971.39 65.3970.68 99 69.70
Auburn University 90.00104.00 40.1562.61 41.7661.98 99 53.62
Babson College 94.00104.00 47.8681.05 49.7777.81 96 66.56
143.21 530.95 674.16Bard College 94.00106.00 55.0269.76 58.3269.06 99 65.38
124.92 411.36 536.28Bentley University 97.00104.00 42.4867.46 44.1863.41 94 56.91
110.93 422.40 533.33Boston University 86.00106.00 42.6063.55 45.1663.55 100 54.83
114.30 443.61 557.91Bucknell University 97.00106.00 44.0270.44 46.6666.92 95 58.12
134.97 541.02 675.99 86.00107.00 55.2871.33 59.1570.62 99 66.26
87.95 408.35 496.30108.00 41.7246.30 45.0645.84 99 46.81
130.34 518.88 649.22Carnegie Mellon University 98.00103.00 51.5864.27 53.1364.27 100 58.99
143.42 577.39 720.81Chatham University 95.00104.00 59.9987.86 62.3986.98 99 77.05
135.66 596.41 732.07Colby College 99.00105.00 60.0286.32 63.0278.55 91 75.65
106.74 581.68 688.42Colgate University 99.00105.00 59.6265.55 62.6062.93 96 65.69
102.90 539.03 641.93Colorado College 90.00106.00 56.9868.15 60.4062.02 91 65.36
144.75 638.15 782.90Colorado State University 99.00106.00 67.8596.43 71.9295.47 99 85.29
130.13 488.93 619.06Columbia University 96.00103.00 49.1482.01 50.6181.19 99 67.06
140.38 572.73 713.11Cornell University 99.00106.00 57.0877.46 60.5176.69 99 70.27
129.98 623.81 753.79Dickinson College 99.00106.00 60.4382.97 64.0675.50 91 74.24
108.41 359.31 467.72Earlham College 88.00
87.00
103.00 48.5258.56 49.9853.29 91 54.35
119.34 439.72 559.06Elon University 94.00104.00 37.9461.92 39.4656.35 91 50.16
134.99 525.95 660.94Furman University 97.00
135.45 568.94 704.39 94.00
106.00 47.0688.83 49.8885.28 96 69.25
144.40 607.82 752.22Green Mountain College 99.00104.00 65.5883.93 65.0883.09 99 76.45
96.72 432.23 519.95Knox College 104.00 41.7855.95 43.4550.91 91 49.88
Lafayette College 105.00 38.0256.15 39.9253.90 96 47.62
Lakehead University 104.00 28.3250.51 29.4540.10 99 36.94
Lehigh University 103.00 38.0729.94 39.2129.64 99 36.75
123.33 518.30 641.63Hampshire College
Guilford College 90.00105.00 50.4049.53 52.9239.63 78 51.15
Haverford College 91.00103.00 55.4840.01 57.1436.41 91 49.24
105.00 48.1250.53 57.1460.69 99 57.61
Illinois Central College 106.00 35.1825.22 37.2925.22 100 30.95
Joliet Junior College 105.00 44.7829.17 47.0222.75 78 40.74
Juniata College 105.00 16.5033.38 17.3233.05 99 25.19
Keene State College 104.00 41.1068.18 42.7465.45 96 55.20
Illinois State University 103.00 40.5559.71 41.7756.13 94 50.73
George Mason University 91.00107.00 57.5661.59 49.8873.26 99 68.78
Goshen College 87.00107.00 42.8050.08 45.8044.57 89 48.98
Goucher College 93.00104.00 35.5256.59 36.9456.02 99 46.71
George Brown College 103.00 43.4048.79 44.7046.86 94 48.37
Florida State University 81.00105.00 52.4964.18 55.1164.18 100 61.36
146.89 571.78 718.67Emory University 96.00106.00 60.0678.38 63.6678.38 100 72.34
Dension University 94.00106.00 55.8274.64 59.1767.92 91 67.30
Dalhousie University 103.00 60.0975.17 61.8974.42 99 70.82
98.69 324.22 422.91Creighton University 88.00
133.56 490.49 624.05Dartmouth College 95.00
43.59 276.97 320.56Drexel University 84.00
144.40 569.47 713.87Duke University 97.00
77.68 127.94 205.62Eckerd College 77.00
83.90 466.97 550.87Frostburg State University 93.00
76.86 430.60 507.46Gonzaga University 94.00
131.40 528.66 660.06Iowa State University 99.00
78.00
77.00
93.99 284.25 378.24Kent State University
26.56 364.97 391.53
89.0073.63 443.52 517.15
Macalester College 105.00 54.2774.69 56.9867.96 91 66.99
MacEwan University 104.00 45.2548.60 47.0646.66 96 49.29
92.00 32.4062.34 29.8147.38 76 47.07
105.00 39.0849.45 41.0345.00 91 45.77
Maryville College 103.00 31.9665.96 32.9263.32 96 49.84
94.00119.86 588.53 708.39
Miami University 105.00 54.1066.85 56.8166.18 99 63.50 88.0082.60 409.18 491.78
Middlebury College 104.00 63.6974.97 66.2474.97 100 72.61 99.00133.66 645.42 779.08
Mills College 102.00 42.5349.68 43.3849.18 99 46.98 92.00107.37 395.19 502.56
Muhlenberg College 106.00 32.1750.10 34.1050.10 100 41.68 84.00111.43 426.75 538.18
Ohio University 105.00 43.6459.45 45.8258.86 99 54.34 95.00104.22 474.51 578.73
Oregon State University 105.00 58.2684.47 61.1783.63 99 73.40 96.00
96.00
132.20 552.89 685.09
Pittsburg State University 105.00 35.3653.92 37.1353.92 100 45.80
Pitzer College 107.00 53.3275.68 57.0568.87 91 66.85 76.00
Pomona College 107.00 58.2972.58 62.3769.68 96 68.35 98.00
Pacic Luthern University 65.30 338.09 403.39
Plymouth State University 102.56 409.12 511.68
123.36 575.95 699.31
Portland State University 104.00 56.6174.57 58.8773.82 99 68.67 98.00135.06 601.93 736.99
Saint John’s University 105.00 43.1258.01 45.2855.69 96 51.25
Saint Joseph’s College - ME 103.00 23.8845.87 24.8345.87 100 35.35
90.00113.84 435.51 549.35
Saint Louis University 103.00 42.9048.62 44.1948.13 99 48.61 85.00106.97 446.20 553.17
Santa Clara University 106.00 53.4281.14 56.6280.33 99 70.14 98.00125.31 545.48 670.79
Smith College 106.00 45.7062.45 48.4459.95 96 56.23 99.00114.13 525.39 639.52
St. John’s University 104.00 62.7769.01 65.2869.01 100 68.15 97.0056.90 277.39 334.29
Stanford University 107.00 59.6783.53 63.8583.53 100 74.63
106.00 61.6265.23 65.3264.58 99 66.64
99.00131.43 595.73 727.16
Temple University 105.00 33.2443.14 34.9043.14 100 40.33 93.0095.86 400.82 496.68
Texas A&M University 103.00 48.7658.54 50.2257.95 99 54.63 94.00103.26 486.08 589.34
Tufts University 106.00 49.7062.79 52.6862.79 100 57.39 93.00120.94 476.29 597.23
Unity College 103.00 44.8784.76 46.2275.44 89 66.59
104.00 17.8158.71 18.5258.12 99 39.01
96.00141.02 483.22 624.24
University of Arkansas 105.00 33.2263.24 34.8863.24 100 48.82 90.00
University of Connecticut 98.00
80.00
University of Arizona 93.00130.49 571.07 701.56
112.72 640.93 753.65
Universidad de Moneterrey 106.00 22.8447.98 24.2145.10 94 35.36
University at Albany 104.00 56.9374.54 59.2170.07 94 68.58
University at Bualo 105.00 58.5666.26 61.4966.26 100 65.57
94.00
Tulane University 104.00 36.6571.54 38.1271.54 100 56.83 74.00
The Ohio State University 106.00 58.4482.50 61.9582.50 100 73.53
Thompson Rivers University 105.00 56.7280.39 59.5679.59 99 71.58
Translyvania University 103.00 35.7144.13 36.7542.36 96 40.58
93.00
93.80 453.81 547.61
Sterling College 104.00 57.2587.00 59.5487.00 100 75.27 123.45 495.72 619.17





Southwestern University 105.00 42.8149.25 44.9544.82 91 48.19 94.00
Southern Oregon University 96.00113.67 488.14 601.81
Spelman College 93.0090.99 367.06 458.05
79.05 398.63 477.68
Simon Fraser University 105.00 55.9374.03 58.7373.29 99 67.01
Slippery Rock University 104.00 51.3854.79 53.4454.79 100 54.12 91.00
Seattle University 105.00 56.3980.16 59.2179.36 99 71.29




Rice University 106.00 46.1665.25 48.9364.60 99 58.49 134.96 536.79 671.75
Roosevelt University 106.00 36.8140.86 39.0240.45 99 40.54
Purdue University 97.00131.94 352.75 484.69




Princeton University 106.00 54.7755.19 58.0654.64 99 58.08
Principia College 104.00 46.5953.39 48.4551.25 96 51.85
90.00
124.52 565.98 690.50
Oklahoma State University 106.00 35.4455.64 37.5755.64 100 46.14 115.35 406.41 521.76
Northern Arizona University 107.00 47.8177.89 51.1677.89 100 65.60 96.00
92.0093.26 362.27 455.53
Missouri State University 105.00 53.1544.18 55.8143.74 99 51.78
Mohawk College 103.00 53.9164.38 55.5363.74 99 60.24
106.00 54.8170.88 58.1070.88 100 65.87
Mount Holyoke College
84.00105.47 670.48 775.95Oberlin College
91.00113.28 450.38 563.66Occidental College
85.43 520.28 605.71
Michigan State University 107.00 45.6965.26 48.8965.26 100 57.25 72.00
77.00127.85 480.78 608.63
LIU Post 106.00 36.5449.60 38.7349.10 99 45.20
Loyalist College 105.00 26.9739.76 28.3231.01 78 33.15
Loyola University Chicago 106.00 56.1769.16 59.5468.47 99 65.70
78.55 292.90 371.45
Lewis & Clark College 99.00106.64 655.91 762.55
89.00
93.00
Luther College 105.00 41.4052.02 43.4752.02 100 47.51 90.00
115.34 511.28 626.62
Kenyon College
128.57 557.12 685.69Harvard College 99.00
Concordia University 103.00 30.7258.20 31.6457.62 99 45.08
108.06 296.06 404.12College of Charleston 88.00
146.90 600.00 746.90College of the Atlantic 98.00
Clarkson University 88.00104.00 51.9674.69 54.0470.21 94 67.02
Coastal Carolina University 91.00104.00 45.8152.86 47.6452.33 99 50.73
88.26 493.37 581.63Champlain College 97.00
Calvin College 105.00 32.7070.03 34.3362.33 89 51.82
Camosun College 102.00 41.6148.43 42.4436.81 76 46.40
104.00 46.5857.50 48.4443.70 76 54.08
Carleton College
48.56 205.28 253.84California College of the Arts
California State University,
Channel Islands
131.41 574.32 705.73 98.00
108.45 525.28 633.73 94.00











103.00 36.8244.18 37.9234.46 78 41.33Central New Mexico
Community College
113.04 465.97 579.01Brandeis University 89.00
95.06 427.62 522.68Brown University 92.00
43.06 341.78 384.84Binghamton University
Berea College 92.00105.00 51.2148.28 53.7746.35 96 50.82
Bowdoin College 91.00105.00 51.7061.88 54.2956.31 91 59.04
Black Hills State University 105.00 33.4257.92 35.0957.34 99 46.72
Beloit College 81.00107.00 36.7464.85 39.3159.01 91 50.68
93.67 231.72 325.39Belmont University 104.00 51.6383.01 53.6983.01 100 69.35
103.19 347.82 451.01Baylor College 105.00 34.0968.42 35.7967.74 99 51.77
Ball State University 97.00103.00 49.0278.42 50.4977.64 99 66.69
105.00 39.1161.63 41.0761.63 100 52.10Eastern Connecticut State
University
95.00104.00 48.2586.48 50.1885.62 99 68.74Florida Gulf Coast
University
105.00 52.9578.56 55.6078.56 100 68.76George Washington
University
120.43 570.96 691.39 95.00105.00 56.2169.77 59.0269.07 99 66.05Grand Valley State
University




103.00 30.4838.08 31.3929.70 78 35.38Johnson County
Community College










105.00 57.9169.35 60.8168.66 99 66.74 97.00Pennsylvania State
University
96.00 51.3950.99 49.3339.77 78 52.41Raritan Valley Community
College
88.00 46.6946.09 41.0930.42 66 48.34Richland Community
College




Sewanee - The University of 
the South
89.00Southern Connecticut State 
University
State University of New
York at Cortland
103.00 35.6840.47 36.7540.07 99 38.80State University of New
York at Fredonia
105.00 44.1942.01 46.4041.59 99 46.00State University of New
York at New Paltz
98.00 42.4146.79 41.5646.32 99 47.46Stevens Institute of
Technology






105.00 65.9077.59 69.2076.81 99 75.01





131.57 655.89 787.46 98.00University of California,
Davis










123.13 612.89 736.02 98.00106.00 65.1170.36 69.0270.36 100 71.02University of California,
Santa Barbara
117.72 562.60 680.32 97.00107.00 67.7070.84 72.4470.13 99 72.60University of California,
Santa Cruz




University of Dayton 86.0082.23 390.37 472.60
University of Florida 96.00119.53 535.82 655.35
University of Louisville 94.00115.60 499.67 615.27
University of Denver 89.00
96.00105.00 53.2673.34 55.9273.34 100 65.82
105.00 42.0262.11 44.1261.49 99 52.81
University of Houston 86.00106.00 49.4775.64 82.4474.88 99 65.35
University of Kansas 87.00105.00 35.8665.41 37.6564.76 99 51.71
105.00 54.4669.89 57.1869.19 99 65.19
University of Missouri 93.00125.77 549.85 675.62
139.48 466.71 606.19
106.00 54.1671.69 57.4171.69 100 65.93
University of Mount Union 87.00123.38 377.55 500.93
94.70 338.80 433.50
104.00 33.9062.06 35.2659.58 96 48.88
University of North Dakota 88.28 445.28 533.56
University of Pennsylvania 113.68 606.05 719.73
University of Pittsburgh 118.61 488.95 607.56
University of North Texas 96.00
94.00
University of San Diego 131.95 469.65 601.60 97.00
University of South Florida 148.32 604.75 753.07 96.00
University of Texas at Dallas 27.44 119.80 147.24 86.00
University of the Pacic 131.37 571.07 702.44 96.00




108.00 42.4464.22 45.8464.22 100 55.48
University of Richmond 92.00104.00 45.1160.38 46.9157.96 96 55.46
University of South Carolina 97.00105.00 35.6877.39 37.4676.62 99 57.04
University of Texas at Austin 91.00104.00 50.5960.79 52.6160.79 100 56.70
University of Victoria 98.00105.00 64.1662.12 67.3760.26 97 66.44
University of West Georgia 104.00 29.5631.09 30.7430.78 99 31.41
University of Winnipeg 104.00 49.2962.54 51.2661.91 99 58.86
University of Virginia 97.00106.00 54.4869.60 57.7569.60 100 65.06
Vanderbilt University 94.00
University of Rochester 104.00 37.7762.98 39.2862.98 100 52.63
University of Saskatchewan 105.00 41.5440.55 43.6240.14 99 43.88
University of Manitoba 104.00 41.2058.37 42.8557.79 99 52.56
University of Michigan 104.00 50.7283.38 52.7583.38 100 70.07
105.00 53.8476.60 56.5375.83 99 68.18
University of Kentucky 106.00 38.6748.38 40.9948.38 100 45.25
110.28 502.74 613.02 94.00103.00 47.2751.62 48.6951.62 100 52.40
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs
University of Illinois at
Chicago
136.67 550.75 687.42 96.00106.00 53.7576.56 56.9775.79 99 68.06University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
136.87 577.14 714.01 99.00University of Maryland,
College Park
105.74 503.10 608.84 94.00University of Minnesota,
Duluth




105.00 56.4680.27 59.2873.05 91 70.84 137.22 566.41 703.63 97.00University of Minnesota,
Morris
104.00 56.8269.68 59.0969.68 100 66.39 98.00University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities
105.00 30.9243.15 32.4740.56 94 37.45 88.00University of Nebraska at
Omaha
104.00 41.8253.36 43.4952.83 99 49.40 89.00University of Nebraska-
Lincoln
128.84 611.58 740.42105.00 59.9573.81 62.9573.07 99 70.01 95.00University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
101.59 536.29 637.88105.00 58.0874.96 60.9874.21 99 69.60 93.00University of North
Carolina, Greensboro
103.00 29.1347.48 30.0047.48 100 38.93University of North
Carolina, Pembroke
104.00 32.1567.33 33.4467.33 100 50.39University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley
106.00 67.5780.78 71.6280.78 100 77.47University of Washnigton,
Seattle
109.89 505.11 615.00 84.00
95.87 523.80 619.67 92.00
104.00 45.4853.35 47.3052.82 99 51.80University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay
104.00 45.7761.77 47.6061.15 99 54.65





123.22 663.69 786.91 95.00University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
106.00 53.1575.47 56.3474.72 99 67.21 124.95 502.09 627.01 98.00University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
103.00 36.9463.80 38.0563.80 100 51.18University of Wisconsin-
Stout
104.00 55.2058.49 57.4156.15 96 59.90 116.66 599.37 716.03University of Wisconsin-
River Falls
107.00 46.2642.53 49.5042.10 99 45.35





105.00 43.0367.31 45.1866.64 99 55.91Vilanova University 94.00
137.89 464.69 602.58
91.18 439.25 530.43
101.00 48.8983.59 49.3876.07 91 67.20Wartburg College
105.73 311.91 417.34106.00 34.4244.68 36.4944.23 99 40.16Weber State University
106.00 46.5759.35 49.3656.98 96 53.71Wellesley College
106.00 42.8567.49 45.4264.79 96 55.66
105.00 47.9049.85 50.3049.35 99 51.83
Wells College
105.00 46.9265.05 49.2765.05 100 56.88Wake Forest University




106.00 45.2052.95 47.9152.95 100 51.95Virginia Commonwealth
University
95.00
109.04 408.64 517.68 97.00
94.00
104.00 57.3371.21 59.6271.21 100 67.42Western University 90.00
107.00 41.3056.34 44.1952.96 94 49.31Westminster College
104.00 50.9053.05 52.9452.52 99 53.99Wilfred Laurier University
92.00
98.11 479.24 577.35Wesleyan University 95.00
Washington State
University, Pullman




107.00 51.8573.64 55.4872.90 99 65.57 120.33 479.11 599.44
101.65 389.31 490.96
104.00 43.7047.78 45.4543.48 91 47.51Williams College 93.0095.60 494.31 589.91




105.00 28.3545.14 29.7745.14 100 37.27 75.00Western State Colorado
University
105.00 41.4966.90 43.5666.23 99 56.90 96.00Worcester Polytechnic
Institute
106.00 28.1563.22 29.8462.59 99 48.00University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
99.00106.00 53.6775.18 56.8974.43 99 67.34University of New
Hampshire
103.00 45.4168.97 46.7768.28 99 58.11 95.00University of Missouri,
Kansas City
105.00 45.1661.27 47.4257.59 94 53.85University of massachusetts
Lowell
105.00 41.0053.26 43.0551.13 96 49.78Sheridan Institute of 
Technology and Advanced
Learning
State University of New
York College of 
Environmental Science and 
Forestry















































































































































































































97.00142.72 576.77 719.49105.00 57.3690.99 60.2390.99 100 77.24
Aquinas College 95.00116.69 451.91 568.60106.00 40.1574.56 42.5673.81 99 57.90
Arizona State University 95.00132.13 624.91 757.04
129.74 459.10 588.84
106.00 61.6971.39 65.3970.68 99 69.70
Auburn University 90.00104.00 40.1562.61 41.7661.98 99 53.62
Babson College 94.00104.00 47.8681.05 49.7777.81 96 66.56
143.21 530.95 674.16Bard College 94.00106.00 55.0269.76 58.3269.06 99 65.38
124.92 411.36 536.28Bentley University 97.00104.00 42.4867.46 44.1863.41 94 56.91
110.93 422.40 533.33Boston University 86.00106.00 42.6063.55 45.1663.55 100 54.83
114.30 443.61 557.91Bucknell University 97.00106.00 44.0270.44 46.6666.92 95 58.12
134.97 541.02 675.99 86.00107.00 55.2871.33 59.1570.62 99 66.26
87.95 408.35 496.30108.00 41.7246.30 45.0645.84 99 46.81
130.34 518.88 649.22Carnegie Mellon University 98.00103.00 51.5864.27 53.1364.27 100 58.99
143.42 577.39 720.81Chatham University 95.00104.00 59.9987.86 62.3986.98 99 77.05
135.66 596.41 732.07Colby College 99.00105.00 60.0286.32 63.0278.55 91 75.65
106.74 581.68 688.42Colgate University 99.00105.00 59.6265.55 62.6062.93 96 65.69
102.90 539.03 641.93Colorado College 90.00106.00 56.9868.15 60.4062.02 91 65.36
144.75 638.15 782.90Colorado State University 99.00106.00 67.8596.43 71.9295.47 99 85.29
130.13 488.93 619.06Columbia University 96.00103.00 49.1482.01 50.6181.19 99 67.06
140.38 572.73 713.11Cornell University 99.00106.00 57.0877.46 60.5176.69 99 70.27
129.98 623.81 753.79Dickinson College 99.00106.00 60.4382.97 64.0675.50 91 74.24
108.41 359.31 467.72Earlham College 88.00
87.00
103.00 48.5258.56 49.9853.29 91 54.35
119.34 439.72 559.06Elon University 94.00104.00 37.9461.92 39.4656.35 91 50.16
134.99 525.95 660.94Furman University 97.00
135.45 568.94 704.39 94.00
106.00 47.0688.83 49.8885.28 96 69.25
144.40 607.82 752.22Green Mountain College 99.00104.00 65.5883.93 65.0883.09 99 76.45
96.72 432.23 519.95Knox College 104.00 41.7855.95 43.4550.91 91 49.88
Lafayette College 105.00 38.0256.15 39.9253.90 96 47.62
Lakehead University 104.00 28.3250.51 29.4540.10 99 36.94
Lehigh University 103.00 38.0729.94 39.2129.64 99 36.75
123.33 518.30 641.63Hampshire College
Guilford College 90.00105.00 50.4049.53 52.9239.63 78 51.15
Haverford College 91.00103.00 55.4840.01 57.1436.41 91 49.24
105.00 48.1250.53 57.1460.69 99 57.61
Illinois Central College 106.00 35.1825.22 37.2925.22 100 30.95
Joliet Junior College 105.00 44.7829.17 47.0222.75 78 40.74
Juniata College 105.00 16.5033.38 17.3233.05 99 25.19
Keene State College 104.00 41.1068.18 42.7465.45 96 55.20
Illinois State University 103.00 40.5559.71 41.7756.13 94 50.73
George Mason University 91.00107.00 57.5661.59 49.8873.26 99 68.78
Goshen College 87.00107.00 42.8050.08 45.8044.57 89 48.98
Goucher College 93.00104.00 35.5256.59 36.9456.02 99 46.71
George Brown College 103.00 43.4048.79 44.7046.86 94 48.37
Florida State University 81.00105.00 52.4964.18 55.1164.18 100 61.36
146.89 571.78 718.67Emory University 96.00106.00 60.0678.38 63.6678.38 100 72.34
Dension University 94.00106.00 55.8274.64 59.1767.92 91 67.30
Dalhousie University 103.00 60.0975.17 61.8974.42 99 70.82
98.69 324.22 422.91Creighton University 88.00
133.56 490.49 624.05Dartmouth College 95.00
43.59 276.97 320.56Drexel University 84.00
144.40 569.47 713.87Duke University 97.00
77.68 127.94 205.62Eckerd College 77.00
83.90 466.97 550.87Frostburg State University 93.00
76.86 430.60 507.46Gonzaga University 94.00
131.40 528.66 660.06Iowa State University 99.00
78.00
77.00
93.99 284.25 378.24Kent State University
26.56 364.97 391.53
89.0073.63 443.52 517.15
Macalester College 105.00 54.2774.69 56.9867.96 91 66.99
MacEwan University 104.00 45.2548.60 47.0646.66 96 49.29
92.00 32.4062.34 29.8147.38 76 47.07
105.00 39.0849.45 41.0345.00 91 45.77
Maryville College 103.00 31.9665.96 32.9263.32 96 49.84
94.00119.86 588.53 708.39
Miami University 105.00 54.1066.85 56.8166.18 99 63.50 88.0082.60 409.18 491.78
Middlebury College 104.00 63.6974.97 66.2474.97 100 72.61 99.00133.66 645.42 779.08
Mills College 102.00 42.5349.68 43.3849.18 99 46.98 92.00107.37 395.19 502.56
Muhlenberg College 106.00 32.1750.10 34.1050.10 100 41.68 84.00111.43 426.75 538.18
Ohio University 105.00 43.6459.45 45.8258.86 99 54.34 95.00104.22 474.51 578.73
Oregon State University 105.00 58.2684.47 61.1783.63 99 73.40 96.00
96.00
132.20 552.89 685.09
Pittsburg State University 105.00 35.3653.92 37.1353.92 100 45.80
Pitzer College 107.00 53.3275.68 57.0568.87 91 66.85 76.00
Pomona College 107.00 58.2972.58 62.3769.68 96 68.35 98.00
Pacic Luthern University 65.30 338.09 403.39
Plymouth State University 102.56 409.12 511.68
123.36 575.95 699.31
Portland State University 104.00 56.6174.57 58.8773.82 99 68.67 98.00135.06 601.93 736.99
Saint John’s University 105.00 43.1258.01 45.2855.69 96 51.25
Saint Joseph’s College - ME 103.00 23.8845.87 24.8345.87 100 35.35
90.00113.84 435.51 549.35
Saint Louis University 103.00 42.9048.62 44.1948.13 99 48.61 85.00106.97 446.20 553.17
Santa Clara University 106.00 53.4281.14 56.6280.33 99 70.14 98.00125.31 545.48 670.79
Smith College 106.00 45.7062.45 48.4459.95 96 56.23 99.00114.13 525.39 639.52
St. John’s University 104.00 62.7769.01 65.2869.01 100 68.15 97.0056.90 277.39 334.29
Stanford University 107.00 59.6783.53 63.8583.53 100 74.63
106.00 61.6265.23 65.3264.58 99 66.64
99.00131.43 595.73 727.16
Temple University 105.00 33.2443.14 34.9043.14 100 40.33 93.0095.86 400.82 496.68
Texas A&M University 103.00 48.7658.54 50.2257.95 99 54.63 94.00103.26 486.08 589.34
Tufts University 106.00 49.7062.79 52.6862.79 100 57.39 93.00120.94 476.29 597.23
Unity College 103.00 44.8784.76 46.2275.44 89 66.59
104.00 17.8158.71 18.5258.12 99 39.01
96.00141.02 483.22 624.24
University of Arkansas 105.00 33.2263.24 34.8863.24 100 48.82 90.00
University of Connecticut 98.00
80.00
University of Arizona 93.00130.49 571.07 701.56
112.72 640.93 753.65
Universidad de Moneterrey 106.00 22.8447.98 24.2145.10 94 35.36
University at Albany 104.00 56.9374.54 59.2170.07 94 68.58
University at Bualo 105.00 58.5666.26 61.4966.26 100 65.57
94.00
Tulane University 104.00 36.6571.54 38.1271.54 100 56.83 74.00
The Ohio State University 106.00 58.4482.50 61.9582.50 100 73.53
Thompson Rivers University 105.00 56.7280.39 59.5679.59 99 71.58
Translyvania University 103.00 35.7144.13 36.7542.36 96 40.58
93.00
93.80 453.81 547.61
Sterling College 104.00 57.2587.00 59.5487.00 100 75.27 123.45 495.72 619.17





Southwestern University 105.00 42.8149.25 44.9544.82 91 48.19 94.00
Southern Oregon University 96.00113.67 488.14 601.81
Spelman College 93.0090.99 367.06 458.05
79.05 398.63 477.68
Simon Fraser University 105.00 55.9374.03 58.7373.29 99 67.01
Slippery Rock University 104.00 51.3854.79 53.4454.79 100 54.12 91.00
Seattle University 105.00 56.3980.16 59.2179.36 99 71.29




Rice University 106.00 46.1665.25 48.9364.60 99 58.49 134.96 536.79 671.75
Roosevelt University 106.00 36.8140.86 39.0240.45 99 40.54
Purdue University 97.00131.94 352.75 484.69




Princeton University 106.00 54.7755.19 58.0654.64 99 58.08
Principia College 104.00 46.5953.39 48.4551.25 96 51.85
90.00
124.52 565.98 690.50
Oklahoma State University 106.00 35.4455.64 37.5755.64 100 46.14 115.35 406.41 521.76
Northern Arizona University 107.00 47.8177.89 51.1677.89 100 65.60 96.00
92.0093.26 362.27 455.53
Missouri State University 105.00 53.1544.18 55.8143.74 99 51.78
Mohawk College 103.00 53.9164.38 55.5363.74 99 60.24
106.00 54.8170.88 58.1070.88 100 65.87
Mount Holyoke College
84.00105.47 670.48 775.95Oberlin College
91.00113.28 450.38 563.66Occidental College
85.43 520.28 605.71
Michigan State University 107.00 45.6965.26 48.8965.26 100 57.25 72.00
77.00127.85 480.78 608.63
LIU Post 106.00 36.5449.60 38.7349.10 99 45.20
Loyalist College 105.00 26.9739.76 28.3231.01 78 33.15
Loyola University Chicago 106.00 56.1769.16 59.5468.47 99 65.70
78.55 292.90 371.45
Lewis & Clark College 99.00106.64 655.91 762.55
89.00
93.00
Luther College 105.00 41.4052.02 43.4752.02 100 47.51 90.00
115.34 511.28 626.62
Kenyon College
128.57 557.12 685.69Harvard College 99.00
Concordia University 103.00 30.7258.20 31.6457.62 99 45.08
108.06 296.06 404.12College of Charleston 88.00
146.90 600.00 746.90College of the Atlantic 98.00
Clarkson University 88.00104.00 51.9674.69 54.0470.21 94 67.02
Coastal Carolina University 91.00104.00 45.8152.86 47.6452.33 99 50.73
88.26 493.37 581.63Champlain College 97.00
Calvin College 105.00 32.7070.03 34.3362.33 89 51.82
Camosun College 102.00 41.6148.43 42.4436.81 76 46.40
104.00 46.5857.50 48.4443.70 76 54.08
Carleton College
48.56 205.28 253.84California College of the Arts
California State University,
Channel Islands
131.41 574.32 705.73 98.00
108.45 525.28 633.73 94.00











103.00 36.8244.18 37.9234.46 78 41.33Central New Mexico
Community College
113.04 465.97 579.01Brandeis University 89.00
95.06 427.62 522.68Brown University 92.00
43.06 341.78 384.84Binghamton University
Berea College 92.00105.00 51.2148.28 53.7746.35 96 50.82
Bowdoin College 91.00105.00 51.7061.88 54.2956.31 91 59.04
Black Hills State University 105.00 33.4257.92 35.0957.34 99 46.72
Beloit College 81.00107.00 36.7464.85 39.3159.01 91 50.68
93.67 231.72 325.39Belmont University 104.00 51.6383.01 53.6983.01 100 69.35
103.19 347.82 451.01Baylor College 105.00 34.0968.42 35.7967.74 99 51.77
Ball State University 97.00103.00 49.0278.42 50.4977.64 99 66.69
105.00 39.1161.63 41.0761.63 100 52.10Eastern Connecticut State
University
95.00104.00 48.2586.48 50.1885.62 99 68.74Florida Gulf Coast
University
105.00 52.9578.56 55.6078.56 100 68.76George Washington
University
120.43 570.96 691.39 95.00105.00 56.2169.77 59.0269.07 99 66.05Grand Valley State
University




103.00 30.4838.08 31.3929.70 78 35.38Johnson County
Community College










105.00 57.9169.35 60.8168.66 99 66.74 97.00Pennsylvania State
University
96.00 51.3950.99 49.3339.77 78 52.41Raritan Valley Community
College
88.00 46.6946.09 41.0930.42 66 48.34Richland Community
College




Sewanee - The University of 
the South
89.00Southern Connecticut State 
University
State University of New
York at Cortland
103.00 35.6840.47 36.7540.07 99 38.80State University of New
York at Fredonia
105.00 44.1942.01 46.4041.59 99 46.00State University of New
York at New Paltz
98.00 42.4146.79 41.5646.32 99 47.46Stevens Institute of
Technology






105.00 65.9077.59 69.2076.81 99 75.01





131.57 655.89 787.46 98.00University of California,
Davis










123.13 612.89 736.02 98.00106.00 65.1170.36 69.0270.36 100 71.02University of California,
Santa Barbara
117.72 562.60 680.32 97.00107.00 67.7070.84 72.4470.13 99 72.60University of California,
Santa Cruz




University of Dayton 86.0082.23 390.37 472.60
University of Florida 96.00119.53 535.82 655.35
University of Louisville 94.00115.60 499.67 615.27
University of Denver 89.00
96.00105.00 53.2673.34 55.9273.34 100 65.82
105.00 42.0262.11 44.1261.49 99 52.81
University of Houston 86.00106.00 49.4775.64 82.4474.88 99 65.35
University of Kansas 87.00105.00 35.8665.41 37.6564.76 99 51.71
105.00 54.4669.89 57.1869.19 99 65.19
University of Missouri 93.00125.77 549.85 675.62
139.48 466.71 606.19
106.00 54.1671.69 57.4171.69 100 65.93
University of Mount Union 87.00123.38 377.55 500.93
94.70 338.80 433.50
104.00 33.9062.06 35.2659.58 96 48.88
University of North Dakota 88.28 445.28 533.56
University of Pennsylvania 113.68 606.05 719.73
University of Pittsburgh 118.61 488.95 607.56
University of North Texas 96.00
94.00
University of San Diego 131.95 469.65 601.60 97.00
University of South Florida 148.32 604.75 753.07 96.00
University of Texas at Dallas 27.44 119.80 147.24 86.00
University of the Pacic 131.37 571.07 702.44 96.00




108.00 42.4464.22 45.8464.22 100 55.48
University of Richmond 92.00104.00 45.1160.38 46.9157.96 96 55.46
University of South Carolina 97.00105.00 35.6877.39 37.4676.62 99 57.04
University of Texas at Austin 91.00104.00 50.5960.79 52.6160.79 100 56.70
University of Victoria 98.00105.00 64.1662.12 67.3760.26 97 66.44
University of West Georgia 104.00 29.5631.09 30.7430.78 99 31.41
University of Winnipeg 104.00 49.2962.54 51.2661.91 99 58.86
University of Virginia 97.00106.00 54.4869.60 57.7569.60 100 65.06
Vanderbilt University 94.00
University of Rochester 104.00 37.7762.98 39.2862.98 100 52.63
University of Saskatchewan 105.00 41.5440.55 43.6240.14 99 43.88
University of Manitoba 104.00 41.2058.37 42.8557.79 99 52.56
University of Michigan 104.00 50.7283.38 52.7583.38 100 70.07
105.00 53.8476.60 56.5375.83 99 68.18
University of Kentucky 106.00 38.6748.38 40.9948.38 100 45.25
110.28 502.74 613.02 94.00103.00 47.2751.62 48.6951.62 100 52.40
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs
University of Illinois at
Chicago
136.67 550.75 687.42 96.00106.00 53.7576.56 56.9775.79 99 68.06University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
136.87 577.14 714.01 99.00University of Maryland,
College Park
105.74 503.10 608.84 94.00University of Minnesota,
Duluth




105.00 56.4680.27 59.2873.05 91 70.84 137.22 566.41 703.63 97.00University of Minnesota,
Morris
104.00 56.8269.68 59.0969.68 100 66.39 98.00University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities
105.00 30.9243.15 32.4740.56 94 37.45 88.00University of Nebraska at
Omaha
104.00 41.8253.36 43.4952.83 99 49.40 89.00University of Nebraska-
Lincoln
128.84 611.58 740.42105.00 59.9573.81 62.9573.07 99 70.01 95.00University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
101.59 536.29 637.88105.00 58.0874.96 60.9874.21 99 69.60 93.00University of North
Carolina, Greensboro
103.00 29.1347.48 30.0047.48 100 38.93University of North
Carolina, Pembroke
104.00 32.1567.33 33.4467.33 100 50.39University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley
106.00 67.5780.78 71.6280.78 100 77.47University of Washnigton,
Seattle
109.89 505.11 615.00 84.00
95.87 523.80 619.67 92.00
104.00 45.4853.35 47.3052.82 99 51.80University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay
104.00 45.7761.77 47.6061.15 99 54.65





123.22 663.69 786.91 95.00University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
106.00 53.1575.47 56.3474.72 99 67.21 124.95 502.09 627.01 98.00University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
103.00 36.9463.80 38.0563.80 100 51.18University of Wisconsin-
Stout
104.00 55.2058.49 57.4156.15 96 59.90 116.66 599.37 716.03University of Wisconsin-
River Falls
107.00 46.2642.53 49.5042.10 99 45.35





105.00 43.0367.31 45.1866.64 99 55.91Vilanova University 94.00
137.89 464.69 602.58
91.18 439.25 530.43
101.00 48.8983.59 49.3876.07 91 67.20Wartburg College
105.73 311.91 417.34106.00 34.4244.68 36.4944.23 99 40.16Weber State University
106.00 46.5759.35 49.3656.98 96 53.71Wellesley College
106.00 42.8567.49 45.4264.79 96 55.66
105.00 47.9049.85 50.3049.35 99 51.83
Wells College
105.00 46.9265.05 49.2765.05 100 56.88Wake Forest University




106.00 45.2052.95 47.9152.95 100 51.95Virginia Commonwealth
University
95.00
109.04 408.64 517.68 97.00
94.00
104.00 57.3371.21 59.6271.21 100 67.42Western University 90.00
107.00 41.3056.34 44.1952.96 94 49.31Westminster College
104.00 50.9053.05 52.9452.52 99 53.99Wilfred Laurier University
92.00
98.11 479.24 577.35Wesleyan University 95.00
Washington State
University, Pullman




107.00 51.8573.64 55.4872.90 99 65.57 120.33 479.11 599.44
101.65 389.31 490.96
104.00 43.7047.78 45.4543.48 91 47.51Williams College 93.0095.60 494.31 589.91




105.00 28.3545.14 29.7745.14 100 37.27 75.00Western State Colorado
University
105.00 41.4966.90 43.5666.23 99 56.90 96.00Worcester Polytechnic
Institute
106.00 28.1563.22 29.8462.59 99 48.00University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
99.00106.00 53.6775.18 56.8974.43 99 67.34University of New
Hampshire
103.00 45.4168.97 46.7768.28 99 58.11 95.00University of Missouri,
Kansas City
105.00 45.1661.27 47.4257.59 94 53.85University of massachusetts
Lowell
105.00 41.0053.26 43.0551.13 96 49.78Sheridan Institute of 
Technology and Advanced
Learning
State University of New
York College of 
Environmental Science and 
Forestry















































































































































































































97.00142.72 576.77 719.49105.00 57.3690.99 60.2390.99 100 77.24
Aquinas College 95.00116.69 451.91 568.60106.00 40.1574.56 42.5673.81 99 57.90
Arizona State University 95.00132.13 624.91 757.04
129.74 459.10 588.84
106.00 61.6971.39 65.3970.68 99 69.70
Auburn University 90.00104.00 40.1562.61 41.7661.98 99 53.62
Babson College 94.00104.00 47.8681.05 49.7777.81 96 66.56
143.21 530.95 674.16Bard College 94.00106.00 55.0269.76 58.3269.06 99 65.38
124.92 411.36 536.28Bentley University 97.00104.00 42.4867.46 44.1863.41 94 56.91
110.93 422.40 533.33Boston University 86.00106.00 42.6063.55 45.1663.55 100 54.83
114.30 443.61 557.91Bucknell University 97.00106.00 44.0270.44 46.6666.92 95 58.12
134.97 541.02 675.99 86.00107.00 55.2871.33 59.1570.62 99 66.26
87.95 408.35 496.30108.00 41.7246.30 45.0645.84 99 46.81
130.34 518.88 649.22Carnegie Mellon University 98.00103.00 51.5864.27 53.1364.27 100 58.99
143.42 577.39 720.81Chatham University 95.00104.00 59.9987.86 62.3986.98 99 77.05
135.66 596.41 732.07Colby College 99.00105.00 60.0286.32 63.0278.55 91 75.65
106.74 581.68 688.42Colgate University 99.00105.00 59.6265.55 62.6062.93 96 65.69
102.90 539.03 641.93Colorado College 90.00106.00 56.9868.15 60.4062.02 91 65.36
144.75 638.15 782.90Colorado State University 99.00106.00 67.8596.43 71.9295.47 99 85.29
130.13 488.93 619.06Columbia University 96.00103.00 49.1482.01 50.6181.19 99 67.06
140.38 572.73 713.11Cornell University 99.00106.00 57.0877.46 60.5176.69 99 70.27
129.98 623.81 753.79Dickinson College 99.00106.00 60.4382.97 64.0675.50 91 74.24
108.41 359.31 467.72Earlham College 88.00
87.00
103.00 48.5258.56 49.9853.29 91 54.35
119.34 439.72 559.06Elon University 94.00104.00 37.9461.92 39.4656.35 91 50.16
134.99 525.95 660.94Furman University 97.00
135.45 568.94 704.39 94.00
106.00 47.0688.83 49.8885.28 96 69.25
144.40 607.82 752.22Green Mountain College 99.00104.00 65.5883.93 65.0883.09 99 76.45
96.72 432.23 519.95Knox College 104.00 41.7855.95 43.4550.91 91 49.88
Lafayette College 105.00 38.0256.15 39.9253.90 96 47.62
Lakehead University 104.00 28.3250.51 29.4540.10 99 36.94
Lehigh University 103.00 38.0729.94 39.2129.64 99 36.75
123.33 518.30 641.63Hampshire College
Guilford College 90.00105.00 50.4049.53 52.9239.63 78 51.15
Haverford College 91.00103.00 55.4840.01 57.1436.41 91 49.24
105.00 48.1250.53 57.1460.69 99 57.61
Illinois Central College 106.00 35.1825.22 37.2925.22 100 30.95
Joliet Junior College 105.00 44.7829.17 47.0222.75 78 40.74
Juniata College 105.00 16.5033.38 17.3233.05 99 25.19
Keene State College 104.00 41.1068.18 42.7465.45 96 55.20
Illinois State University 103.00 40.5559.71 41.7756.13 94 50.73
George Mason University 91.00107.00 57.5661.59 49.8873.26 99 68.78
Goshen College 87.00107.00 42.8050.08 45.8044.57 89 48.98
Goucher College 93.00104.00 35.5256.59 36.9456.02 99 46.71
George Brown College 103.00 43.4048.79 44.7046.86 94 48.37
Florida State University 81.00105.00 52.4964.18 55.1164.18 100 61.36
146.89 571.78 718.67Emory University 96.00106.00 60.0678.38 63.6678.38 100 72.34
Dension University 94.00106.00 55.8274.64 59.1767.92 91 67.30
Dalhousie University 103.00 60.0975.17 61.8974.42 99 70.82
98.69 324.22 422.91Creighton University 88.00
133.56 490.49 624.05Dartmouth College 95.00
43.59 276.97 320.56Drexel University 84.00
144.40 569.47 713.87Duke University 97.00
77.68 127.94 205.62Eckerd College 77.00
83.90 466.97 550.87Frostburg State University 93.00
76.86 430.60 507.46Gonzaga University 94.00
131.40 528.66 660.06Iowa State University 99.00
78.00
77.00
93.99 284.25 378.24Kent State University
26.56 364.97 391.53
89.0073.63 443.52 517.15
Macalester College 105.00 54.2774.69 56.9867.96 91 66.99
MacEwan University 104.00 45.2548.60 47.0646.66 96 49.29
92.00 32.4062.34 29.8147.38 76 47.07
105.00 39.0849.45 41.0345.00 91 45.77
Maryville College 103.00 31.9665.96 32.9263.32 96 49.84
94.00119.86 588.53 708.39
Miami University 105.00 54.1066.85 56.8166.18 99 63.50 88.0082.60 409.18 491.78
Middlebury College 104.00 63.6974.97 66.2474.97 100 72.61 99.00133.66 645.42 779.08
Mills College 102.00 42.5349.68 43.3849.18 99 46.98 92.00107.37 395.19 502.56
Muhlenberg College 106.00 32.1750.10 34.1050.10 100 41.68 84.00111.43 426.75 538.18
Ohio University 105.00 43.6459.45 45.8258.86 99 54.34 95.00104.22 474.51 578.73
Oregon State University 105.00 58.2684.47 61.1783.63 99 73.40 96.00
96.00
132.20 552.89 685.09
Pittsburg State University 105.00 35.3653.92 37.1353.92 100 45.80
Pitzer College 107.00 53.3275.68 57.0568.87 91 66.85 76.00
Pomona College 107.00 58.2972.58 62.3769.68 96 68.35 98.00
Pacic Luthern University 65.30 338.09 403.39
Plymouth State University 102.56 409.12 511.68
123.36 575.95 699.31
Portland State University 104.00 56.6174.57 58.8773.82 99 68.67 98.00135.06 601.93 736.99
Saint John’s University 105.00 43.1258.01 45.2855.69 96 51.25
Saint Joseph’s College - ME 103.00 23.8845.87 24.8345.87 100 35.35
90.00113.84 435.51 549.35
Saint Louis University 103.00 42.9048.62 44.1948.13 99 48.61 85.00106.97 446.20 553.17
Santa Clara University 106.00 53.4281.14 56.6280.33 99 70.14 98.00125.31 545.48 670.79
Smith College 106.00 45.7062.45 48.4459.95 96 56.23 99.00114.13 525.39 639.52
St. John’s University 104.00 62.7769.01 65.2869.01 100 68.15 97.0056.90 277.39 334.29
Stanford University 107.00 59.6783.53 63.8583.53 100 74.63
106.00 61.6265.23 65.3264.58 99 66.64
99.00131.43 595.73 727.16
Temple University 105.00 33.2443.14 34.9043.14 100 40.33 93.0095.86 400.82 496.68
Texas A&M University 103.00 48.7658.54 50.2257.95 99 54.63 94.00103.26 486.08 589.34
Tufts University 106.00 49.7062.79 52.6862.79 100 57.39 93.00120.94 476.29 597.23
Unity College 103.00 44.8784.76 46.2275.44 89 66.59
104.00 17.8158.71 18.5258.12 99 39.01
96.00141.02 483.22 624.24
University of Arkansas 105.00 33.2263.24 34.8863.24 100 48.82 90.00
University of Connecticut 98.00
80.00
University of Arizona 93.00130.49 571.07 701.56
112.72 640.93 753.65
Universidad de Moneterrey 106.00 22.8447.98 24.2145.10 94 35.36
University at Albany 104.00 56.9374.54 59.2170.07 94 68.58
University at Bualo 105.00 58.5666.26 61.4966.26 100 65.57
94.00
Tulane University 104.00 36.6571.54 38.1271.54 100 56.83 74.00
The Ohio State University 106.00 58.4482.50 61.9582.50 100 73.53
Thompson Rivers University 105.00 56.7280.39 59.5679.59 99 71.58
Translyvania University 103.00 35.7144.13 36.7542.36 96 40.58
93.00
93.80 453.81 547.61
Sterling College 104.00 57.2587.00 59.5487.00 100 75.27 123.45 495.72 619.17





Southwestern University 105.00 42.8149.25 44.9544.82 91 48.19 94.00
Southern Oregon University 96.00113.67 488.14 601.81
Spelman College 93.0090.99 367.06 458.05
79.05 398.63 477.68
Simon Fraser University 105.00 55.9374.03 58.7373.29 99 67.01
Slippery Rock University 104.00 51.3854.79 53.4454.79 100 54.12 91.00
Seattle University 105.00 56.3980.16 59.2179.36 99 71.29




Rice University 106.00 46.1665.25 48.9364.60 99 58.49 134.96 536.79 671.75
Roosevelt University 106.00 36.8140.86 39.0240.45 99 40.54
Purdue University 97.00131.94 352.75 484.69




Princeton University 106.00 54.7755.19 58.0654.64 99 58.08
Principia College 104.00 46.5953.39 48.4551.25 96 51.85
90.00
124.52 565.98 690.50
Oklahoma State University 106.00 35.4455.64 37.5755.64 100 46.14 115.35 406.41 521.76
Northern Arizona University 107.00 47.8177.89 51.1677.89 100 65.60 96.00
92.0093.26 362.27 455.53
Missouri State University 105.00 53.1544.18 55.8143.74 99 51.78
Mohawk College 103.00 53.9164.38 55.5363.74 99 60.24
106.00 54.8170.88 58.1070.88 100 65.87
Mount Holyoke College
84.00105.47 670.48 775.95Oberlin College
91.00113.28 450.38 563.66Occidental College
85.43 520.28 605.71
Michigan State University 107.00 45.6965.26 48.8965.26 100 57.25 72.00
77.00127.85 480.78 608.63
LIU Post 106.00 36.5449.60 38.7349.10 99 45.20
Loyalist College 105.00 26.9739.76 28.3231.01 78 33.15
Loyola University Chicago 106.00 56.1769.16 59.5468.47 99 65.70
78.55 292.90 371.45
Lewis & Clark College 99.00106.64 655.91 762.55
89.00
93.00
Luther College 105.00 41.4052.02 43.4752.02 100 47.51 90.00
115.34 511.28 626.62
Kenyon College
128.57 557.12 685.69Harvard College 99.00
Concordia University 103.00 30.7258.20 31.6457.62 99 45.08
108.06 296.06 404.12College of Charleston 88.00
146.90 600.00 746.90College of the Atlantic 98.00
Clarkson University 88.00104.00 51.9674.69 54.0470.21 94 67.02
Coastal Carolina University 91.00104.00 45.8152.86 47.6452.33 99 50.73
88.26 493.37 581.63Champlain College 97.00
Calvin College 105.00 32.7070.03 34.3362.33 89 51.82
Camosun College 102.00 41.6148.43 42.4436.81 76 46.40
104.00 46.5857.50 48.4443.70 76 54.08
Carleton College
48.56 205.28 253.84California College of the Arts
California State University,
Channel Islands
131.41 574.32 705.73 98.00
108.45 525.28 633.73 94.00











103.00 36.8244.18 37.9234.46 78 41.33Central New Mexico
Community College
113.04 465.97 579.01Brandeis University 89.00
95.06 427.62 522.68Brown University 92.00
43.06 341.78 384.84Binghamton University
Berea College 92.00105.00 51.2148.28 53.7746.35 96 50.82
Bowdoin College 91.00105.00 51.7061.88 54.2956.31 91 59.04
Black Hills State University 105.00 33.4257.92 35.0957.34 99 46.72
Beloit College 81.00107.00 36.7464.85 39.3159.01 91 50.68
93.67 231.72 325.39Belmont University 104.00 51.6383.01 53.6983.01 100 69.35
103.19 347.82 451.01Baylor College 105.00 34.0968.42 35.7967.74 99 51.77
Ball State University 97.00103.00 49.0278.42 50.4977.64 99 66.69
105.00 39.1161.63 41.0761.63 100 52.10Eastern Connecticut State
University
95.00104.00 48.2586.48 50.1885.62 99 68.74Florida Gulf Coast
University
105.00 52.9578.56 55.6078.56 100 68.76George Washington
University
120.43 570.96 691.39 95.00105.00 56.2169.77 59.0269.07 99 66.05Grand Valley State
University




103.00 30.4838.08 31.3929.70 78 35.38Johnson County
Community College










105.00 57.9169.35 60.8168.66 99 66.74 97.00Pennsylvania State
University
96.00 51.3950.99 49.3339.77 78 52.41Raritan Valley Community
College
88.00 46.6946.09 41.0930.42 66 48.34Richland Community
College




Sewanee - The University of 
the South
89.00Southern Connecticut State 
University
State University of New
York at Cortland
103.00 35.6840.47 36.7540.07 99 38.80State University of New
York at Fredonia
105.00 44.1942.01 46.4041.59 99 46.00State University of New
York at New Paltz
98.00 42.4146.79 41.5646.32 99 47.46Stevens Institute of
Technology






105.00 65.9077.59 69.2076.81 99 75.01





131.57 655.89 787.46 98.00University of California,
Davis










123.13 612.89 736.02 98.00106.00 65.1170.36 69.0270.36 100 71.02University of California,
Santa Barbara
117.72 562.60 680.32 97.00107.00 67.7070.84 72.4470.13 99 72.60University of California,
Santa Cruz




University of Dayton 86.0082.23 390.37 472.60
University of Florida 96.00119.53 535.82 655.35
University of Louisville 94.00115.60 499.67 615.27
University of Denver 89.00
96.00105.00 53.2673.34 55.9273.34 100 65.82
105.00 42.0262.11 44.1261.49 99 52.81
University of Houston 86.00106.00 49.4775.64 82.4474.88 99 65.35
University of Kansas 87.00105.00 35.8665.41 37.6564.76 99 51.71
105.00 54.4669.89 57.1869.19 99 65.19
University of Missouri 93.00125.77 549.85 675.62
139.48 466.71 606.19
106.00 54.1671.69 57.4171.69 100 65.93
University of Mount Union 87.00123.38 377.55 500.93
94.70 338.80 433.50
104.00 33.9062.06 35.2659.58 96 48.88
University of North Dakota 88.28 445.28 533.56
University of Pennsylvania 113.68 606.05 719.73
University of Pittsburgh 118.61 488.95 607.56
University of North Texas 96.00
94.00
University of San Diego 131.95 469.65 601.60 97.00
University of South Florida 148.32 604.75 753.07 96.00
University of Texas at Dallas 27.44 119.80 147.24 86.00
University of the Pacic 131.37 571.07 702.44 96.00




108.00 42.4464.22 45.8464.22 100 55.48
University of Richmond 92.00104.00 45.1160.38 46.9157.96 96 55.46
University of South Carolina 97.00105.00 35.6877.39 37.4676.62 99 57.04
University of Texas at Austin 91.00104.00 50.5960.79 52.6160.79 100 56.70
University of Victoria 98.00105.00 64.1662.12 67.3760.26 97 66.44
University of West Georgia 104.00 29.5631.09 30.7430.78 99 31.41
University of Winnipeg 104.00 49.2962.54 51.2661.91 99 58.86
University of Virginia 97.00106.00 54.4869.60 57.7569.60 100 65.06
Vanderbilt University 94.00
University of Rochester 104.00 37.7762.98 39.2862.98 100 52.63
University of Saskatchewan 105.00 41.5440.55 43.6240.14 99 43.88
University of Manitoba 104.00 41.2058.37 42.8557.79 99 52.56
University of Michigan 104.00 50.7283.38 52.7583.38 100 70.07
105.00 53.8476.60 56.5375.83 99 68.18
University of Kentucky 106.00 38.6748.38 40.9948.38 100 45.25
110.28 502.74 613.02 94.00103.00 47.2751.62 48.6951.62 100 52.40
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs
University of Illinois at
Chicago
136.67 550.75 687.42 96.00106.00 53.7576.56 56.9775.79 99 68.06University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
136.87 577.14 714.01 99.00University of Maryland,
College Park
105.74 503.10 608.84 94.00University of Minnesota,
Duluth




105.00 56.4680.27 59.2873.05 91 70.84 137.22 566.41 703.63 97.00University of Minnesota,
Morris
104.00 56.8269.68 59.0969.68 100 66.39 98.00University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities
105.00 30.9243.15 32.4740.56 94 37.45 88.00University of Nebraska at
Omaha
104.00 41.8253.36 43.4952.83 99 49.40 89.00University of Nebraska-
Lincoln
128.84 611.58 740.42105.00 59.9573.81 62.9573.07 99 70.01 95.00University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
101.59 536.29 637.88105.00 58.0874.96 60.9874.21 99 69.60 93.00University of North
Carolina, Greensboro
103.00 29.1347.48 30.0047.48 100 38.93University of North
Carolina, Pembroke
104.00 32.1567.33 33.4467.33 100 50.39University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley
106.00 67.5780.78 71.6280.78 100 77.47University of Washnigton,
Seattle
109.89 505.11 615.00 84.00
95.87 523.80 619.67 92.00
104.00 45.4853.35 47.3052.82 99 51.80University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay
104.00 45.7761.77 47.6061.15 99 54.65





123.22 663.69 786.91 95.00University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
106.00 53.1575.47 56.3474.72 99 67.21 124.95 502.09 627.01 98.00University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
103.00 36.9463.80 38.0563.80 100 51.18University of Wisconsin-
Stout
104.00 55.2058.49 57.4156.15 96 59.90 116.66 599.37 716.03University of Wisconsin-
River Falls
107.00 46.2642.53 49.5042.10 99 45.35





105.00 43.0367.31 45.1866.64 99 55.91Vilanova University 94.00
137.89 464.69 602.58
91.18 439.25 530.43
101.00 48.8983.59 49.3876.07 91 67.20Wartburg College
105.73 311.91 417.34106.00 34.4244.68 36.4944.23 99 40.16Weber State University
106.00 46.5759.35 49.3656.98 96 53.71Wellesley College
106.00 42.8567.49 45.4264.79 96 55.66
105.00 47.9049.85 50.3049.35 99 51.83
Wells College
105.00 46.9265.05 49.2765.05 100 56.88Wake Forest University




106.00 45.2052.95 47.9152.95 100 51.95Virginia Commonwealth
University
95.00
109.04 408.64 517.68 97.00
94.00
104.00 57.3371.21 59.6271.21 100 67.42Western University 90.00
107.00 41.3056.34 44.1952.96 94 49.31Westminster College
104.00 50.9053.05 52.9452.52 99 53.99Wilfred Laurier University
92.00
98.11 479.24 577.35Wesleyan University 95.00
Washington State
University, Pullman




107.00 51.8573.64 55.4872.90 99 65.57 120.33 479.11 599.44
101.65 389.31 490.96
104.00 43.7047.78 45.4543.48 91 47.51Williams College 93.0095.60 494.31 589.91




105.00 28.3545.14 29.7745.14 100 37.27 75.00Western State Colorado
University
105.00 41.4966.90 43.5666.23 99 56.90 96.00Worcester Polytechnic
Institute
106.00 28.1563.22 29.8462.59 99 48.00University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
99.00106.00 53.6775.18 56.8974.43 99 67.34University of New
Hampshire
103.00 45.4168.97 46.7768.28 99 58.11 95.00University of Missouri,
Kansas City
105.00 45.1661.27 47.4257.59 94 53.85University of massachusetts
Lowell
105.00 41.0053.26 43.0551.13 96 49.78Sheridan Institute of 
Technology and Advanced
Learning
State University of New
York College of 
Environmental Science and 
Forestry















































































































































































































97.00142.72 576.77 719.49105.00 57.3690.99 60.2390.99 100 77.24
Aquinas College 95.00116.69 451.91 568.60106.00 40.1574.56 42.5673.81 99 57.90
Arizona State University 95.00132.13 624.91 757.04
129.74 459.10 588.84
106.00 61.6971.39 65.3970.68 99 69.70
Auburn University 90.00104.00 40.1562.61 41.7661.98 99 53.62
Babson College 94.00104.00 47.8681.05 49.7777.81 96 66.56
143.21 530.95 674.16Bard College 94.00106.00 55.0269.76 58.3269.06 99 65.38
124.92 411.36 536.28Bentley University 97.00104.00 42.4867.46 44.1863.41 94 56.91
110.93 422.40 533.33Boston University 86.00106.00 42.6063.55 45.1663.55 100 54.83
114.30 443.61 557.91Bucknell University 97.00106.00 44.0270.44 46.6666.92 95 58.12
134.97 541.02 675.99 86.00107.00 55.2871.33 59.1570.62 99 66.26
87.95 408.35 496.30108.00 41.7246.30 45.0645.84 99 46.81
130.34 518.88 649.22Carnegie Mellon University 98.00103.00 51.5864.27 53.1364.27 100 58.99
143.42 577.39 720.81Chatham University 95.00104.00 59.9987.86 62.3986.98 99 77.05
135.66 596.41 732.07Colby College 99.00105.00 60.0286.32 63.0278.55 91 75.65
106.74 581.68 688.42Colgate University 99.00105.00 59.6265.55 62.6062.93 96 65.69
102.90 539.03 641.93Colorado College 90.00106.00 56.9868.15 60.4062.02 91 65.36
144.75 638.15 782.90Colorado State University 99.00106.00 67.8596.43 71.9295.47 99 85.29
130.13 488.93 619.06Columbia University 96.00103.00 49.1482.01 50.6181.19 99 67.06
140.38 572.73 713.11Cornell University 99.00106.00 57.0877.46 60.5176.69 99 70.27
129.98 623.81 753.79Dickinson College 99.00106.00 60.4382.97 64.0675.50 91 74.24
108.41 359.31 467.72Earlham College 88.00
87.00
103.00 48.5258.56 49.9853.29 91 54.35
119.34 439.72 559.06Elon University 94.00104.00 37.9461.92 39.4656.35 91 50.16
134.99 525.95 660.94Furman University 97.00
135.45 568.94 704.39 94.00
106.00 47.0688.83 49.8885.28 96 69.25
144.40 607.82 752.22Green Mountain College 99.00104.00 65.5883.93 65.0883.09 99 76.45
96.72 432.23 519.95Knox College 104.00 41.7855.95 43.4550.91 91 49.88
Lafayette College 105.00 38.0256.15 39.9253.90 96 47.62
Lakehead University 104.00 28.3250.51 29.4540.10 99 36.94
Lehigh University 103.00 38.0729.94 39.2129.64 99 36.75
123.33 518.30 641.63Hampshire College
Guilford College 90.00105.00 50.4049.53 52.9239.63 78 51.15
Haverford College 91.00103.00 55.4840.01 57.1436.41 91 49.24
105.00 48.1250.53 57.1460.69 99 57.61
Illinois Central College 106.00 35.1825.22 37.2925.22 100 30.95
Joliet Junior College 105.00 44.7829.17 47.0222.75 78 40.74
Juniata College 105.00 16.5033.38 17.3233.05 99 25.19
Keene State College 104.00 41.1068.18 42.7465.45 96 55.20
Illinois State University 103.00 40.5559.71 41.7756.13 94 50.73
George Mason University 91.00107.00 57.5661.59 49.8873.26 99 68.78
Goshen College 87.00107.00 42.8050.08 45.8044.57 89 48.98
Goucher College 93.00104.00 35.5256.59 36.9456.02 99 46.71
George Brown College 103.00 43.4048.79 44.7046.86 94 48.37
Florida State University 81.00105.00 52.4964.18 55.1164.18 100 61.36
146.89 571.78 718.67Emory University 96.00106.00 60.0678.38 63.6678.38 100 72.34
Dension University 94.00106.00 55.8274.64 59.1767.92 91 67.30
Dalhousie University 103.00 60.0975.17 61.8974.42 99 70.82
98.69 324.22 422.91Creighton University 88.00
133.56 490.49 624.05Dartmouth College 95.00
43.59 276.97 320.56Drexel University 84.00
144.40 569.47 713.87Duke University 97.00
77.68 127.94 205.62Eckerd College 77.00
83.90 466.97 550.87Frostburg State University 93.00
76.86 430.60 507.46Gonzaga University 94.00
131.40 528.66 660.06Iowa State University 99.00
78.00
77.00
93.99 284.25 378.24Kent State University
26.56 364.97 391.53
89.0073.63 443.52 517.15
Macalester College 105.00 54.2774.69 56.9867.96 91 66.99
MacEwan University 104.00 45.2548.60 47.0646.66 96 49.29
92.00 32.4062.34 29.8147.38 76 47.07
105.00 39.0849.45 41.0345.00 91 45.77
Maryville College 103.00 31.9665.96 32.9263.32 96 49.84
94.00119.86 588.53 708.39
Miami University 105.00 54.1066.85 56.8166.18 99 63.50 88.0082.60 409.18 491.78
Middlebury College 104.00 63.6974.97 66.2474.97 100 72.61 99.00133.66 645.42 779.08
Mills College 102.00 42.5349.68 43.3849.18 99 46.98 92.00107.37 395.19 502.56
Muhlenberg College 106.00 32.1750.10 34.1050.10 100 41.68 84.00111.43 426.75 538.18
Ohio University 105.00 43.6459.45 45.8258.86 99 54.34 95.00104.22 474.51 578.73
Oregon State University 105.00 58.2684.47 61.1783.63 99 73.40 96.00
96.00
132.20 552.89 685.09
Pittsburg State University 105.00 35.3653.92 37.1353.92 100 45.80
Pitzer College 107.00 53.3275.68 57.0568.87 91 66.85 76.00
Pomona College 107.00 58.2972.58 62.3769.68 96 68.35 98.00
Pacic Luthern University 65.30 338.09 403.39
Plymouth State University 102.56 409.12 511.68
123.36 575.95 699.31
Portland State University 104.00 56.6174.57 58.8773.82 99 68.67 98.00135.06 601.93 736.99
Saint John’s University 105.00 43.1258.01 45.2855.69 96 51.25
Saint Joseph’s College - ME 103.00 23.8845.87 24.8345.87 100 35.35
90.00113.84 435.51 549.35
Saint Louis University 103.00 42.9048.62 44.1948.13 99 48.61 85.00106.97 446.20 553.17
Santa Clara University 106.00 53.4281.14 56.6280.33 99 70.14 98.00125.31 545.48 670.79
Smith College 106.00 45.7062.45 48.4459.95 96 56.23 99.00114.13 525.39 639.52
St. John’s University 104.00 62.7769.01 65.2869.01 100 68.15 97.0056.90 277.39 334.29
Stanford University 107.00 59.6783.53 63.8583.53 100 74.63
106.00 61.6265.23 65.3264.58 99 66.64
99.00131.43 595.73 727.16
Temple University 105.00 33.2443.14 34.9043.14 100 40.33 93.0095.86 400.82 496.68
Texas A&M University 103.00 48.7658.54 50.2257.95 99 54.63 94.00103.26 486.08 589.34
Tufts University 106.00 49.7062.79 52.6862.79 100 57.39 93.00120.94 476.29 597.23
Unity College 103.00 44.8784.76 46.2275.44 89 66.59
104.00 17.8158.71 18.5258.12 99 39.01
96.00141.02 483.22 624.24
University of Arkansas 105.00 33.2263.24 34.8863.24 100 48.82 90.00
University of Connecticut 98.00
80.00
University of Arizona 93.00130.49 571.07 701.56
112.72 640.93 753.65
Universidad de Moneterrey 106.00 22.8447.98 24.2145.10 94 35.36
University at Albany 104.00 56.9374.54 59.2170.07 94 68.58
University at Bualo 105.00 58.5666.26 61.4966.26 100 65.57
94.00
Tulane University 104.00 36.6571.54 38.1271.54 100 56.83 74.00
The Ohio State University 106.00 58.4482.50 61.9582.50 100 73.53
Thompson Rivers University 105.00 56.7280.39 59.5679.59 99 71.58
Translyvania University 103.00 35.7144.13 36.7542.36 96 40.58
93.00
93.80 453.81 547.61
Sterling College 104.00 57.2587.00 59.5487.00 100 75.27 123.45 495.72 619.17





Southwestern University 105.00 42.8149.25 44.9544.82 91 48.19 94.00
Southern Oregon University 96.00113.67 488.14 601.81
Spelman College 93.0090.99 367.06 458.05
79.05 398.63 477.68
Simon Fraser University 105.00 55.9374.03 58.7373.29 99 67.01
Slippery Rock University 104.00 51.3854.79 53.4454.79 100 54.12 91.00
Seattle University 105.00 56.3980.16 59.2179.36 99 71.29




Rice University 106.00 46.1665.25 48.9364.60 99 58.49 134.96 536.79 671.75
Roosevelt University 106.00 36.8140.86 39.0240.45 99 40.54
Purdue University 97.00131.94 352.75 484.69




Princeton University 106.00 54.7755.19 58.0654.64 99 58.08
Principia College 104.00 46.5953.39 48.4551.25 96 51.85
90.00
124.52 565.98 690.50
Oklahoma State University 106.00 35.4455.64 37.5755.64 100 46.14 115.35 406.41 521.76
Northern Arizona University 107.00 47.8177.89 51.1677.89 100 65.60 96.00
92.0093.26 362.27 455.53
Missouri State University 105.00 53.1544.18 55.8143.74 99 51.78
Mohawk College 103.00 53.9164.38 55.5363.74 99 60.24
106.00 54.8170.88 58.1070.88 100 65.87
Mount Holyoke College
84.00105.47 670.48 775.95Oberlin College
91.00113.28 450.38 563.66Occidental College
85.43 520.28 605.71
Michigan State University 107.00 45.6965.26 48.8965.26 100 57.25 72.00
77.00127.85 480.78 608.63
LIU Post 106.00 36.5449.60 38.7349.10 99 45.20
Loyalist College 105.00 26.9739.76 28.3231.01 78 33.15
Loyola University Chicago 106.00 56.1769.16 59.5468.47 99 65.70
78.55 292.90 371.45
Lewis & Clark College 99.00106.64 655.91 762.55
89.00
93.00
Luther College 105.00 41.4052.02 43.4752.02 100 47.51 90.00
115.34 511.28 626.62
Kenyon College
128.57 557.12 685.69Harvard College 99.00
Concordia University 103.00 30.7258.20 31.6457.62 99 45.08
108.06 296.06 404.12College of Charleston 88.00
146.90 600.00 746.90College of the Atlantic 98.00
Clarkson University 88.00104.00 51.9674.69 54.0470.21 94 67.02
Coastal Carolina University 91.00104.00 45.8152.86 47.6452.33 99 50.73
88.26 493.37 581.63Champlain College 97.00
Calvin College 105.00 32.7070.03 34.3362.33 89 51.82
Camosun College 102.00 41.6148.43 42.4436.81 76 46.40
104.00 46.5857.50 48.4443.70 76 54.08
Carleton College
48.56 205.28 253.84California College of the Arts
California State University,
Channel Islands
131.41 574.32 705.73 98.00
108.45 525.28 633.73 94.00











103.00 36.8244.18 37.9234.46 78 41.33Central New Mexico
Community College
113.04 465.97 579.01Brandeis University 89.00
95.06 427.62 522.68Brown University 92.00
43.06 341.78 384.84Binghamton University
Berea College 92.00105.00 51.2148.28 53.7746.35 96 50.82
Bowdoin College 91.00105.00 51.7061.88 54.2956.31 91 59.04
Black Hills State University 105.00 33.4257.92 35.0957.34 99 46.72
Beloit College 81.00107.00 36.7464.85 39.3159.01 91 50.68
93.67 231.72 325.39Belmont University 104.00 51.6383.01 53.6983.01 100 69.35
103.19 347.82 451.01Baylor College 105.00 34.0968.42 35.7967.74 99 51.77
Ball State University 97.00103.00 49.0278.42 50.4977.64 99 66.69
105.00 39.1161.63 41.0761.63 100 52.10Eastern Connecticut State
University
95.00104.00 48.2586.48 50.1885.62 99 68.74Florida Gulf Coast
University
105.00 52.9578.56 55.6078.56 100 68.76George Washington
University
120.43 570.96 691.39 95.00105.00 56.2169.77 59.0269.07 99 66.05Grand Valley State
University




103.00 30.4838.08 31.3929.70 78 35.38Johnson County
Community College










105.00 57.9169.35 60.8168.66 99 66.74 97.00Pennsylvania State
University
96.00 51.3950.99 49.3339.77 78 52.41Raritan Valley Community
College
88.00 46.6946.09 41.0930.42 66 48.34Richland Community
College




Sewanee - The University of 
the South
89.00Southern Connecticut State 
University
State University of New
York at Cortland
103.00 35.6840.47 36.7540.07 99 38.80State University of New
York at Fredonia
105.00 44.1942.01 46.4041.59 99 46.00State University of New
York at New Paltz
98.00 42.4146.79 41.5646.32 99 47.46Stevens Institute of
Technology






105.00 65.9077.59 69.2076.81 99 75.01





131.57 655.89 787.46 98.00University of California,
Davis










123.13 612.89 736.02 98.00106.00 65.1170.36 69.0270.36 100 71.02University of California,
Santa Barbara
117.72 562.60 680.32 97.00107.00 67.7070.84 72.4470.13 99 72.60University of California,
Santa Cruz




University of Dayton 86.0082.23 390.37 472.60
University of Florida 96.00119.53 535.82 655.35
University of Louisville 94.00115.60 499.67 615.27
University of Denver 89.00
96.00105.00 53.2673.34 55.9273.34 100 65.82
105.00 42.0262.11 44.1261.49 99 52.81
University of Houston 86.00106.00 49.4775.64 82.4474.88 99 65.35
University of Kansas 87.00105.00 35.8665.41 37.6564.76 99 51.71
105.00 54.4669.89 57.1869.19 99 65.19
University of Missouri 93.00125.77 549.85 675.62
139.48 466.71 606.19
106.00 54.1671.69 57.4171.69 100 65.93
University of Mount Union 87.00123.38 377.55 500.93
94.70 338.80 433.50
104.00 33.9062.06 35.2659.58 96 48.88
University of North Dakota 88.28 445.28 533.56
University of Pennsylvania 113.68 606.05 719.73
University of Pittsburgh 118.61 488.95 607.56
University of North Texas 96.00
94.00
University of San Diego 131.95 469.65 601.60 97.00
University of South Florida 148.32 604.75 753.07 96.00
University of Texas at Dallas 27.44 119.80 147.24 86.00
University of the Pacic 131.37 571.07 702.44 96.00




108.00 42.4464.22 45.8464.22 100 55.48
University of Richmond 92.00104.00 45.1160.38 46.9157.96 96 55.46
University of South Carolina 97.00105.00 35.6877.39 37.4676.62 99 57.04
University of Texas at Austin 91.00104.00 50.5960.79 52.6160.79 100 56.70
University of Victoria 98.00105.00 64.1662.12 67.3760.26 97 66.44
University of West Georgia 104.00 29.5631.09 30.7430.78 99 31.41
University of Winnipeg 104.00 49.2962.54 51.2661.91 99 58.86
University of Virginia 97.00106.00 54.4869.60 57.7569.60 100 65.06
Vanderbilt University 94.00
University of Rochester 104.00 37.7762.98 39.2862.98 100 52.63
University of Saskatchewan 105.00 41.5440.55 43.6240.14 99 43.88
University of Manitoba 104.00 41.2058.37 42.8557.79 99 52.56
University of Michigan 104.00 50.7283.38 52.7583.38 100 70.07
105.00 53.8476.60 56.5375.83 99 68.18
University of Kentucky 106.00 38.6748.38 40.9948.38 100 45.25
110.28 502.74 613.02 94.00103.00 47.2751.62 48.6951.62 100 52.40
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs
University of Illinois at
Chicago
136.67 550.75 687.42 96.00106.00 53.7576.56 56.9775.79 99 68.06University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
136.87 577.14 714.01 99.00University of Maryland,
College Park
105.74 503.10 608.84 94.00University of Minnesota,
Duluth




105.00 56.4680.27 59.2873.05 91 70.84 137.22 566.41 703.63 97.00University of Minnesota,
Morris
104.00 56.8269.68 59.0969.68 100 66.39 98.00University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities
105.00 30.9243.15 32.4740.56 94 37.45 88.00University of Nebraska at
Omaha
104.00 41.8253.36 43.4952.83 99 49.40 89.00University of Nebraska-
Lincoln
128.84 611.58 740.42105.00 59.9573.81 62.9573.07 99 70.01 95.00University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
101.59 536.29 637.88105.00 58.0874.96 60.9874.21 99 69.60 93.00University of North
Carolina, Greensboro
103.00 29.1347.48 30.0047.48 100 38.93University of North
Carolina, Pembroke
104.00 32.1567.33 33.4467.33 100 50.39University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley
106.00 67.5780.78 71.6280.78 100 77.47University of Washnigton,
Seattle
109.89 505.11 615.00 84.00
95.87 523.80 619.67 92.00
104.00 45.4853.35 47.3052.82 99 51.80University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay
104.00 45.7761.77 47.6061.15 99 54.65





123.22 663.69 786.91 95.00University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
106.00 53.1575.47 56.3474.72 99 67.21 124.95 502.09 627.01 98.00University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
103.00 36.9463.80 38.0563.80 100 51.18University of Wisconsin-
Stout
104.00 55.2058.49 57.4156.15 96 59.90 116.66 599.37 716.03University of Wisconsin-
River Falls
107.00 46.2642.53 49.5042.10 99 45.35





105.00 43.0367.31 45.1866.64 99 55.91Vilanova University 94.00
137.89 464.69 602.58
91.18 439.25 530.43
101.00 48.8983.59 49.3876.07 91 67.20Wartburg College
105.73 311.91 417.34106.00 34.4244.68 36.4944.23 99 40.16Weber State University
106.00 46.5759.35 49.3656.98 96 53.71Wellesley College
106.00 42.8567.49 45.4264.79 96 55.66
105.00 47.9049.85 50.3049.35 99 51.83
Wells College
105.00 46.9265.05 49.2765.05 100 56.88Wake Forest University




106.00 45.2052.95 47.9152.95 100 51.95Virginia Commonwealth
University
95.00
109.04 408.64 517.68 97.00
94.00
104.00 57.3371.21 59.6271.21 100 67.42Western University 90.00
107.00 41.3056.34 44.1952.96 94 49.31Westminster College
104.00 50.9053.05 52.9452.52 99 53.99Wilfred Laurier University
92.00
98.11 479.24 577.35Wesleyan University 95.00
Washington State
University, Pullman




107.00 51.8573.64 55.4872.90 99 65.57 120.33 479.11 599.44
101.65 389.31 490.96
104.00 43.7047.78 45.4543.48 91 47.51Williams College 93.0095.60 494.31 589.91




105.00 28.3545.14 29.7745.14 100 37.27 75.00Western State Colorado
University
105.00 41.4966.90 43.5666.23 99 56.90 96.00Worcester Polytechnic
Institute
106.00 28.1563.22 29.8462.59 99 48.00University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
99.00106.00 53.6775.18 56.8974.43 99 67.34University of New
Hampshire
103.00 45.4168.97 46.7768.28 99 58.11 95.00University of Missouri,
Kansas City
105.00 45.1661.27 47.4257.59 94 53.85University of massachusetts
Lowell
105.00 41.0053.26 43.0551.13 96 49.78Sheridan Institute of 
Technology and Advanced
Learning
State University of New
York College of 
Environmental Science and 
Forestry















































































































































































































97.00142.72 576.77 719.49105.00 57.3690.99 60.2390.99 100 77.24
Aquinas College 95.00116.69 451.91 568.60106.00 40.1574.56 42.5673.81 99 57.90
Arizona State University 95.00132.13 624.91 757.04
129.74 459.10 588.84
106.00 61.6971.39 65.3970.68 99 69.70
Auburn University 90.00104.00 40.1562.61 41.7661.98 99 53.62
Babson College 94.00104.00 47.8681.05 49.7777.81 96 66.56
143.21 530.95 674.16Bard College 94.00106.00 55.0269.76 58.3269.06 99 65.38
124.92 411.36 536.28Bentley University 97.00104.00 42.4867.46 44.1863.41 94 56.91
110.93 422.40 533.33Boston University 86.00106.00 42.6063.55 45.1663.55 100 54.83
114.30 443.61 557.91Bucknell University 97.00106.00 44.0270.44 46.6666.92 95 58.12
134.97 541.02 675.99 86.00107.00 55.2871.33 59.1570.62 99 66.26
87.95 408.35 496.30108.00 41.7246.30 45.0645.84 99 46.81
130.34 518.88 649.22Carnegie Mellon University 98.00103.00 51.5864.27 53.1364.27 100 58.99
143.42 577.39 720.81Chatham University 95.00104.00 59.9987.86 62.3986.98 99 77.05
135.66 596.41 732.07Colby College 99.00105.00 60.0286.32 63.0278.55 91 75.65
106.74 581.68 688.42Colgate University 99.00105.00 59.6265.55 62.6062.93 96 65.69
102.90 539.03 641.93Colorado College 90.00106.00 56.9868.15 60.4062.02 91 65.36
144.75 638.15 782.90Colorado State University 99.00106.00 67.8596.43 71.9295.47 99 85.29
130.13 488.93 619.06Columbia University 96.00103.00 49.1482.01 50.6181.19 99 67.06
140.38 572.73 713.11Cornell University 99.00106.00 57.0877.46 60.5176.69 99 70.27
129.98 623.81 753.79Dickinson College 99.00106.00 60.4382.97 64.0675.50 91 74.24
108.41 359.31 467.72Earlham College 88.00
87.00
103.00 48.5258.56 49.9853.29 91 54.35
119.34 439.72 559.06Elon University 94.00104.00 37.9461.92 39.4656.35 91 50.16
134.99 525.95 660.94Furman University 97.00
135.45 568.94 704.39 94.00
106.00 47.0688.83 49.8885.28 96 69.25
144.40 607.82 752.22Green Mountain College 99.00104.00 65.5883.93 65.0883.09 99 76.45
96.72 432.23 519.95Knox College 104.00 41.7855.95 43.4550.91 91 49.88
Lafayette College 105.00 38.0256.15 39.9253.90 96 47.62
Lakehead University 104.00 28.3250.51 29.4540.10 99 36.94
Lehigh University 103.00 38.0729.94 39.2129.64 99 36.75
123.33 518.30 641.63Hampshire College
Guilford College 90.00105.00 50.4049.53 52.9239.63 78 51.15
Haverford College 91.00103.00 55.4840.01 57.1436.41 91 49.24
105.00 48.1250.53 57.1460.69 99 57.61
Illinois Central College 106.00 35.1825.22 37.2925.22 100 30.95
Joliet Junior College 105.00 44.7829.17 47.0222.75 78 40.74
Juniata College 105.00 16.5033.38 17.3233.05 99 25.19
Keene State College 104.00 41.1068.18 42.7465.45 96 55.20
Illinois State University 103.00 40.5559.71 41.7756.13 94 50.73
George Mason University 91.00107.00 57.5661.59 49.8873.26 99 68.78
Goshen College 87.00107.00 42.8050.08 45.8044.57 89 48.98
Goucher College 93.00104.00 35.5256.59 36.9456.02 99 46.71
George Brown College 103.00 43.4048.79 44.7046.86 94 48.37
Florida State University 81.00105.00 52.4964.18 55.1164.18 100 61.36
146.89 571.78 718.67Emory University 96.00106.00 60.0678.38 63.6678.38 100 72.34
Dension University 94.00106.00 55.8274.64 59.1767.92 91 67.30
Dalhousie University 103.00 60.0975.17 61.8974.42 99 70.82
98.69 324.22 422.91Creighton University 88.00
133.56 490.49 624.05Dartmouth College 95.00
43.59 276.97 320.56Drexel University 84.00
144.40 569.47 713.87Duke University 97.00
77.68 127.94 205.62Eckerd College 77.00
83.90 466.97 550.87Frostburg State University 93.00
76.86 430.60 507.46Gonzaga University 94.00
131.40 528.66 660.06Iowa State University 99.00
78.00
77.00
93.99 284.25 378.24Kent State University
26.56 364.97 391.53
89.0073.63 443.52 517.15
Macalester College 105.00 54.2774.69 56.9867.96 91 66.99
MacEwan University 104.00 45.2548.60 47.0646.66 96 49.29
92.00 32.4062.34 29.8147.38 76 47.07
105.00 39.0849.45 41.0345.00 91 45.77
Maryville College 103.00 31.9665.96 32.9263.32 96 49.84
94.00119.86 588.53 708.39
Miami University 105.00 54.1066.85 56.8166.18 99 63.50 88.0082.60 409.18 491.78
Middlebury College 104.00 63.6974.97 66.2474.97 100 72.61 99.00133.66 645.42 779.08
Mills College 102.00 42.5349.68 43.3849.18 99 46.98 92.00107.37 395.19 502.56
Muhlenberg College 106.00 32.1750.10 34.1050.10 100 41.68 84.00111.43 426.75 538.18
Ohio University 105.00 43.6459.45 45.8258.86 99 54.34 95.00104.22 474.51 578.73
Oregon State University 105.00 58.2684.47 61.1783.63 99 73.40 96.00
96.00
132.20 552.89 685.09
Pittsburg State University 105.00 35.3653.92 37.1353.92 100 45.80
Pitzer College 107.00 53.3275.68 57.0568.87 91 66.85 76.00
Pomona College 107.00 58.2972.58 62.3769.68 96 68.35 98.00
Pacic Luthern University 65.30 338.09 403.39
Plymouth State University 102.56 409.12 511.68
123.36 575.95 699.31
Portland State University 104.00 56.6174.57 58.8773.82 99 68.67 98.00135.06 601.93 736.99
Saint John’s University 105.00 43.1258.01 45.2855.69 96 51.25
Saint Joseph’s College - ME 103.00 23.8845.87 24.8345.87 100 35.35
90.00113.84 435.51 549.35
Saint Louis University 103.00 42.9048.62 44.1948.13 99 48.61 85.00106.97 446.20 553.17
Santa Clara University 106.00 53.4281.14 56.6280.33 99 70.14 98.00125.31 545.48 670.79
Smith College 106.00 45.7062.45 48.4459.95 96 56.23 99.00114.13 525.39 639.52
St. John’s University 104.00 62.7769.01 65.2869.01 100 68.15 97.0056.90 277.39 334.29
Stanford University 107.00 59.6783.53 63.8583.53 100 74.63
106.00 61.6265.23 65.3264.58 99 66.64
99.00131.43 595.73 727.16
Temple University 105.00 33.2443.14 34.9043.14 100 40.33 93.0095.86 400.82 496.68
Texas A&M University 103.00 48.7658.54 50.2257.95 99 54.63 94.00103.26 486.08 589.34
Tufts University 106.00 49.7062.79 52.6862.79 100 57.39 93.00120.94 476.29 597.23
Unity College 103.00 44.8784.76 46.2275.44 89 66.59
104.00 17.8158.71 18.5258.12 99 39.01
96.00141.02 483.22 624.24
University of Arkansas 105.00 33.2263.24 34.8863.24 100 48.82 90.00
University of Connecticut 98.00
80.00
University of Arizona 93.00130.49 571.07 701.56
112.72 640.93 753.65
Universidad de Moneterrey 106.00 22.8447.98 24.2145.10 94 35.36
University at Albany 104.00 56.9374.54 59.2170.07 94 68.58
University at Bualo 105.00 58.5666.26 61.4966.26 100 65.57
94.00
Tulane University 104.00 36.6571.54 38.1271.54 100 56.83 74.00
The Ohio State University 106.00 58.4482.50 61.9582.50 100 73.53
Thompson Rivers University 105.00 56.7280.39 59.5679.59 99 71.58
Translyvania University 103.00 35.7144.13 36.7542.36 96 40.58
93.00
93.80 453.81 547.61
Sterling College 104.00 57.2587.00 59.5487.00 100 75.27 123.45 495.72 619.17





Southwestern University 105.00 42.8149.25 44.9544.82 91 48.19 94.00
Southern Oregon University 96.00113.67 488.14 601.81
Spelman College 93.0090.99 367.06 458.05
79.05 398.63 477.68
Simon Fraser University 105.00 55.9374.03 58.7373.29 99 67.01
Slippery Rock University 104.00 51.3854.79 53.4454.79 100 54.12 91.00
Seattle University 105.00 56.3980.16 59.2179.36 99 71.29




Rice University 106.00 46.1665.25 48.9364.60 99 58.49 134.96 536.79 671.75
Roosevelt University 106.00 36.8140.86 39.0240.45 99 40.54
Purdue University 97.00131.94 352.75 484.69




Princeton University 106.00 54.7755.19 58.0654.64 99 58.08
Principia College 104.00 46.5953.39 48.4551.25 96 51.85
90.00
124.52 565.98 690.50
Oklahoma State University 106.00 35.4455.64 37.5755.64 100 46.14 115.35 406.41 521.76
Northern Arizona University 107.00 47.8177.89 51.1677.89 100 65.60 96.00
92.0093.26 362.27 455.53
Missouri State University 105.00 53.1544.18 55.8143.74 99 51.78
Mohawk College 103.00 53.9164.38 55.5363.74 99 60.24
106.00 54.8170.88 58.1070.88 100 65.87
Mount Holyoke College
84.00105.47 670.48 775.95Oberlin College
91.00113.28 450.38 563.66Occidental College
85.43 520.28 605.71
Michigan State University 107.00 45.6965.26 48.8965.26 100 57.25 72.00
77.00127.85 480.78 608.63
LIU Post 106.00 36.5449.60 38.7349.10 99 45.20
Loyalist College 105.00 26.9739.76 28.3231.01 78 33.15
Loyola University Chicago 106.00 56.1769.16 59.5468.47 99 65.70
78.55 292.90 371.45
Lewis & Clark College 99.00106.64 655.91 762.55
89.00
93.00
Luther College 105.00 41.4052.02 43.4752.02 100 47.51 90.00
115.34 511.28 626.62
Kenyon College
128.57 557.12 685.69Harvard College 99.00
Concordia University 103.00 30.7258.20 31.6457.62 99 45.08
108.06 296.06 404.12College of Charleston 88.00
146.90 600.00 746.90College of the Atlantic 98.00
Clarkson University 88.00104.00 51.9674.69 54.0470.21 94 67.02
Coastal Carolina University 91.00104.00 45.8152.86 47.6452.33 99 50.73
88.26 493.37 581.63Champlain College 97.00
Calvin College 105.00 32.7070.03 34.3362.33 89 51.82
Camosun College 102.00 41.6148.43 42.4436.81 76 46.40
104.00 46.5857.50 48.4443.70 76 54.08
Carleton College
48.56 205.28 253.84California College of the Arts
California State University,
Channel Islands
131.41 574.32 705.73 98.00
108.45 525.28 633.73 94.00











103.00 36.8244.18 37.9234.46 78 41.33Central New Mexico
Community College
113.04 465.97 579.01Brandeis University 89.00
95.06 427.62 522.68Brown University 92.00
43.06 341.78 384.84Binghamton University
Berea College 92.00105.00 51.2148.28 53.7746.35 96 50.82
Bowdoin College 91.00105.00 51.7061.88 54.2956.31 91 59.04
Black Hills State University 105.00 33.4257.92 35.0957.34 99 46.72
Beloit College 81.00107.00 36.7464.85 39.3159.01 91 50.68
93.67 231.72 325.39Belmont University 104.00 51.6383.01 53.6983.01 100 69.35
103.19 347.82 451.01Baylor College 105.00 34.0968.42 35.7967.74 99 51.77
Ball State University 97.00103.00 49.0278.42 50.4977.64 99 66.69
105.00 39.1161.63 41.0761.63 100 52.10Eastern Connecticut State
University
95.00104.00 48.2586.48 50.1885.62 99 68.74Florida Gulf Coast
University
105.00 52.9578.56 55.6078.56 100 68.76George Washington
University
120.43 570.96 691.39 95.00105.00 56.2169.77 59.0269.07 99 66.05Grand Valley State
University




103.00 30.4838.08 31.3929.70 78 35.38Johnson County
Community College










105.00 57.9169.35 60.8168.66 99 66.74 97.00Pennsylvania State
University
96.00 51.3950.99 49.3339.77 78 52.41Raritan Valley Community
College
88.00 46.6946.09 41.0930.42 66 48.34Richland Community
College




Sewanee - The University of 
the South
89.00Southern Connecticut State 
University
State University of New
York at Cortland
103.00 35.6840.47 36.7540.07 99 38.80State University of New
York at Fredonia
105.00 44.1942.01 46.4041.59 99 46.00State University of New
York at New Paltz
98.00 42.4146.79 41.5646.32 99 47.46Stevens Institute of
Technology






105.00 65.9077.59 69.2076.81 99 75.01





131.57 655.89 787.46 98.00University of California,
Davis










123.13 612.89 736.02 98.00106.00 65.1170.36 69.0270.36 100 71.02University of California,
Santa Barbara
117.72 562.60 680.32 97.00107.00 67.7070.84 72.4470.13 99 72.60University of California,
Santa Cruz




University of Dayton 86.0082.23 390.37 472.60
University of Florida 96.00119.53 535.82 655.35
University of Louisville 94.00115.60 499.67 615.27
University of Denver 89.00
96.00105.00 53.2673.34 55.9273.34 100 65.82
105.00 42.0262.11 44.1261.49 99 52.81
University of Houston 86.00106.00 49.4775.64 82.4474.88 99 65.35
University of Kansas 87.00105.00 35.8665.41 37.6564.76 99 51.71
105.00 54.4669.89 57.1869.19 99 65.19
University of Missouri 93.00125.77 549.85 675.62
139.48 466.71 606.19
106.00 54.1671.69 57.4171.69 100 65.93
University of Mount Union 87.00123.38 377.55 500.93
94.70 338.80 433.50
104.00 33.9062.06 35.2659.58 96 48.88
University of North Dakota 88.28 445.28 533.56
University of Pennsylvania 113.68 606.05 719.73
University of Pittsburgh 118.61 488.95 607.56
University of North Texas 96.00
94.00
University of San Diego 131.95 469.65 601.60 97.00
University of South Florida 148.32 604.75 753.07 96.00
University of Texas at Dallas 27.44 119.80 147.24 86.00
University of the Pacic 131.37 571.07 702.44 96.00




108.00 42.4464.22 45.8464.22 100 55.48
University of Richmond 92.00104.00 45.1160.38 46.9157.96 96 55.46
University of South Carolina 97.00105.00 35.6877.39 37.4676.62 99 57.04
University of Texas at Austin 91.00104.00 50.5960.79 52.6160.79 100 56.70
University of Victoria 98.00105.00 64.1662.12 67.3760.26 97 66.44
University of West Georgia 104.00 29.5631.09 30.7430.78 99 31.41
University of Winnipeg 104.00 49.2962.54 51.2661.91 99 58.86
University of Virginia 97.00106.00 54.4869.60 57.7569.60 100 65.06
Vanderbilt University 94.00
University of Rochester 104.00 37.7762.98 39.2862.98 100 52.63
University of Saskatchewan 105.00 41.5440.55 43.6240.14 99 43.88
University of Manitoba 104.00 41.2058.37 42.8557.79 99 52.56
University of Michigan 104.00 50.7283.38 52.7583.38 100 70.07
105.00 53.8476.60 56.5375.83 99 68.18
University of Kentucky 106.00 38.6748.38 40.9948.38 100 45.25
110.28 502.74 613.02 94.00103.00 47.2751.62 48.6951.62 100 52.40
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs
University of Illinois at
Chicago
136.67 550.75 687.42 96.00106.00 53.7576.56 56.9775.79 99 68.06University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
136.87 577.14 714.01 99.00University of Maryland,
College Park
105.74 503.10 608.84 94.00University of Minnesota,
Duluth




105.00 56.4680.27 59.2873.05 91 70.84 137.22 566.41 703.63 97.00University of Minnesota,
Morris
104.00 56.8269.68 59.0969.68 100 66.39 98.00University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities
105.00 30.9243.15 32.4740.56 94 37.45 88.00University of Nebraska at
Omaha
104.00 41.8253.36 43.4952.83 99 49.40 89.00University of Nebraska-
Lincoln
128.84 611.58 740.42105.00 59.9573.81 62.9573.07 99 70.01 95.00University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
101.59 536.29 637.88105.00 58.0874.96 60.9874.21 99 69.60 93.00University of North
Carolina, Greensboro
103.00 29.1347.48 30.0047.48 100 38.93University of North
Carolina, Pembroke
104.00 32.1567.33 33.4467.33 100 50.39University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley
106.00 67.5780.78 71.6280.78 100 77.47University of Washnigton,
Seattle
109.89 505.11 615.00 84.00
95.87 523.80 619.67 92.00
104.00 45.4853.35 47.3052.82 99 51.80University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay
104.00 45.7761.77 47.6061.15 99 54.65





123.22 663.69 786.91 95.00University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
106.00 53.1575.47 56.3474.72 99 67.21 124.95 502.09 627.01 98.00University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
103.00 36.9463.80 38.0563.80 100 51.18University of Wisconsin-
Stout
104.00 55.2058.49 57.4156.15 96 59.90 116.66 599.37 716.03University of Wisconsin-
River Falls
107.00 46.2642.53 49.5042.10 99 45.35





105.00 43.0367.31 45.1866.64 99 55.91Vilanova University 94.00
137.89 464.69 602.58
91.18 439.25 530.43
101.00 48.8983.59 49.3876.07 91 67.20Wartburg College
105.73 311.91 417.34106.00 34.4244.68 36.4944.23 99 40.16Weber State University
106.00 46.5759.35 49.3656.98 96 53.71Wellesley College
106.00 42.8567.49 45.4264.79 96 55.66
105.00 47.9049.85 50.3049.35 99 51.83
Wells College
105.00 46.9265.05 49.2765.05 100 56.88Wake Forest University




106.00 45.2052.95 47.9152.95 100 51.95Virginia Commonwealth
University
95.00
109.04 408.64 517.68 97.00
94.00
104.00 57.3371.21 59.6271.21 100 67.42Western University 90.00
107.00 41.3056.34 44.1952.96 94 49.31Westminster College
104.00 50.9053.05 52.9452.52 99 53.99Wilfred Laurier University
92.00
98.11 479.24 577.35Wesleyan University 95.00
Washington State
University, Pullman




107.00 51.8573.64 55.4872.90 99 65.57 120.33 479.11 599.44
101.65 389.31 490.96
104.00 43.7047.78 45.4543.48 91 47.51Williams College 93.0095.60 494.31 589.91




105.00 28.3545.14 29.7745.14 100 37.27 75.00Western State Colorado
University
105.00 41.4966.90 43.5666.23 99 56.90 96.00Worcester Polytechnic
Institute
106.00 28.1563.22 29.8462.59 99 48.00University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
99.00106.00 53.6775.18 56.8974.43 99 67.34University of New
Hampshire
103.00 45.4168.97 46.7768.28 99 58.11 95.00University of Missouri,
Kansas City
105.00 45.1661.27 47.4257.59 94 53.85University of massachusetts
Lowell
105.00 41.0053.26 43.0551.13 96 49.78Sheridan Institute of 
Technology and Advanced
Learning
State University of New
York College of 
Environmental Science and 
Forestry















































































































































































































97.00142.72 576.77 719.49105.00 57.3690.99 60.2390.99 100 77.24
Aquinas College 95.00116.69 451.91 568.60106.00 40.1574.56 42.5673.81 99 57.90
Arizona State University 95.00132.13 624.91 757.04
129.74 459.10 588.84
106.00 61.6971.39 65.3970.68 99 69.70
Auburn University 90.00104.00 40.1562.61 41.7661.98 99 53.62
Babson College 94.00104.00 47.8681.05 49.7777.81 96 66.56
143.21 530.95 674.16Bard College 94.00106.00 55.0269.76 58.3269.06 99 65.38
124.92 411.36 536.28Bentley University 97.00104.00 42.4867.46 44.1863.41 94 56.91
110.93 422.40 533.33Boston University 86.00106.00 42.6063.55 45.1663.55 100 54.83
114.30 443.61 557.91Bucknell University 97.00106.00 44.0270.44 46.6666.92 95 58.12
134.97 541.02 675.99 86.00107.00 55.2871.33 59.1570.62 99 66.26
87.95 408.35 496.30108.00 41.7246.30 45.0645.84 99 46.81
130.34 518.88 649.22Carnegie Mellon University 98.00103.00 51.5864.27 53.1364.27 100 58.99
143.42 577.39 720.81Chatham University 95.00104.00 59.9987.86 62.3986.98 99 77.05
135.66 596.41 732.07Colby College 99.00105.00 60.0286.32 63.0278.55 91 75.65
106.74 581.68 688.42Colgate University 99.00105.00 59.6265.55 62.6062.93 96 65.69
102.90 539.03 641.93Colorado College 90.00106.00 56.9868.15 60.4062.02 91 65.36
144.75 638.15 782.90Colorado State University 99.00106.00 67.8596.43 71.9295.47 99 85.29
130.13 488.93 619.06Columbia University 96.00103.00 49.1482.01 50.6181.19 99 67.06
140.38 572.73 713.11Cornell University 99.00106.00 57.0877.46 60.5176.69 99 70.27
129.98 623.81 753.79Dickinson College 99.00106.00 60.4382.97 64.0675.50 91 74.24
108.41 359.31 467.72Earlham College 88.00
87.00
103.00 48.5258.56 49.9853.29 91 54.35
119.34 439.72 559.06Elon University 94.00104.00 37.9461.92 39.4656.35 91 50.16
134.99 525.95 660.94Furman University 97.00
135.45 568.94 704.39 94.00
106.00 47.0688.83 49.8885.28 96 69.25
144.40 607.82 752.22Green Mountain College 99.00104.00 65.5883.93 65.0883.09 99 76.45
96.72 432.23 519.95Knox College 104.00 41.7855.95 43.4550.91 91 49.88
Lafayette College 105.00 38.0256.15 39.9253.90 96 47.62
Lakehead University 104.00 28.3250.51 29.4540.10 99 36.94
Lehigh University 103.00 38.0729.94 39.2129.64 99 36.75
123.33 518.30 641.63Hampshire College
Guilford College 90.00105.00 50.4049.53 52.9239.63 78 51.15
Haverford College 91.00103.00 55.4840.01 57.1436.41 91 49.24
105.00 48.1250.53 57.1460.69 99 57.61
Illinois Central College 106.00 35.1825.22 37.2925.22 100 30.95
Joliet Junior College 105.00 44.7829.17 47.0222.75 78 40.74
Juniata College 105.00 16.5033.38 17.3233.05 99 25.19
Keene State College 104.00 41.1068.18 42.7465.45 96 55.20
Illinois State University 103.00 40.5559.71 41.7756.13 94 50.73
George Mason University 91.00107.00 57.5661.59 49.8873.26 99 68.78
Goshen College 87.00107.00 42.8050.08 45.8044.57 89 48.98
Goucher College 93.00104.00 35.5256.59 36.9456.02 99 46.71
George Brown College 103.00 43.4048.79 44.7046.86 94 48.37
Florida State University 81.00105.00 52.4964.18 55.1164.18 100 61.36
146.89 571.78 718.67Emory University 96.00106.00 60.0678.38 63.6678.38 100 72.34
Dension University 94.00106.00 55.8274.64 59.1767.92 91 67.30
Dalhousie University 103.00 60.0975.17 61.8974.42 99 70.82
98.69 324.22 422.91Creighton University 88.00
133.56 490.49 624.05Dartmouth College 95.00
43.59 276.97 320.56Drexel University 84.00
144.40 569.47 713.87Duke University 97.00
77.68 127.94 205.62Eckerd College 77.00
83.90 466.97 550.87Frostburg State University 93.00
76.86 430.60 507.46Gonzaga University 94.00
131.40 528.66 660.06Iowa State University 99.00
78.00
77.00
93.99 284.25 378.24Kent State University
26.56 364.97 391.53
89.0073.63 443.52 517.15
Macalester College 105.00 54.2774.69 56.9867.96 91 66.99
MacEwan University 104.00 45.2548.60 47.0646.66 96 49.29
92.00 32.4062.34 29.8147.38 76 47.07
105.00 39.0849.45 41.0345.00 91 45.77
Maryville College 103.00 31.9665.96 32.9263.32 96 49.84
94.00119.86 588.53 708.39
Miami University 105.00 54.1066.85 56.8166.18 99 63.50 88.0082.60 409.18 491.78
Middlebury College 104.00 63.6974.97 66.2474.97 100 72.61 99.00133.66 645.42 779.08
Mills College 102.00 42.5349.68 43.3849.18 99 46.98 92.00107.37 395.19 502.56
Muhlenberg College 106.00 32.1750.10 34.1050.10 100 41.68 84.00111.43 426.75 538.18
Ohio University 105.00 43.6459.45 45.8258.86 99 54.34 95.00104.22 474.51 578.73
Oregon State University 105.00 58.2684.47 61.1783.63 99 73.40 96.00
96.00
132.20 552.89 685.09
Pittsburg State University 105.00 35.3653.92 37.1353.92 100 45.80
Pitzer College 107.00 53.3275.68 57.0568.87 91 66.85 76.00
Pomona College 107.00 58.2972.58 62.3769.68 96 68.35 98.00
Pacic Luthern University 65.30 338.09 403.39
Plymouth State University 102.56 409.12 511.68
123.36 575.95 699.31
Portland State University 104.00 56.6174.57 58.8773.82 99 68.67 98.00135.06 601.93 736.99
Saint John’s University 105.00 43.1258.01 45.2855.69 96 51.25
Saint Joseph’s College - ME 103.00 23.8845.87 24.8345.87 100 35.35
90.00113.84 435.51 549.35
Saint Louis University 103.00 42.9048.62 44.1948.13 99 48.61 85.00106.97 446.20 553.17
Santa Clara University 106.00 53.4281.14 56.6280.33 99 70.14 98.00125.31 545.48 670.79
Smith College 106.00 45.7062.45 48.4459.95 96 56.23 99.00114.13 525.39 639.52
St. John’s University 104.00 62.7769.01 65.2869.01 100 68.15 97.0056.90 277.39 334.29
Stanford University 107.00 59.6783.53 63.8583.53 100 74.63
106.00 61.6265.23 65.3264.58 99 66.64
99.00131.43 595.73 727.16
Temple University 105.00 33.2443.14 34.9043.14 100 40.33 93.0095.86 400.82 496.68
Texas A&M University 103.00 48.7658.54 50.2257.95 99 54.63 94.00103.26 486.08 589.34
Tufts University 106.00 49.7062.79 52.6862.79 100 57.39 93.00120.94 476.29 597.23
Unity College 103.00 44.8784.76 46.2275.44 89 66.59
104.00 17.8158.71 18.5258.12 99 39.01
96.00141.02 483.22 624.24
University of Arkansas 105.00 33.2263.24 34.8863.24 100 48.82 90.00
University of Connecticut 98.00
80.00
University of Arizona 93.00130.49 571.07 701.56
112.72 640.93 753.65
Universidad de Moneterrey 106.00 22.8447.98 24.2145.10 94 35.36
University at Albany 104.00 56.9374.54 59.2170.07 94 68.58
University at Bualo 105.00 58.5666.26 61.4966.26 100 65.57
94.00
Tulane University 104.00 36.6571.54 38.1271.54 100 56.83 74.00
The Ohio State University 106.00 58.4482.50 61.9582.50 100 73.53
Thompson Rivers University 105.00 56.7280.39 59.5679.59 99 71.58
Translyvania University 103.00 35.7144.13 36.7542.36 96 40.58
93.00
93.80 453.81 547.61
Sterling College 104.00 57.2587.00 59.5487.00 100 75.27 123.45 495.72 619.17





Southwestern University 105.00 42.8149.25 44.9544.82 91 48.19 94.00
Southern Oregon University 96.00113.67 488.14 601.81
Spelman College 93.0090.99 367.06 458.05
79.05 398.63 477.68
Simon Fraser University 105.00 55.9374.03 58.7373.29 99 67.01
Slippery Rock University 104.00 51.3854.79 53.4454.79 100 54.12 91.00
Seattle University 105.00 56.3980.16 59.2179.36 99 71.29




Rice University 106.00 46.1665.25 48.9364.60 99 58.49 134.96 536.79 671.75
Roosevelt University 106.00 36.8140.86 39.0240.45 99 40.54
Purdue University 97.00131.94 352.75 484.69




Princeton University 106.00 54.7755.19 58.0654.64 99 58.08
Principia College 104.00 46.5953.39 48.4551.25 96 51.85
90.00
124.52 565.98 690.50
Oklahoma State University 106.00 35.4455.64 37.5755.64 100 46.14 115.35 406.41 521.76
Northern Arizona University 107.00 47.8177.89 51.1677.89 100 65.60 96.00
92.0093.26 362.27 455.53
Missouri State University 105.00 53.1544.18 55.8143.74 99 51.78
Mohawk College 103.00 53.9164.38 55.5363.74 99 60.24
106.00 54.8170.88 58.1070.88 100 65.87
Mount Holyoke College
84.00105.47 670.48 775.95Oberlin College
91.00113.28 450.38 563.66Occidental College
85.43 520.28 605.71
Michigan State University 107.00 45.6965.26 48.8965.26 100 57.25 72.00
77.00127.85 480.78 608.63
LIU Post 106.00 36.5449.60 38.7349.10 99 45.20
Loyalist College 105.00 26.9739.76 28.3231.01 78 33.15
Loyola University Chicago 106.00 56.1769.16 59.5468.47 99 65.70
78.55 292.90 371.45
Lewis & Clark College 99.00106.64 655.91 762.55
89.00
93.00
Luther College 105.00 41.4052.02 43.4752.02 100 47.51 90.00
115.34 511.28 626.62
Kenyon College
128.57 557.12 685.69Harvard College 99.00
Concordia University 103.00 30.7258.20 31.6457.62 99 45.08
108.06 296.06 404.12College of Charleston 88.00
146.90 600.00 746.90College of the Atlantic 98.00
Clarkson University 88.00104.00 51.9674.69 54.0470.21 94 67.02
Coastal Carolina University 91.00104.00 45.8152.86 47.6452.33 99 50.73
88.26 493.37 581.63Champlain College 97.00
Calvin College 105.00 32.7070.03 34.3362.33 89 51.82
Camosun College 102.00 41.6148.43 42.4436.81 76 46.40
104.00 46.5857.50 48.4443.70 76 54.08
Carleton College
48.56 205.28 253.84California College of the Arts
California State University,
Channel Islands
131.41 574.32 705.73 98.00
108.45 525.28 633.73 94.00











103.00 36.8244.18 37.9234.46 78 41.33Central New Mexico
Community College
113.04 465.97 579.01Brandeis University 89.00
95.06 427.62 522.68Brown University 92.00
43.06 341.78 384.84Binghamton University
Berea College 92.00105.00 51.2148.28 53.7746.35 96 50.82
Bowdoin College 91.00105.00 51.7061.88 54.2956.31 91 59.04
Black Hills State University 105.00 33.4257.92 35.0957.34 99 46.72
Beloit College 81.00107.00 36.7464.85 39.3159.01 91 50.68
93.67 231.72 325.39Belmont University 104.00 51.6383.01 53.6983.01 100 69.35
103.19 347.82 451.01Baylor College 105.00 34.0968.42 35.7967.74 99 51.77
Ball State University 97.00103.00 49.0278.42 50.4977.64 99 66.69
105.00 39.1161.63 41.0761.63 100 52.10Eastern Connecticut State
University
95.00104.00 48.2586.48 50.1885.62 99 68.74Florida Gulf Coast
University
105.00 52.9578.56 55.6078.56 100 68.76George Washington
University
120.43 570.96 691.39 95.00105.00 56.2169.77 59.0269.07 99 66.05Grand Valley State
University




103.00 30.4838.08 31.3929.70 78 35.38Johnson County
Community College










105.00 57.9169.35 60.8168.66 99 66.74 97.00Pennsylvania State
University
96.00 51.3950.99 49.3339.77 78 52.41Raritan Valley Community
College
88.00 46.6946.09 41.0930.42 66 48.34Richland Community
College




Sewanee - The University of 
the South
89.00Southern Connecticut State 
University
State University of New
York at Cortland
103.00 35.6840.47 36.7540.07 99 38.80State University of New
York at Fredonia
105.00 44.1942.01 46.4041.59 99 46.00State University of New
York at New Paltz
98.00 42.4146.79 41.5646.32 99 47.46Stevens Institute of
Technology






105.00 65.9077.59 69.2076.81 99 75.01





131.57 655.89 787.46 98.00University of California,
Davis










123.13 612.89 736.02 98.00106.00 65.1170.36 69.0270.36 100 71.02University of California,
Santa Barbara
117.72 562.60 680.32 97.00107.00 67.7070.84 72.4470.13 99 72.60University of California,
Santa Cruz




University of Dayton 86.0082.23 390.37 472.60
University of Florida 96.00119.53 535.82 655.35
University of Louisville 94.00115.60 499.67 615.27
University of Denver 89.00
96.00105.00 53.2673.34 55.9273.34 100 65.82
105.00 42.0262.11 44.1261.49 99 52.81
University of Houston 86.00106.00 49.4775.64 82.4474.88 99 65.35
University of Kansas 87.00105.00 35.8665.41 37.6564.76 99 51.71
105.00 54.4669.89 57.1869.19 99 65.19
University of Missouri 93.00125.77 549.85 675.62
139.48 466.71 606.19
106.00 54.1671.69 57.4171.69 100 65.93
University of Mount Union 87.00123.38 377.55 500.93
94.70 338.80 433.50
104.00 33.9062.06 35.2659.58 96 48.88
University of North Dakota 88.28 445.28 533.56
University of Pennsylvania 113.68 606.05 719.73
University of Pittsburgh 118.61 488.95 607.56
University of North Texas 96.00
94.00
University of San Diego 131.95 469.65 601.60 97.00
University of South Florida 148.32 604.75 753.07 96.00
University of Texas at Dallas 27.44 119.80 147.24 86.00
University of the Pacic 131.37 571.07 702.44 96.00




108.00 42.4464.22 45.8464.22 100 55.48
University of Richmond 92.00104.00 45.1160.38 46.9157.96 96 55.46
University of South Carolina 97.00105.00 35.6877.39 37.4676.62 99 57.04
University of Texas at Austin 91.00104.00 50.5960.79 52.6160.79 100 56.70
University of Victoria 98.00105.00 64.1662.12 67.3760.26 97 66.44
University of West Georgia 104.00 29.5631.09 30.7430.78 99 31.41
University of Winnipeg 104.00 49.2962.54 51.2661.91 99 58.86
University of Virginia 97.00106.00 54.4869.60 57.7569.60 100 65.06
Vanderbilt University 94.00
University of Rochester 104.00 37.7762.98 39.2862.98 100 52.63
University of Saskatchewan 105.00 41.5440.55 43.6240.14 99 43.88
University of Manitoba 104.00 41.2058.37 42.8557.79 99 52.56
University of Michigan 104.00 50.7283.38 52.7583.38 100 70.07
105.00 53.8476.60 56.5375.83 99 68.18
University of Kentucky 106.00 38.6748.38 40.9948.38 100 45.25
110.28 502.74 613.02 94.00103.00 47.2751.62 48.6951.62 100 52.40
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs
University of Illinois at
Chicago
136.67 550.75 687.42 96.00106.00 53.7576.56 56.9775.79 99 68.06University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
136.87 577.14 714.01 99.00University of Maryland,
College Park
105.74 503.10 608.84 94.00University of Minnesota,
Duluth




105.00 56.4680.27 59.2873.05 91 70.84 137.22 566.41 703.63 97.00University of Minnesota,
Morris
104.00 56.8269.68 59.0969.68 100 66.39 98.00University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities
105.00 30.9243.15 32.4740.56 94 37.45 88.00University of Nebraska at
Omaha
104.00 41.8253.36 43.4952.83 99 49.40 89.00University of Nebraska-
Lincoln
128.84 611.58 740.42105.00 59.9573.81 62.9573.07 99 70.01 95.00University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
101.59 536.29 637.88105.00 58.0874.96 60.9874.21 99 69.60 93.00University of North
Carolina, Greensboro
103.00 29.1347.48 30.0047.48 100 38.93University of North
Carolina, Pembroke
104.00 32.1567.33 33.4467.33 100 50.39University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley
106.00 67.5780.78 71.6280.78 100 77.47University of Washnigton,
Seattle
109.89 505.11 615.00 84.00
95.87 523.80 619.67 92.00
104.00 45.4853.35 47.3052.82 99 51.80University of Wisconsin-
Green Bay
104.00 45.7761.77 47.6061.15 99 54.65





123.22 663.69 786.91 95.00University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
106.00 53.1575.47 56.3474.72 99 67.21 124.95 502.09 627.01 98.00University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
103.00 36.9463.80 38.0563.80 100 51.18University of Wisconsin-
Stout
104.00 55.2058.49 57.4156.15 96 59.90 116.66 599.37 716.03University of Wisconsin-
River Falls
107.00 46.2642.53 49.5042.10 99 45.35





105.00 43.0367.31 45.1866.64 99 55.91Vilanova University 94.00
137.89 464.69 602.58
91.18 439.25 530.43
101.00 48.8983.59 49.3876.07 91 67.20Wartburg College
105.73 311.91 417.34106.00 34.4244.68 36.4944.23 99 40.16Weber State University
106.00 46.5759.35 49.3656.98 96 53.71Wellesley College
106.00 42.8567.49 45.4264.79 96 55.66
105.00 47.9049.85 50.3049.35 99 51.83
Wells College
105.00 46.9265.05 49.2765.05 100 56.88Wake Forest University




106.00 45.2052.95 47.9152.95 100 51.95Virginia Commonwealth
University
95.00
109.04 408.64 517.68 97.00
94.00
104.00 57.3371.21 59.6271.21 100 67.42Western University 90.00
107.00 41.3056.34 44.1952.96 94 49.31Westminster College
104.00 50.9053.05 52.9452.52 99 53.99Wilfred Laurier University
92.00
98.11 479.24 577.35Wesleyan University 95.00
Washington State
University, Pullman




107.00 51.8573.64 55.4872.90 99 65.57 120.33 479.11 599.44
101.65 389.31 490.96
104.00 43.7047.78 45.4543.48 91 47.51Williams College 93.0095.60 494.31 589.91




105.00 28.3545.14 29.7745.14 100 37.27 75.00Western State Colorado
University
105.00 41.4966.90 43.5666.23 99 56.90 96.00Worcester Polytechnic
Institute
106.00 28.1563.22 29.8462.59 99 48.00University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
99.00106.00 53.6775.18 56.8974.43 99 67.34University of New
Hampshire
103.00 45.4168.97 46.7768.28 99 58.11 95.00University of Missouri,
Kansas City
105.00 45.1661.27 47.4257.59 94 53.85University of massachusetts
Lowell
105.00 41.0053.26 43.0551.13 96 49.78Sheridan Institute of 
Technology and Advanced
Learning
State University of New
York College of 
Environmental Science and 
Forestry
104.00 38.9062.96 40.4659.18 94 53.30Northern Alberta Institute of
Technology
Minnesota State University
Moorhead
